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Petain's Men Attack Norwegian Steamer Augvald
of
Soissons
Southwest
2,098 Tons, Bound From
French Port in Baltimore
Capture Chavigny Farm
and Many Prisoners.
Sunk By German

Gen.

A

BITTER FIGHT

No Decision is

Res- -

Reached on

oluton Providing for Federal
Control of Telegraph Lines
During Wa'r.

AUSTRALIANS REPULSE
3 OF CREW DROWNED;
ENEMY IN SOMME AREA
13 UNACCOUNTED FOR

STRUGGLE EXPECTED TO
BE WAGED AGAIN TODAY

Italians in Albania Hit Hard Sea Wolf Adopted
Same
Blow
Positions;
Methods
Used
Against
By
as Those
Vienna Admits Withdrawal
'Divers in Their Operations
of Troops.
Off the Atlantic Coast.

PRESS;

DEMANDS

DRASTIC

ACTION
i

Teuton

Newspapers Are Peer
paring Public .for rTadcal
Move Aganst Russia ' as
Result of Assassination.
:

COLUMNS ARE DEVOTED,
PRAISE DEAD MINISTER

Leaders Are Print Long Telegrams From
Extend
to
Hear
Moscow Praising his Work;
Opposed
Crime
Causes
Uprising
ings, Which Stirs Up a
Bolsheviki.
the
Against
Stormy Factional Dispute.

Adfinistratiqn

nrJl ll',,,"8P'1 oMJie new jnethods of epen warfare. It is. how ever, practiced by the
the
who advaix In solid formation.
The Frcn. h Htrling out like AiiierleniM
8.
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Port,
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me fivu war.
mier
. Continuln
the
defense
other
neutral
London, July 8. Fragments oV
Norwegian
their
ship,
aggressive
Washington, July 8. Efforts of
g
steamer Augvald, 2,0!8 tins, bound
In the face of the Impending offentho administration to secure Immedi- news from various sources Indicate
from a French port for Baltimore
ate disposal by the senate of the house that the assassination of Count von
sive, the French have attacked south has
German
of
fallen
a victim
a
resolution
west of Soissons. Prom the eastern
authorizing the president Mlrbach, the German ambassador to
liner,
submarine. A
to take over
side of the Retss forest, north of Long-pon- t, in port today, brought the news of
telegraph, telephone,
forml
over
cable
advanced
and
radio systems dunnrr the Russia, was accompanied by a
the French have
n
on June
the sinking in
bolshovlki'
the
dable
against
uprising
war, stirred up a bitter fight today in
a front of approximately two miles, 23 and also landed eleven members
i
the upper house in which the iul min in Moscow.
men.
taking Chavigny farm and the slopes of the crew of twenty-seve- n
were
crew
of
drowned
A Russian wirelcsi dispatch claims
the
istration won and then lost a parliato the north and south of it. Several Three
thnt an uprising has been completely
hundred prisoners were captured by and the remaining thirteen are un
mentary udvantage.
accounted for.
The resolution was buffeted back suppressed and the tone of the mes
the French in their sudden attack.
men were picked
.
The rescued
arid forth' between tho senate Inter-h- i sage Indicates that the suppression
This may be linked with the recent
.ifter having drift
ii to commerce
committee and the wus accomplished with sanguinary
offensive operations at St. Pierre Al- - up by the liner
IN
ed helplessly for eleven days, sub'
Nenate floor, in a stormy controversy
violence, the orders being thut all who
gle and gives the French a new front slating most of that time in sea
(U Morning Journal Rpeelnl Leaned Wire.)
r. Edward A
line from Longrnont north to Am- weed3 and rainwutnr wrun,T from
jncw lork, July 8.
widow of the,8t. Louis brewer, who over the question of holding hearings showed resistance to the Bolsheviki
or hustenlng senate debate and a vote. should be "shot down on the spot."
bleny, a distance of almost eight their clothing or caught in their
Rumely, vice president and treasurer wus questioned recently by govern
The Russian wireless also circulated
miles.
(V MORNIN JOURNAL (ttC.AL Lf ABD Will) ' of the Mail and Express
caps.
ment officials updn her l'Jturn from No decision was reached or progress
company,
made and both faction prepured foi the following. Bigned by MJ Araloff,
' Australians astride the Somme east .According to members jf the Washington, July 8. Names of
Germany.
of
New
the
York
publisher
o
Evening
a renewal of the struggle tomorrow. the chief Moscow commissioner:
additional soldiers held
of Amiens and north of Hamel, have crew who told their atory In frag seventy-twDr. Rumely's interests were varle
At a meeting late today tho Intermints over the side of the liner. in prison camps in Germany were an Mall, was arrested hero tonljjht in the for
"The social revolutionists, by fraudswept back the enemy over a front of when
besides
In
soa
wolf
news
tho
being
the
eho
enguged
docked,
state commerce committee, with little ulent means, captured for a few hours
nounced tonight by the war depart- office of 'Attorney General Lewis,
more than a mile and straightened out
used
as
paper
method
was
Hi
he
same
busines,
ot
discussion and by a vote of 4 to 3, a small part of Moscow and the govment. Addresses of two of the men charged with perjury In a report to
secretary
an awkward angle held by the Ger- adopted
In their operations were
by the
not given. Of the other seventy. A. Mitchell Palmer, alien property me m. uumely Company of L, Porte, decided to dispense with hearings on ernment telegraph office, whence they
mans since the Australians and off
the Atlantic coast.
which
tnu.,
munufactuiied
sixty-tw- o
sgrlculturn the resolution, and ordered It report- Issued false reports ot the suppreswere from New England custodian.
Americans carried their lines for
Crew Ordered Into Boats.
and, as founder of th ed to the senate without ai.iendmen.
sion of the soviet In Moscow. I beg
ward July 4.
from New
Tho complaint against Dr. Rumely Implements,
by shell states, with twenty-on- e
,The steamer was storped two
laierluken
of which he Is pies or recommendation.
boats Haven, Conn.
to announce that the mutiny was
Berlin mentions local attacks in the fre, the crew ordered into
that in making a report to the u'enl, had school,
charges
written several books, en
NuHtalns Point of Order.
caused by a group of cheeky fools and
no announcement was alien property custodian regarding a
Clignon sector, which is held by and the ship then sunk wltn oomns.
Although
bodymg novel Ideas on educational
The attempt of Chairmen Smith tc whs suppressed without difficulty by
Contain Kime of the Augvald left made, it was assumed
Americans, and between the Marne
that the New transaction, he failed to disclose his mnlteis.
twelve men in his
the nhlD with
report tho resolution caused an. up- tho Moscow garrison. The mutineers
end Rlieims.
men were taken Drinonei relation with Count von Bernstorff,
'
England
from
It
became
boat and
separated
Moreover, aftter having attended the roar of protest in the senate. After a have been arrested and order has been
Italians Smash Austrian.
tho other life boat containing tour during the. heavy fighting In which German ambassador to the United university of Noire Damo
and. iho heated debate Senator Hitchcock of restored."
Italian forces in Albania have teen of . the crew.
For two '.lays units from that section were eniraeml States, and Dr. Henrlch F. Albert, University lot
Heidelberg, he studied Nobraska," presiding temporarily, susy
'The
struck hard at Austrian positions along the latter boat drifed about and early In the present year.
rlulng
commercial attache of the German at the
Univorslty of Freldburg which tained a point of order that a majority In Moscow has been suppressed and
tne voyusa tyojutza) river, which was then upset In a storm. Three
At camp Limber: Coroorala Ion embassy.
19U8 granted him (he
In
comnot
ot
of
tho
the
the
committee
and
but
of
mveot
were
away
degree
H. Buyanoskie,
flows into the Adriatic about twenty min
the social revolutionaries are
The warrant was Issued by a federal
Conn.:
Terryville.
- , .
hilttee present must order a measure a most ignominious flight. making
miles north of the town of Aviona others managed to rght the boat james . Coleman, New Haven. Conn. commissioner upon tho complaint of doctor of medicine.
Orders
' the
their
loat
all
out.
ball
the
and
her
They
and
rejected
Although
report,
reported
attoney general's
have been to arrest and to disarm all
one of the most Important places In
General
. , , ,
Lewis, who had statement
even Miles Hennlni? ' U'ksi Tiu
. water
an.;
Miti,. , Attorney
to
and..
Administration
leaders
food
promised
"Vice
pr.
termed,
Rumely
members of the social
southern Albania. Vienna a3wits tliat ihei! oars, were gone.
Leroy K Comgelton, West Philadel been conducting an investigation for
renew their fight to avoid extended detachments ami te snootrevolutionary
on the spot
the Austrian "advanced posts', have
of rain phia, Pa. Privates: Amjelo Bussok, some time into the affairs of the Mall. president and treasurer of the) Mall
was a succession
There
.
and
hearings.
the'
Express company,"
all who resist.
newxpa
The attorney general charged that
been .withdrawn to their main poai- - storms and the men were almost Bristol, Conn.; Leon S.
Bernard,
Hop
to
The
is
administration
expected
him
to be
Several Hundred Arretted.
.tlona,"...
drenched. Iay after Kinton, Mass.; .James' J. Brennan Rumely purchased ,the stock of the per's editorial page shows
continuously
throw its support to a resolution. In
"Several hundred participants In
This report from Austrian head- d.iy went by
finally on July Cambridge, Mass.; Itlchard A. DriKht Mall and Express compuny In June, vice president and secretary.
Smith
of
Senator
tioduced
the
Georgia
by
and
came
American Citixens Duped.
the rioting have been arrested, among
quarters probably refers to the action 4 the rescue ship
man, Fall Jiiver, Mass.; Frank Sutler. 1917, from Henry L. Stoddard, and
The bondholders of the. Mail and today, democrat, proposing to have them Vice Chairman Alexandrovttch, v
that In doing so he acted on behalf
mentioned In the French official state- eh:iusted and sturving mw were New Haven, Conn.; Leonard
of
the
Colbume,
the
dec
resolution
returned
on
the
immediately
scon
safely
ment on Sunday night. It was said
New Haven, Conn.: .Herbter Collings of tho Imperial Geiman government. Express company will take possession from the committee to the senate and while special orders have been issued
i
to secure all members of the execu-by the war office at Paris that tho liner,
that of the Evening Mall tomorrow mornthe arrlvtl New Haven, Conn.; Lory M. Couch, thoThe attorney general charged Rum-lewith
Fiii.uUanJGuxly
ing and "we will see to it that the discharging the committee from fur- tive committee of the social revoluFrench and British forces had seized of the tuhmarined crew, warnngs New Milford, Conn.;
German government paid to
y
Ither
Joseph
of
D'Anna,
consideration
Senator
it.
In several transactions connected true Americanism for which we stand
heights in western Albania and had were sprit out today that hostile New Milford, Conn.; Hnrld F. Oolan,
tionary party.
with the purchase of the Mall $1,881,-00- will bo reflected in tho columns of the Smith said tonight ho could not say
held them against counter-attack"The red guards munt continue
be encountered be New Haven, Conn.;
ii.iuiai. nift
E.
com
another
of
whether
the
Raymond
Ely,
meeting
The payments. It was allege, paper," said Henry L. Stoddurd, pres
A serious offensive may have been tween latitudes Sfi and '.' nottlu
watchful. The mobilizing ot our
Albert
Mass.;
merce
Garand
be
Im
Haverhill,
would
called
committee
vc
r' m
were concealed until their details ident of Jhe company, in a statmcnt
forces must continue and all social
imuaiea mere. The Italian navy On .luly P an enemy subrm
Johnsburg, Vt.; Newman S. Qee. Car were discovered by
mediately to further consider the res revolutionaries must disarm to the last
in latitude 42.12
would be able to
investigators for tonight.
with the reported 43.60
C. Goldrick, New the
James
Maine;
olution.
Ibou,
west.
In a statement issued late tonight,
man."
land forces and if the line is pushed laiigitude
department of Justice and the
I'enrose Leads Attack.
Haven, Conn.; James Goodwin, Ev- New Yoik state
Assistant
State Attorney
General
back a Very great distance, a relocaGerman newspapers are pointing to)
attorney
general.
'
Senator
of
Fred
Penrose
Mass.;
erett,
Hager, Prospect,
Becker said:
Pennsylvania General Savinkoff,
Receive German Money,
tion of the enemy lines running over
who was war
Conn.: Herbert Ha'l, New Haven;
led
on
ma
the
attack
the
receiving
"Tho ontiro
amount which went
In an announcement tonight of the
minister in the Kerensky cabinet, as
the mountains, into Macedonia might
M.
action
the
Conn.; Harry
Lufkm, Providence, arrest of Dr. Rumely. Attorney Gen- into the purchase of the Evening Mull Jority report, denouncing
RIGA
be necessary.
the man behind the von Mlrbach plot
The fighting north of
K, I.; Charles B. Kenny,
Norwalk, eral Lewis declared that the money wus derived from the Bale of German as "high handed." He said virtually which is
Aviona has been going On for at least
being gradually developed
hearall
senator
understood
that
had
Conn.; Bernard T. Lynch, Brooklyn, was paid to Rumely from deposits of war bonds in this country and Ameil
three days, which indicates that it
by the Teuton press Into a great
were to be hold.
T. McCartln. New Haven, the German
ings
can
S.
John
citizens
Y.;
to
the
furnished
money
In
government standing
may be rnore than a mere local acthe majority
action, those men movement backed by all
Defending
Conn.; Michael J. McDermot, New tho name of Dr.. Albert, or of Albert acquire the paper which was to be
tion.
whom Germany has found
M. McN'amara, and von Bernstorff jointly, In this
on
used
for
on
Haven,
the
of
Conn.;
purpose
Two.)
(Continued
Puge
Joseph
carrying
to be hindrances In her plans of ng- - .
city.
SUV Events Move Rapidly.
New Haven, Conn.; Clifford N. Mark The total so far traced, he added, ia German propaganda.
Events are moving rapidly in Rusgreasion in Russia. A Moscow tele"While the deal was made with
le, New Haven, Conn.; Hugh P. Mar $1,861,000.
sia since the assassination of Count
gram circulated by the Wolff News
L.
for
the
Stoddard
Albert
Henry
James
ron,
paper,
The
transfers
Conn.;
Norwalk,
of
Mr.
Lewis
money,
Bureau of Berlin says:
OE LARGE
von Mlrbach, the German ambassador
SAYS
is
no
Stodthere
evidence
Mr.
that
New
were
Conn.:
Charles
In
concealed
Haven,
said,
Maynard,
manner:
this
n
Kavh.koff Is Responsible.
at Moscow,. Rumors of a
dard
It
was
knew
Mr.
German
New ..Haven, Conn. Ernest
Monson.
money.
Albert
various
banks
procured
.."Savinkoff is considered to be re- - '
at Moscow come from various
Stoddard
the
retired
from
D. Moquln, Bristol, Conn.; Edward A. where the German government
manage
had
sponsible for the deed. He Is more
sources, but other dispatches say that
Olson, Bristol, Conn.; James E. Pet access, to Issue cashier's checks to the ment of the paper and still holds most
over, said to be olosely 'Connected with
the uprising has been crushed, and
of
the
bonds.
When
the
one
order
of
L.
outstanding
W.RI1
R.
Walter
William
echelll, Pawtucket,
I.;
Lyon, a member
Ml FMXC JOURNAL RPICIAI. LtARU
tne Czecho-Slova- k
and social revoluseveral hundred of the revolutionists
Qulnn, Swamp Scott, Mass.; Austin M of the former Wall street firm of I'nited States declared war against
Amsterdam, July 8. Commenting
ore under arrest.
movements. His whereabouts
tionary
to
Stoddard
Mr,
threatened
of
Germany
&
Co.
in
This firm
Wilson's Fourth
Is unknown."
Ready, Jersey City, N. J.; Clarence H. Renskotf, I.yon
Germany seems on the eve of rele- upon President
the bonds unless the Even
address the Frankfurter Zettung Riedel, Bristol, Conn.; Dascomb Roe, turn paid the money over to Rumely foreclose
German newspapers are preparing
gating the
peace treaty July
Mall
to
this
i"or
lng
S.
expressed
S.
loyalty
McClure
the
IDAHO the public for
NewKpaper cor
Barnett, Vt; John Samsk Kovel, Rus
to the "scrap of paper" 'category, for says:
a radical move against
in
country
every
way."
which
nad been organized
What President Wilson said about sia; Stephen
Russia as punishment for the Mlrbach
Torok, Darlen, Conn.; poratlon,
there are indications that Germnn
Is
Falsely.
Spoke
Rumeley
for
the purehaso of the
peace
Patrick Wall, New Haven, Conn.; Ed by Rumely
affair. Exactly what this movement
troops may be sent to Moscow. Dis iii nnndltions of a lasting terms
Mr. Stoddard
said that he had
that ward Green, not Identified; Leslie Al transaction.
will be is not indicated, but Dutch and
general
patches say Emperor William haa for. couched in such can
known
two
weeks
for
the
government
some
eases
"In
Albert drew the
be made of it. len, not identified.
bidden the German foreign office to hard'y anything
Scandinavian newspapers hint at atmy WORNIN
JOUANAL aPIC.fcL LKAHD WIRKI
In cash and delivered it to the wus searching the source of the funds,
are Beriously
Mont.. July 8.- - With march on Moscow, and dispatches are
Camp Hammelburg:" Corporals money
Missoula,
was
negotiate in any way with Russian If all his nice principles
he
but
to
tho
astounded
hear
entertained by him we must suppose Warren G. Andcws, Roxbury, Mass.! attorneys of the embassy, Messrs, money was obtained in the munnei scores ot large forest fires and hun printed showing that German forces
emissaries.
Kaufmann and Lyndhelm, who
dreds of smaller ones raging In the are now about S00 miles west of that
There is a threat of a new nffnn that he desires to abolish the advant-age- s Fred W. Chltty, New Haven, Conn.; Hays,
and predominant influences not Joseph Sabatlnt, Brooklyn,
N. Y.f took the cash to Renskorf, Lyon & charged.
slve against Italy., this time directed
wooded sections of this district of the city and are being heavily reinforced.
before
"Just
this
entered
turn made payments to
country
rrom tne Trentlno front and carried only of the central powers but also Bugler Nelson F. Waters, New Haven, Co. They InIn one
western
service,
Including
uci.iiui. newspapers give many col
the war, I Insisted to Dr. Rumely that forest
AmerRumely.
$76,000
transaction,
Instance,
for
entente
of the
Conn.; Privates: Edward F. Clark, 4n bills was
through by large Austrian
the course of the paper would be un- Montana and northern Idaho, officials umns to developments in the Mirbach
in
handled
this
manner,
the
and
in
Cuba,
domination
at district headquarters here today case, particularly long telegrams front
Colllnsvtlle, Conn.; Chester Darman,
by German Bhock units sent to that ica's
Rumely then drew his notes to the swervingly, unhesitatingly and aggres- were
sector of the Italian line, German Phillplne Islands: France's domina- Moundsvllle, W. Va.; Ernest A. French order
rallying an army of 2,000 fighters moscow praising the work that Count
Mr
said
and
of
sively
Walter
patriotic
loyal!
relathe
Lyon,
covering
von Mlrbach did there, and
New Haven, Conn.;
Arthur Heon, transfers in money and
against the flames.
troops are Reported concentrating tion in Morocco, ;and England's
Stoddurd.
describing
stock
pledged
Mesopotamia
The fires have driven back the fire the alleged treacherous manner in
Johnsburg, Vt.; William P. Lemlux, in the S. S. McClue Newspaper cor
preparatory to launching the blow to tions with India, Egypt,
"I told him unless this were done
In
Sol way and Clearwater which the asslsslns gained entrance
the
and other portions of Turkey.
fighters
Middleton, Conn.; Paul L, Peterson,
revenge me utter defeat of the
n
the bonds would be foreclosed at their
to secure the loans.
forests, destroying standing timber to his office by posing as delegates
"If, however, Mr. Wilson desires hie Mlddletown, Conn.; Walter R. Pierce, poratlon
attempt to enter the Venetian
maturity on October 1, 1917. From and enveloping
Kept Relations a Secret,
the section In dense of a commission for combatting the
position of prominence to be contin
plains.
Mass.; John Sachs, New
Haverhill,
to
that
as
"Dr.
in
his
to
the
day
this,
Rumely
government
the
report
continued and be perpetuated by a
Haven, Conn,; Denny E. Sweeney, alien property custodian made no dis- states, the paper has been strongly kmoke and flames. Here the fighters social revolutionist movement
It is
mean
are retiring slowly within their pres stated that they fired their revolvers,
New Haven, Conn.;
uing peace, then his demands
Warren
E.
'
of his relations with Albert ot and helpfully for the war and for the ent limits.
Walker Outpointed.
of Germany and Thompson, Portland, Conn.; Howard closure
not
the
at
oppression
Count
only
only
Mlrbach.
but
von Bernstorff, or the Imperial Ger principles for which we are fighting.
Kansas City, Mo.. July 8. In a ten the
at German Councillors Klezler and
negation of those principles of In- N. Webb.; Ansonla. Conn.; Walter S man government. Instead.'
"Time and again when I asked Dr.
round no decision bout here tonight ternational
and freedom which Wolf, New Bedford, Mass.:' Louis O. ed that he owed $100,000 tohe report
Lieutenant Muller, who were In the
TROLLEY OFFICIAL IS
justice
where
his
came
Rumoley
Herman
from.
Kddie McOoorty. boxing Instructor fct are
money
room, immediately after the
continually In the mouths of the Zelgrn, Deep River, Conn.
now
in
view
rumors
of
the
Slelcken,
deceased,
note.
he
a
firing,
upon
abroad,
gave
outboxed
Grant
CHARGEDWITH THEFT they Jumped from a
Camp
Hugh Walker entente rulers, especially President
Darmstadt:
Camp
window, hurling
Corporals: and he also reported that the notes me his word of honor every dollar of
'of aKnsag City.
Wilson."
hand
grenades back of them as they
FrankUn J. Damon, Boston, Mass.; which he had given Renskorf, Lyon it came from American citizens ol
rBV MORNING JOURNAL RRICIAL LIABIO WIRI
The Vienna Refchpoet says:
Jumped. They leaped Into a waiting
Ralph Harney, Framtngham, Masst.J & Co., accompanied by a pledge of the American parentage. He Insisted that
8.
8t. Louis, Mo.,
Bruce
July
"President Wilson's latest formula William
automobile
and Heaped.
Kluh, New Haven, Conn.! stock of the S. S. McClure Newspaper up to the time of our entering the war Cameron,
of transporIs nothing more than a renewed de
THE WEATHER
J. Lacourciere, Meriden, Conn.; corporation, had been surrendered to a(l that he wanted to do was to be fair tation for superintendent
United Railways com- UKRAINE
the
claration of warnothing but an an Royal
APPEALS
Erie E. Lee, Providence, R. I ' Pri him in exchange for the- $100,001 to Germany, as against England."
pany, was indicted late today on a
nouncement of a mailed fist peace. vates Normal
C. Elliott, Webstor, note In September,' 1917.
In other
of
and
second
FORECAST.
charge
degree
burglary
,
America's
war
TO HUNS FOR AID
leaderWilson's
under
';
Mass.; George Evans, Newton, Hart words, by giving his note for $100,000 BUTCHER-AUTHO- R
IS
larceny In connection with the theft
ship Is not a war of defense In Washa. return ot notes agobtained
he
had
Carlisle
Conn.;
on June 15 of
Tieman, Dayton,
Denver Cold., July 8. New Mex ington's sense, but a war of conquest ford,
for a referOM WORNim JOURNAL MtfUU.
- ., gregating in excess of $1,800,000 and
GIVEN PRISON TERM endum vote on petitions
LlARI. WIR.l
ico:- Tuesday and Wednesday partly and destruction." '
Ky.
the United Rallwayi
,
Anistcrday,
vi'
InJuly
a
stock
Ukrainian
representing;
OieBsenr
Private William C.
controlling
Camp
ordinance.
franchise
cloudy . with local thundershowers
government has resigned and M
terest in the Evening Mall, v
omim Jouimu arcciAL Ltwte winai
Olson, Wenatchee. Wash.
The penalty for guilt Is a peniten
north portion; not much change in LONDON DINNER HOUR
Marklevitch, a socialist federalist
New York, July . Stephen Binder,
Camp unknown: Privates: Edward It "Rumely haa claimed recently that
temperature. r
tiary sentence of not less than two been charged With the formation has
'
the Brooklyn butcher-autho- r,
of
convict- years,
Arizona: Tuesday and Wednesday
IS CHANGED BY WAR J. Murray, Southington, Conn.; An n was Sielcken who put up the money ed
a
new cabinet, according to a Lem-ber- g
for violation of the spionage law, ' After the Indictment had been re
Previously, he
thony L. Penda, Bristol, Conn.? Bat-tls- had the transaction.
partly cloudy with local thundershowto the Vienna Neue
Mrs. Busch had contribut was sentenced to ten years imprisoners cast portion Tuesday; not much
Circuit Attorney Lawrence Frele dispatch
Rank hot given, ed tostated
Guzzlpoll,
fAMirlatM
Presse. .'
ths fund. Mrs. Busch, however, ment by Federal Judge Garvin today. turned,
(W
McDanlel announced that the arrest
,
change I p. temperature.
Ixmdon,! June 10. The war has Bprlngf le'd. Conn.
The
present foreign minister and
denies it, and the Columbia
Trust Binder published a book called "Light of Cameron would be deferred until
.
)
changed London's dinner hour, but
the minister of War, General Rogoaa,
executor
company,
of
Herman and Truth," alleged to be seditious. tomorrow.
the alteration came about so graduhowever, are expected to retain their
Tashineton. Julv 8. Lieut. James Slelcken, as well ; aa Mr. . Sielcken's He defended the book at his trial.
The Indictment was based on testi offices...
.
... ...
v '
,,,
i
ally that few people realize It. Just
A umniarjr of local weather condl-tlon- e before hostilities began In 1914 the C. Ashengen, an aviator of the Amer partners In the firm of Grossman & : '8entence Is Imposed not primarily mony of Julius C. Jackson, special
A dispatch from Kiev to the Ukraln.
nas
Deen
stated
so
ican
forces
Sielcken,
that
as
to
far
expeditionary
punish you. but to protect all
for the twenty-foof the United Railways, who tan press bureau says the
hour end- fashionable dinner hour In London Interned
in Switzerland. Thewar de know, Mr. Slelcken had nothing tothey
Ukrainian
do Americans," said Judge Garvin, "It agent
is said by McDanlel to have confessed government has
ing at't p. m. yesterday follows: Max- was 8:45. Now It ia 7:80, or therea partment announced tonight that the Kvlth
this
requested Germany
transaction."
la
their right to know that a substan to him that he engineered the theft
imum temperature. 90 degrees; min- bouts. .The ohur for afternoon tea, officer was forced to land in Swiss
iv lurm a, uying column consisting of
Attorney Genwar Lewis declared tial term of Imprisonment awaits hlrol of the petitions at the behest of Cam- one
harm iiua In.
imum,
range. 81; at 6 p, m., 85; however, continues to be from 4 te AVtiArtf Inert fun.
German - battalion and four
Busch, 'referred to in hie who raises his hand against the gov
Ash-- J that Mr
out
of
Lieutenant
rati
'
gasoline.
he
him
eron,
offered
Mt.winAi; clear.who,
f o'clock, as it waa in prewar day,
I
armored cars fof tach province la
testified,
statements, wag' Mr. Adolphua Busch ernment today.
.
ngen'e home la in Chicago,
$2,600 to consummate the theft.
order to subdue peasant
(Undated War Lead, by the Associated
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AMERICANS ARE

RUN PRISONS

Imperial German Government
Supplied Money to Purchase
Gotham Newspaper to Spread
Enemy Progaganda in Nation
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Let lis show you

W)

'

'JtML

wonderL new cream Separator
that Ve ha-- j just received from
"the"" worlds greatest separator
'factory."
V
"We want to show you thi9
because it is a r. .arvel in the new
profit it insureL you. And yet,
it is more simple and Sanitary
and easier turned" and washed
' than ever.
"A

'

V'

8m how my h
pour into the low M
uW'l' tank.

III

,

SUCTION-FEE- D
you turn slowly.
Separator gets all the cream even whenturned
below
Every other separator loses cream whenroan can turn it 45 speed.
rcyolu-tio35 revolutions, lhe
time the milk wil! be skimmed Clean and the cream

Th women Cn turn it

of

--

nj
vn rtchnts.

fRV

a

ns

U
Com in and bring tu women Iblk and let u show you bow works.

a

S

a a a

B

AZTEC FUEL CO.
Jewett Fire
Brick.

ENGLISH

Phone

...
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.(union, July 8. Beyond local en
in which the British havo
captured a few prisoners, tht re Is
nothing of Interest to report, accord
'
ing to Field Marshal Halg's report
in
trance tonigni
from headquarters
'

GERMAN

Arizona Miner Has
Ten Sons Fighting
to Crush Germany

IkV

R3IAl

JOURNAL

MQRNIN

LRAMO

Wl-- Rl

The
Berlin, July 8 (via London.)
offcial report from headquarters this
evening says:
"Partial attacks by the British on
both sides of Labassee. canal failed
with heavy losses,
.

T

Monrtma JOURNAL

Phoenix,

Aril!.,

imni

IU

Granville" Cumberland, an om- ploye of the Roy Consolidated
Mining company,

has ten 'sons In

the army and'nav;'. The eldest
Is Col. Donald Cumb"'nnd. 2G,
a rraduate of Went Point, with
the engineer corps In France.
The youngest,

Timothy Cumber-

land, 16. Is timekeeper at the
Scott Iron Works, Marn island.
The second son. Second Llout.:
Joseph Cumberland, also a Went
Pointer, Is with the Eighty-sixtlight artillery in France.
Cumberland, a 'Spanish war
veteran aged '4fi, has eighteen
children, flftaen boys and three
girls; nine were triplets and four
twins.
The record of the Cumberland
family for army and navy service
brought from Secretary Tihker a
letter of congratulation In which
he said: '
"You have indebted to you not
only the people of our beloved
country but the free men of all
nations, struggling against the
advance of military tyranny that
threatens the world."
h

CHURCH
'
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,

'PAINTERS'

MAKE
MORMIN

THEIR' ESCAPE
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Lincoln,' Neb., July 8. - Home
guards of Wahoo, Neb., were called
out last night to disperse Unidentified
persons who had begun to apply yellow .paint to a German-Luthera- n
church south of Wahoo, according to
The
advices reaching here today.
"painters" escaped.
The church is located In a neighborhood where thene had been some
opposition to the war for a time after America entered the struggle
against Germany, the advices said.
Many School Children are Sickly

Mother who value their own comfort and the
Welter of their children, should never be with-oa box of Mother Ursys Sweet Powder tor
Children, for nee tbronglnut the season. Thjr
Break up Cold, Relieve iveribnea, ConMipa-- tlon, Teething Disorders, Headache and Stomach
Trouble
llseil by mother for BO years. 1HE8K
POWDERS NKVEIt KAIL. All Drug Ktorri,
16c. Itun't accept any sti&tfitute. Hamule FKKK.
Addre, Mother Urejr Co., 1 Hoy, N. Y.
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Today's Italian

8.

Home, July
report says:

W

-- y

calomel. Dodson's Liver Tone Is real
llvef medicine.
You'll know It next
morning because you will wake up
feeling fine, your liver will be working, your headache and dizziness gone,
your stomach will be sweet and bowels
tegular. You will feel like working.
You'll be cheerful; full of vigpr-un- d
'

ITER

mil

I,

L-- J

I
',

"In the Lacarina vallev and tho
Vallarsa there was7 more frequent
harassing artillery firing yesterday.
To the north of Monte Di Val Bella
our patrols after a brisk struggle
drove back enemy reconnoitering elements.

'
cupation.
"Eight hostile machines
brought down in air fighting."

American Casualties

JANUARYH, 1919

Washington, July 8. Tho army
fifty
Casualty list today contained
names, divided as follows:
Killed in action. 0; died of wounds,
13; died of accident and other cause9,
2; wounded severely, 29.'
The list:
Killed in Action.
Cook Walter L, Crouch, IJlmdale,
Privates Gust Anikewlch,
Kans.;
iiamtramck, Mich.; Bennie W. East,
Magnolia, Miss.; Albert Huge, FrankH. Still. Wilbaux.
lin, La.;
Lloyd
Mont.; Marvin G. Wright, Augusta,

RTI'NC

JOURNAL RPRCIAL

LBAD WIRI

Legislation to
prohibit the sale of distilled liquors,
wine and beer after January 1, 1919
and to prohibit the manufacture of
wine and beer after November 1, next
was agreed upon today by the senate

July

8,

agriculture committee.

m
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The legislation is proposed as a sub
stitute for the pending Norrls amend
ment to the emergency agricultural
appropriation bill which would stop
the sale of distilled liquor and wine
on June SO. 1919, and prohibit the
manufacture of beer three months
after the bill becomes law.
Provision for the exportation of
liquors already produced was considered by the committee and probably
will be reported in some form before
the senate acts on the amendment.
The changes had been discussed for
a number of days, bo that when the
committee met today action was prac
tically by unanimous consent without
second vote.
By fixing a definite dato after
which the sale would be prohibited
of all intoxicating liquors, members
of the committee
believe that any
charge of discrimination would be
avoided.
They say wine growers
would bo enabled to dispose of this
year's crop while brewers could make
use of their supply of malt.

I

1

of Honor

Roll

WAGON

Washington,
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Died From Wounds.
Sergeants Guido Castiglione, St.
Paul, Brazil; Ray A: Wood, Highlands,
N. jS; Cook Carmine Ience Central,
Rutland, Vt.; Privates Elmer A.
Chatham, Bath, Me.; Michael Gill,
Haintramck, Mich.; Merton
nair,
Early, la.; Edward J. Miller, Alton,
111.; George D. Olaughlin, Stuart, la.;
Joseph H. SchulU, Newark, N. J.;
Thomas C.'Sedar, Ravencroft, Tenn.;
Arthur L. Slnnell, Babylon, N. Y.;
William H. Taylor. Alershot. S. D.;
Alexander E. Vuutrain, New Orleans.
Died of Accident ajid Other Causes.
Privates James H. Booth. Mont
Clair, N. J.; Harry V, Parker, Salisbury, Md.

First trnvcliiiK clillil hygiene llH'nnary to lie put Into operation,
Abov
Mrs. I'Yank V. lianott, coiiimuiidcr of the Cleveland Children's
Yen r Motor Corpst.
to be better by society women who have organBabes who tlwant
babies had better direct the stork ized a volunteer motor corps the
to drop them off at Cleveland. For "baby
Is
taken duily
special"
every I'nby born In Cleveland from through the slum sections of th'
NOTICE
dMctora and ctty whero frequont slops are mads
now on will
find
nurses and a fine, model disfn-sur- y for the examinalio.i of babies and
not
be
will
I
responsible for any
waitng fjir him right outside
;oiin children win are brought lo
debts
contracted
my wife, Vlcentila
by
Chihe
Cleveland
thii doorsteps
J
the door.
their mothers.
by
C. de Mares. ,
ldren's Year committee has just put V'l'Oi a sick babe is found the mothMANUEL MARES.
.
into operation the first "Bany Rav- er ur.d child are immediately jsent
a traveling to tlm babies di oeiisary and hosi i
is
It
ing Special."
.lietmticirv mnmiteil on tl Lil for treatment.
l...,vi.,i,
if the bay be
standard army ambulance truck and found well and strong the mother PLANS TO SEIZE WIRE
ACCIDENTS
to
side terus in position affords t
AIRPLANE
a municipal dir. c
'wj'h
AND RADIO SYSTEMS
and vlicro free instruclin is given in
cli'd-ifor mot he
a three-roohow f: "Keep '.Veil. Through in'en
babies.
GAMPS
CREATE A BITTER FIGHT 'L
AT TRAINING
The "Baby Saving Special" is a sive work with the trawling
Clevei.ind cpicl3 to havo
feature of Cleveland's participation
In the national (iiildre's Fear-- cam- Imlo or no troiibUi in saving its
'ContUruejlfnrmJPa
lives liofore April
A Duty tnet Every Man Owet to TboM
the government roietn of 827
!RV IgORNtNa JOURNAL IPICIAL LCASEO WIRtl
paign by which!
who Perpetuate the ttac..
save 100000 babies. Driven C iSlil the end of children's yo.-nolioville. 111.. Julv 8. Lieut. Kich- - hopes to.
Chairman Smith said It had been
ard H. Fawcett. 22 years old, of Alexin good faith, with no idea of
taken
7
andria, Va., was instantly killed at H.
"snap judgment" but in Vine with the
cents per pound.
AMERICAN AVIATOR
o'clock tonight, and Cadet Lester
senate committee custom
established
5.35
CO,
64
38
yard print
by
Cox of New York city was sugniiy
which, until today, had not been
BY GERMANS cloth 83 cents per pound.
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Joining with Senator Penrose In
84 cents per pound.
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or
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two
miles
ground about
and sail demanding hearings on the resolution, e
8.8 Lieut,
wide
Mais.",
on
standard
July
Prices
Worcester,
of Missouri and
Hcott field here.
Warren T. Ilobbs of Worceiier, a duck were fixed at 37
and 5 per Senators Reed
of Ohio, democrats, said tho
member of the '.American aviation cent from the list and standard army
alleged "wnr necessity" for tho resocorps, was killed by German anti- duck 33
BAKER ABOLISHES
ibui luBiJoduu
jnf II
per cent from the list.
lution had not yet been demonstrated pirtoli usul Want
aircraft gun fire June 2U, according
Arts brlnit results,
journal
'
here
received
today.
inhave
should
senate
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the
and
that
THE WAR pOUNCIL to word
method
of
know
proper
Lieutenant ilobbs was 22 years old
Accident.
Killed in Vut
pain and rilatrena
formation before acting, especially motherhood. Suffering, can
'
a notod athlete. Ho held the
be aovlded by
and
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Eldon P. representatives" of the vast commci'
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Secretary
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Friend.
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Mother's
July
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Washington,
preparation,
was seriously injured near here late
lW Iemanded.
external application mat re
in innitu,
Baker toduy formally abolished the Indoor trucK tueei
Testimony
penetrating
in
me
ibukim
lieve the tenaion upon
last nlght when the automobile
Senator Pomereno called at tho ablea
war council and turned over its prin- Ills time was 6 4 seconds.
them to expand without painful atraln
which they were driving struck a White House today and assured Presito tho assistant sect he lliramenta and nerve.
linnn
cipal functions General
bridge over tho irrigation canal and dent Wilson that the legislation would
Thousand of women for over half a cenMarch, chief PRICES OF COTTON
retaries of war,
was wrecked. Shuler lived but a short be expedited as fast as possible but tury who have lined Mother' Friend tell
of staff, and Major General Goethals,
APPROVED
pella
how they entirely avoided nervou
time, linger will probably recover. insisted that good faith requires tes- and
assistant chief of staff in charge ot
nausea and preserved a bright, happy
ochave
accidents
of
deA
fatal
number
witnesses.
from
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traffic.
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Washington,
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received
Smith
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not
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Chairman
heads of departmental bureaus,
the Joy of his arrival.
showing reductions ot Three other men and one woman have quests for hearings from the comassistant secretaries and stuff officers. ton products
By regular use of Mother'a Friend during
30 per cent as compared
20
to
from
In
killed
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affected
resolution.
the period tha muscle are made and kept
thejuC
by the
It was formed to aid tho secretary
panies
"7
easier
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market
and elastto. They expand
prices
quoted
threatened
pllabla
reorOrders
calling off the
dealing with war problems, but
baby arrive, and pain and danger at
President Wilson.
;iven n Powder.'
strike of Western Union telegraphers, when
ganization of lhe stuff and various proved today by
crisis i naturally lea.
the
Ton can obtain Mother's Friend at any
Chicago, July 8. Ten men were In- set for today, wire advanced in the
other changes have left little for it The prices wore agreed upon at "Conferences between the price fixing comexternal' use only, la
dicted today as a result of the Investi- senate debate as a reason to proceed
drug atore. .It
to do.
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ate' and wonderfully effective.
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war
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'
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s
und Instructive "Motherhood Book" of
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patrons of Chicago's
departments, the war department will manufacturers.
mother. and
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According ;to
tlexter of Washington suggested an guidance to or expectant
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get a bottle of Mother' Friend!
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be
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30, 5 by tio 4.00 yard sheetting 70 to whom they were given.
and General Goethals.
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'"On Monte Orappa Saturday W
gained ground north of Mussik, taking
prisoners and capturing two machine
guns and a flame projector.
'Yesterday in the region of Col La
Prible we extended our advunced oc-

Ir.

few cents under my personal' guaran
tee that It will clean your sluggish
liver better than nasty calomel; it
won't make you sick and you ran eat
anything you want without being salivated. Your druggist guarantees that
each spoonful will start your liver,
clean your bowels and straighten yon
up by morning or you get your mority
back. Children gladly take Dodson's
Liver Tone because it Is pleasant tasting and doesn't gripe or cramp of
mako them sick.
I om selling millions of bottles of
Dodson's. Liver Tone to people who
have found that this- pleasant, vege
table liver medicine takes the placa
of dangerous calomel. Buy one bottle on my sound, reliable guarantee.
Ask your druggist about roe.

0

NATION TO

z

J

all kmdc of Wood.

Calomel makes you sick: yon lose a
day's work. Calomel is quicksilver and
it salivates; calomel Injures youf liver.
If you are bilious, feel lazy, sluggish
and all knocked out, if your bowels)
are constipated and your head aches
or stomach is sour. Just take a spoonful of harmless Dodson's Liver Tone
instead of using sickening, salivating

ft

OFFICIAL STATEMENTS

Storage, coal and counters

J

wHen bilious,

constipated, headachy. Listen to me!

ambition.
Your druggist or dealer sells you a
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone for a

Ida., showeil he could combine
danger with a thorough undercusstanding of Italian habits and Austoms. On his way back over the
trian lines after a deeji raki Into
enemy territory his plane was struck
by a burst of shrapnel from
guns. One fragment lodged In
the bodv of Holtz's machine, anothni
tore a hole In the right wing, while a
third splintered one of the left wing
spars,' at the same time cutting one of
the control cables to such an extent
that a single strand of steel wire was
left.
Mechanic's Darius Tent.
Lieutenant-Holtpointed out tho
break to the Italian mechanic accompanying him to show the Imminent
danger they were in. The mechanic,
without a moment's hesltutlon, elimb-.- i
...i -- .i ,,.,v, , i.iu muv tn the wins
pressure.
against a tremendous wind nna
Brac
Then 1vlne flat on his face
the strut, he
ing his feet against
one
grasped tho damaged cable with
hand on each s!de of the break.
Just when he was gettine a grip on
the last strand of the cable it parted
and the vulue of his daring action was
apparent. With the cable gone the
big airplane was useless, but he coolly
clung there, substituting his Btrength
for It and enabling Lieutenant lloltz
to bring the machine safely into Ital'
ian territory. ,
After landing the lieutenant showed himself a true student of Italian
customs. Instead of trying to thank
the mechanic in faulty Italian, he
simply rushed up to tho assistant,
threw his arms around him and kissed
him vigorously on both cheeks. The
cheering from the nearby Italians- and
this act
Americans which greeted
must have made the Austrlans across
the Piave wonder if another attacl;
was impemlinS-

a aa a

b d o o a a n

'

V

lness in

North First Street.

7
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Don't taEe nasfy, dangerous calomel

-

HARDWARE AND RANCH
115-11-
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Italian Army Headquarters, Sunday,
Jnlv 7 (hv the Associated Press).
The Italian commandant under whose
direction
the American fliers are
working on the Italian front has only
one fault to find with them. They
ground.
B never want to remuin on the
Regardless of the weather, the fierceness, of the barrage or the vigilant
enemy chasers they want to be in the
air after tho enemy.
Lieut.- - Hurry L, HoiU of Hurley
coo-

RAABE & MAUGER
SUPPLIES.

m

fr

Italians Have Dirt One Fault
'To Find' With Americans;
They Want to Be in the Air
After the AUstrians.

SHMPUES

Guarantee Dodson's Liver Tone

I
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Sick Tomorrow !

Calomel Today!

TO MATCH

WITS WITH FOE

,THCTNEW

and

"BABY SAVING SPECIAL" LAUNCHED
- IN CLEVELAND.

YANKEE FLIERS

at

.

.

Uzn Welcoma

,

I

were

AUSTRIAN.
tV MORNINO JOURNAL tPKCIAL LBAKO Wtll
Vienna, July 8tvia London). Today's Austrian official statement says:
"Tho struggle for the Tasson positions, cast of Monteperica, continues
into the afternoon. There have been
no fighting operations of Importance,
in the southwest.
"In Albania the Italians attacked
yesterday with their strong west wine
on the middle and lower Voyusa. Wo
withdrew our advanced posts into the
valley of the river to our main

;:Jjr

Fifed

Pom-cren-

j
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SHIP IS
BY SUBMARINE

NORWEGIAN
SUNK
(V

WORNIN4 JOURNAL eRtCIAL LtASBO
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WIR)

An Atlantic Port, July 8. A
liner in port ' late today
brought news of the Sinking at sea of
the Norwegian vessel Augvald. The
liner brought in eleven men, part of
the crew, who were picked up while
adrift. The rescued men are Interned
aboard the liner and no details of the
sinking could be 'learned. It is said
the Augvald was sunk by a submarine.
A warning has been sent out that
submarines may be "encountered
latitude 35 "and 45, north. On
iiy 5 ari enemy submarine wan in
latitude 42.32, north, longitude 43.r,0,
west.
trans-Atlant-
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EXTRA SPECIAL FOR TODAY
Charmuse. Cirem Meteor and Taffeta Dresses i

Vahneo
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$2B,50-,SPECI'- AL

$15.9$
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SEE WINDOW
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, 'Tuesday. July 9, 1918.
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lie (Great
,

is Now in full Swing.

A Chance

Hundreds Have Taken Advantage of IL

A Real Saving

TalksNothing
Charged
se
Awaits

25c Wash
Ties, 15c

Are Included in this Sale
LOT NO.

Underwear

uf

Perfection Mesh Union
Suits, short sleeves, long legs, . ,
10 Dozen One Button Union
Suits
10-Do-

Sale Price
95c
LOTNO.2 Sale Price.
.$1.15
&
Wilson
Bros.
Makes
Emery

Men's $2.50 Sailor Hats
Sale Price $1.50

Men's $4.00 Sailor Hats
Sale Price $2.75

We Invite Your Inspection

Odd Lines of Men's Shirts

Sale Price $1.00

50c Wash Ties
3 for $1.00

Have You?

Prices Talk

You-The-

Men's Fiber $2.00 Hats

Men's $6.00 Panama Hats
Sale Price $3.95
Men's $7.50 Bankok Hats
Sale Price $5.00

Clearai.ce Sale'

Am inual

to Reduce the High Cost of Living---Cas- h

Men's $5.00 Panama Hats
Sale Price $3.50

THREE

1

z.

..... 75c

95c

...

CLOTHING
Boys Long Trouser Suits, Nothing Reserved at a Uniform Discount of 20 per cent.
l
.u Tears;
id to nixrv
VAges ei.

7

s

Cloth Hats
Worth $1.50 to $1.75
Sale Price 95c

Men's Knox Sailor Hats

Cloth Hats
Worth $2.50 and $3.00
,
Sale Price $1.95

Any Felt Hat
in our Hat case

Sale Price $4.75

Choice $2.00

Silk Hats, Light Weight
Men or Boys

EXTRA SPECIAL
All $3.50 White Oxfords
Sale Price $2.80
All Oxfords, $5.00 Quality,
Tan or Black Sale Price $3.95
All $5.00 White Oxfords
Sale Price $3.95

35c

....
.....

Palm Beach Suits
. .$8.50 and $9.00
Palm Beach Suits
...$12.00
Cool Cloth Suits".
. .$7.50 to $18.00
Men's. All Wool Suits. Sale Price $15.00
lien's All Wool Suits, Sale Price $18.00

Men's All Wool Suits, Sale Price $20.00
Men's Two-piec- e
$15.00 Suits
Sale Price .
.
$11.95
Men's Two-piec- e
$27.00 Suits
Sale Price
$19.75
NO ALTERATIONS MADE BY US DURING THIS SALE

"

,

SHOES

50 pairs Patent Leather Stetson Fine Shoes worth $8.00, Sale Price $2.45
All
$6.00 Oxfords

All $7.00 and $7.50 Oxfords
Sale Price $6.00

Tan or .Black
Sale Prcie $4.50

All $6.50 Oxfords
Sale Price $5.00

'i

All Stetson Oxfords
All $5.50 Oxfords
Sale Price $4.00

One Lot of
Made Blue Bib
Union
Newport
Overalls, $1.50

Worth $9.00 and $10.00
Sale Price $6.50

ALL EXPRESS CHARGES ON GOODS SENT OUT OF THE CITY MUST BE PAID BY THE BUYER
122

DON'T
DELAY
SOUTH SECOND

E.

L WASHBURN
escape seems Impossible. The working
out of the tangled skein offords Mi
Walthall a role far different from any
in which he has heretofore appeared,
and the production Is considered by
those who have seen It as a distinct
of
achievement in the delineation
'
western types.
There will also be shown a two-reKeystone comedy, "Did She Do
Wrong?"

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLVMS
AT THE THEATERS TODAY.
B TheaUT Paramount presents the
n
Btar, Wallace Held, In
of "Cur"Things We Love;" one-rerent Events See the World."
Crystal Opera House Dark.
Ideal .TlH.tt?r The World Flmt
Corporation will show Kitty Gordon
as the star in "The Interloper," a
great dramatic film production.
Alice Joyce drew
Lyrici Theater
big crowds at the Lyric yesterday, and
her play, "Find the Woman," Is being
repeated today; also the comedy.
Pantling Theater Henry B. Walthall appears as the leading character
In "With Hoops of Steel;" also a two-reKeystone comedy, "Did She" Do
well-know-

HITS AGED MEXICAN

the last
slar, has a real surprise
reel that will make everyone sit up
and take notice. It is a delightful surprise, too. one that adds to the enjoyment of a perfect picture and makes
one regret that the picture has come
to an end.
"
This production will be shown
at the Ideal theater today and tomorIn

row. Miss

Gordon
is dynamically
dramatic In this production. Her role
Is a sptendid one, one of the best Miss
Gordon ha had.
- The
story deals with a girl of the
south who marries a widower. The
wife
s perfection Is constantly
first
held up to her as a model for her own
guidance, and this is done so often
that she becomes sick and tlerd of It
and determines to put a stop to It at
aP hazards.
Strangely enough, the
means for doing this are put Into her
hands through a strange series of clr
cumstances. She finds that
first
wue was unrauniui to ner husband.
Then, at this point, comes the big sur
prise In the play.
You u enjoy "The Interloper." it
is such a different, unusual, striking
picture play. There is such pep and
punch in It that It makes everyone sit
up and take notice from start to finish
It Is acted, by a splendid company
amid scenes of exceptional beauty.'

tl'
,

AT TIER LYRIC.
Crushed by a great Injustice and
robbed of love and friends, a beautiful

Society Women,
A number of the most j
noted Beauties off
Society have obtained!
their pure toft pearly!
whit appearance thru
the constant use of

Gouraud'r

Crza
Qrtatd
Wife

rW TVfaMtae
FEED. T. HOPKINS
SOU, New York

State Department Gives Out
List of Notables From Whom

A WORLD,

PICT.URH

KITTY GORDON

1

19

SHOP EARLY
AND OFTEN
WEST GOLD AVENUE

mates, coming as they do from the
soverign of a people wnose love of
liberty and Justice Is history."
in his greoting the president of
Cuba said

"I take pleasure

In

HOLLAND

FRANK

DISLIKE
(Aaaorlat

Informing youi

IN

'
,

Of GERMANS

Proas Cormpondeaee.1

Amsterdam, June HO. An imaginary dialogue between a Dutchman and
a German, published In the
Tolegraaf,
shows the state of public opinion
over
the German refusal to permit Dutch
vH Da,"' '
ships to sail for
resident Wilson's reply said In wheat for Holland. America to bring
part:
"Why are you always pestering me?
"I need not assure you that th Why
part:
don't you hold
and
people
of
the
government
United the Gorman demanded. your tongue?"
"Italy, unshakcablo In her resoluMates have the welfare andthappinesi
"But why can't I have wheat for
tion to bear and do everything in the or
tho people of Cuba at heart."
my bread?" asked the Dutchman.
great common cause, sends to the peo
"What do I care about that? Don't
ple of the United States her expression
I send you coal?"
of brotherly sympathy at the verr SILENCE OBSERVED
"Yes, but--- "
moment when she enthusiastically and
"None of your Imprldence," retorts
ON RUSSIAN POLICY
proudly welcomes the sons of Anicri.
the German. "And what do you send
ca who have come to fight by the side
me In exchange ?"
of her own Bons."
.
laeaeui. eoanraeoNoiNca o hokmin joinmaci
"Vegetables, cheese and milk. Also
In reply the president said:
g.
was
Silence
nuamngion, juiy
''I was doeply gratified to recelvo observed among officials today con- meat, and a little of everything besides.
And I give you credit for It,
your message of congratulation upon cerning tho new policy toward Rusour national day of 'Independence. II sia to which the United States govern, too," replies the Hollander.
"What are you complaining about.
is fitting that there should be a com' ment had agreed. There were Intimunlty of sentiment between the mations that a statement from the then? Be careful that I still allow you
American people who from the first White House was under consideration. to trade with mo. I might have taken
A conference at the White Hii
everything I wanted of you without
dedicated themselves and their coun
during the day between President Wil- giving you a scrap in roturn."
try to the Imperlshabib cause of human freedom, and the Italian people son and the British ambassador
In whose veins f'ows the blood of so immediately connected with the Rus
many champions of llbertty. We are sian situation, which it Is known. Is
the subject of active exchaneei i... UNDELIVERED MESSAGES
proud hat this identity of high rcsolv
tween the entente capitals and Washbrings our sons together on the field
of conflict, and we fervently hope and ington. It was assumed that the ambassador called. to hear of th. mnM...
The following messages and tele
pray and confidently believe that our ions
reached Saturdav whn tvi
Indomitable common purpose may be
grams remain undelivered at the Wes.
president went over the question with tern Union office because of insuffiachieved."
the state, war and navy secretaries cient addres: A. Lv Chavez, Frances
King Alexander said:
I Join the Hellenic people In ex- - and the chief military and naval of- Hoffman, Mrs. C. W. Watts, L. C. Rice
ficers.
and E. E. Cruthfield.
pressing tot you, Mr. President, and
to the American nation, my cordial
felicitations and the ardent wishes 1
make for the happiness and pnp.pcr- lty of the American people."
Se O. S.
President Wilson's reply was:
"I ask your majesty to be so good

that

It (has afforded me
patriotic satisfaction to approve the
law enacted by the congress which
makes the Fourth of July a holiday U

excellency

--

'

"The Interloper
At the Ideal Today and Tomorrow.

:

.

young girl, on the eve of realizing her
life's ambition, that of being a great
prima donna, takes refuge In the con
vent where she had received her edu.
cation as a. child. A year of peace, but
not of forgetfulness follows and she
goes again out Into the world to find
the great shadow of her life swept
away and only Jove and sunshine
await
her.
Her sufferings are
ended and she forgives all those who
had so grievously misjudged her.
This is the fascinating theme of
"Find the Woman," the Vltagraph
Blue Ribbon feature, which will be
the attraction at the Lyric theater for
the last time, today. The story Is by
Sanley Olmstead from suggestion from
O. Henry's powerful.
"Cherches a
Femme," and the picture was directed
by Tom Terrlss.
Alice Joyce Is seen In 'one of her
most appealing roles and la suDnort- d by the following Vltagraph- - favorites: Walter McGrail. Arthur Donald
son, Jessie Stevens. Jean Paige, Henry
Hourl, and Mary K. Carr.
?
The management is &W ne nan tinstoday the same comedy reel.
AT THE PASTIME.
G, Papinl, manager of th

by its great army on the oattlefields
of France."
To this the president replied:
.
lour message is very welcome to
the American government and pco
pic. It comes at a time when tho
seeds of nation-wid- e
compassion have
yielded the ripe harvest of brotherly
union In tho common cause of defending' freedom and the right of human
communities to live for themselves
and shape their own destinies."
King Emmanuel's message said In

uiiuramiiNci to mohnir jounli
Independence Day FelicitaHelen, N. M., July 8. Francisco Uu
tlcrres, an aged Mexican, was some
tions Were Received.
what badly injured at 2:30 o'clock this
a
afternoon when he was struck by
Ford automobile. In the car were F.
.u
aricim. t..io wi.l
ler mo.n.m
G. Hcslct, who was driving and Jose
Washington, July 8 Appreciation
Florcs. it Is reported the two men of America's efforts In the war are
were arrested and later released on
expressed in Independence day mes
bond to appear for preliminary hearsages to President Wilson from Presi
ing on a traffic charge.
AlAccording to those wlio were near, dent Polncttlre of France, King
Heslet lost control of the car, which bert of Belgium, King Emmanuel of
plunged toward the front of a resKing Alexander of Greece, Pres
taurant. Gutierrez was seated in front Italy,
Mcnocal of Cuba and Premier
ident
of the restaurant and was struck diVenlzelos of Greece., The messages
rectly by the car. He received a brokwith the president's replies were made
en arm and a badly bruised head.
public today at the atate department.
FIGHTING IN HILLS
President Poincare's message paid:
NEAR LITTLE ROCK' "The government of the republic,
t one with all the national repre
rav Mommas iounNAk
sentatives of the whole country, orsetAi tae wrasi
Little Rock, Ark., July 8. The tele dained that tomorrow, the Independphone operator at Heber Springs late ence day of the United States, shall
this afternoon reported that fighting also be a French holiday. Paris will
was taking place In the hills near that give your glorious name to one of its
town between alleged draft resisters, handsomest avenues and acclaim to
a detachment of national army sol. the skies the parade of the valiant
mere, a company of the Fourth regl American soldiers.
Permit me,
ment, Arkansas national guard, and Mr. President, cordially to extend to
snerui s posses from three counties. you on the eve of that great day of
The operator said the sound of fir union and confidence the wishes and
ing had been heard in the town all af felicitations of Franoe for the United as to believe that your courteous and
i
ternoon,
States uid yourself."
friendly Fourth qf July greetings are
President Wilson replied:
most highly valued by me and the
"With a full heart I welcome your government and people of the United
HEALS
message of congratulation upon the
American day of Independence, It Is
fitting that this
A
should witness the fraternity of free
cause
.of. national selfBACK
IN
peoples in the
The happy fruitage of
determination.
ah ml
wh
the
womin'i
the ancient association of our lands in Thtl'i
In th mornlns to start th day's work.
the common cause of liberty la today up
back achM." OOI.D MEDAL
"Oh! how
aeen in the union of our coun Hurlam OilmjCapuls taken today aa tn
SKI
HUMORS fitly
tries in the splendid task of uphold backache of tomorrow taken every day eej
backach for all tint.
Don't delay.
Ing their rights in the face- of bar th
What's the oee of sufferlncT Begin taking
'
.
are
baric
My
aggression.
countrymen
MEDAL
GOLD
Haarlem Oil Rapeule today
What Is it worth to you to he en alike
gratified and filled with pride and be relieved tomorrow. Tak three or
tirely rid of that distressing; skin at
everr
and be permanently fro
four
of.
the
day
tribute
affection
brotherly
To
trouble?
drive awav those Plm- from wrenching;, dletresalng back
Bat
piesr to nave a fair, clear skin which theso French peppl are Offer-In- g be eur to get OOI.D MEDAL. Sipain.
no MM,
to
at
secure
them
generously
relief
every
MEDAL
point
OOI.D
permanent,
again;
Haarlem Oil has been th
from that aggravating, Itching Ec of intercourse. I most hopefully recip National Remedy of Holland, th Oorern- rocate your prayerful wish that this ment of the Netherlanda having granted a
lema?
epeclal charter authorising Ita preparatlaa
It should be worth the very little may all presage the ultimate triumph and
Tire houaewlf of
would
trouble merely to obtain and try Pos. of the rights of France and America almoetal.aa soon be without Holland
bread a ah
lam. That is your safe remedy because not only, but also the
"Real
her
would
aa
Dutch
without
hu
Drops."
lights of
it carries a healing power Intense,
ah quaintly cell GOLD MEDAL Haarlem
'
-,
manity.""
I
Oil
on
This
th
to
reaaan
Capaulea.
active, quick
assert its control over
' you will find th women and children why
King Albert sent' thla message:
...
of
disordered skin.
"On the occasion of the memorable Holland ao sturdy and robust.
Sold everywhere. " For free sample
'
write to Emergency Laboratories, 243 anniversary occurring on the Fourth OOLD MEDAL ar th pur. original
West 47th 81.. New York City.
of
I wish to thank once more Haarlem Oil Capeule Imported direct from
laboratories In Haarlem. Holland, Bat
Urge your akin to become clearer. the July,
American nation for Its un th
great
be eure to get GOLD MEDAL, Leak for Ik
brighter, better bv the dally use of tiring efforts toward
nam
en every jox. Bold by reliable
e
the
ameliorating
Poslam Soap, medicated with Poslam.
tn aealed packagea, three else. Moaey
unfortunate condition of my fellow- Von.
not
refunded
do
If
they
Aeoept
Choice old Alfaltm. flrfo'tit
countrymen and to express to it my only th GOLD MEDAL. help
All other an
7- B. W. FEB,
admiration of tfte bravery displayed Imitation.
jou-n-

AT THE IDEAU
." the new World-Pictur- e
in which Kitty Gordon Is the

FOREIGN RULERS

rarieiAi

Wrong."
"The Interloper

MESSAGES FROM

FORD DRIVER LOSES
CONTROL OF CAR AND

el

.

FOURTH OF JULY

COMPANY

'

'..

Paiim

meater, announces that he has
as the attraction at that theater for two days, commencing today,
Henry B. Walthall In his latest Parana play, "With Hoops of Steel." whin
has been adapted for the screen from
the book by Florence Finch KeUy.
,wun itoops or steel" is a utorv nf
mystery embellished with all th. r.
tractlveness of the virile life of west- tern Texas, told with a modern twist
that adds much to the Interest and
suspense. The character played by Mr,
Walthall Is that of a man accused of
murder and who is Involved In auch
a, trail of circumstantial evidence that

POSli

glorious-anniversar-

IRS

IGHI

DAGGER

(

s. o. s.

HELP!

THE
rd

Small Boys
Little Girls

.

'

,

drug-glet-

The Morning Journal wants a lot of

Clean Cotton Rags
Here is your chance to make money with which to
Buy War Savings Stamps.
By collecting the rags, and bringing them to this
office.
Prevailing Market Prices Paid.

s. o, s.

S.O.S.

1 . .

FOUR

Albuquerque

I

lonwg

Wdeesday

t

-

:t

fti BOSTON WINS

;'

.

"

'

In

1

-

Boston.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

p.

1115
1

10

4

0
0
0

4

0

4
1
2
4

4
4
3

1

32

5

...

Totals

0

0
2

'

Pittsburgh.

8 27 11

0

AB. R. II. PO. A. E.
0
4
0
0 4 0

Canton, ss
Higbce, If . . .
Carey, cf
Southworth, rf .
Cutshaw, 2b
Mollwitz, lb
McKechnie. 3b.
Schmidt, c
Archer, e
Comstock, p
W. Smith, x
Sunders, p

4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4

. . .

4
4

.

3
2

. .

2
1

0
1
2

1
1
0
0

D

1
0
2

113
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
2
0

0

by

0

29 0 3 27 16
Totals
x Batted for Comstbck In third.
004 010 000
Boston

Pittsburg
Summary:

AS

e

3

000 000 000
Two-bas- e

hits

Chicago lj New York
Chicago, 111., July 8. Chicago and
New York divided a double-heade- r,
Chicago taking the first and New
York the second game. Causey's
coupled with opportune hitting,
guve Chicago Jts game, while Perrltt'a
fine, pitching had Chicago safe in the
rornnd while New York bunched Its
hits off llendrix. Scores, first game:
New J'ork.
AB. R. II. PO. A. E
4
1
4
2
0
Burns, cY
1
1
3
0
0
Young, rf
balls Off Causey 4, off Tyler 1, off
4
2
1
0
2
Fletcher, ss
Smith 1.- Innings pitched By Causey
1
4
0
0
3
If
Thorpe.
1
by Smith 6
by Ogdcn 1
Zimmerman, 3b . . 4 0 0 1 1
Struck out By Causey 2, by Tyler 5,
1
1
4
7
0
Holk, lb
y Smith 1, by Ogden 1.
(I
3
0
0
6
McCarty, c
1
3
2 0 3
Sicking, 2b
Scoro Second game:
R. II. E.
1
0
0
0
0
Causey, p
1
001 Oil
New York
3 11
0
0
0 0 1
Smith, p ,
000 000 0101 6 3
1
Chicago
0
0 0 0
Rodriguez, z
Batteries: Pcrritt and Ruridom
0
. . 0
0 0 0
Ogden, p
Hendrlic and Klilifer.
3--

wfld-rics-

s,

.......

f!

rrn.uAX.
p.r"world
soon

be
The billiard
may
looking for a new champinon.
Willie Hoppe, champion of champions, greatest o( all biiliardists, past
or present, is seriously considering cn
tering the navy.
Under the Crowder "work or fight"
order Willie, as champion knight of
the green cloth, is not engaged in an
useful occupation. Hoppe is Just inside the draft age.
.
So Hoppe believes the navy is the
place for him to land.
Hoppe is too much of an American
to seek subterfuge In some occupation which would permit hint some
time to practice billiards. He is too
much of an American to complain
against the Crowder edict, but Jie declares that H will end Ids career an a
chafipion competitive billiardist.
''Three months of military service
would be enough to shatter championship billiard form beyond all
hope,'' Hoppe said recently In New

0

hit Herzog.
Rawlings, Herzog.
Sacrifice
hit
base
Stolen
Carey.
Rawlings. Double play Cutshaw and
Mollwitz. First base on balls Off Ragan 2, off Sanders B. Innings pitched
By Comstock 3. Struck out
By Ragan 2, by Comstock 1, by Sanders 2.
Three-bas-

York. "By entering the navy I will be
automatically announcing my retirement from the game.
"Billiards is a game of exact science, thai demands delicate hairspring tension and absolute accuracy.
This can only be maintained by constant practice and freedom from
counVer-actioAny other employment would destroy the efficiency a
champipn must have."
Hoppe believes other athletes will
be similarly affected, although perhaps in less degree. Baseball players,
boxers, athletes of all sorts with their
nervous systems impaired by long
months in the trenches and the rigors
of battle will find they liavo lost their
..
cunning.
Hoppo is the greatest of all biiliardists. Ho lias never' been defeated In
his particular line, balk lino billiards.
His records are comprehensive. Every
now and then news styles of the game
ahve been invented for him' and he
has always showed his supreme
n.

i.i

ii

;

3

Totals

31

3

7 24

8

Chicago.
'

Flack, rf

Hollocher, ss
Mann, If
Merkle, lb
Paskert. cf
Deal. 3b
Zelder, 2b
Klilifer, c
Tyler, p

'iAB R. II. PO.

l"

1

-

1

6

0

0

0

4

1

1 15

4

0
2

1
1
4
2
1
3

3

....

8
3
3
4

.......

'

0
2

1

5
6

0
0
0

A.
0

12
1

1
2
4
1

1

E

i
t

'(

Cincinnati i; Philudt-lphi3.
Cincinnati, Ohio, July 8. Oesch-ger'- s
wlldness In the third inning toto score
day permitted Cincinnati
three runa on one hit and gave the
locals a lead which Philadelphia
could not overcome. Eller was wild
but received great support. Every
run made on both sides was due to a
'
base on balls.
,
Score:
R. H. E.
Philadelphia .100 000 0113 8 0
Cincinnati ... . .003 ,100 OOx 4 4 1
Batteries; Oeschger, Davis, Watson
and Adams. Burns; E'lor and AVingo.

'

fl It 27 18
34
Totals
t
Batted for Smith In eighth.
New York
1t0 OOfl 010 S
021 000 20x 6
Chicago
Two-bas- e
nits Burns,
Summary:
Holke, Deal, Klilifer. Three-bas- e
hit
Zcider. Stolen bases Flack, Hoi
locher, Thorpe. Sacrifice hits
and Smith. Double plays-Ho- l'
locher to Merkle; Rmith to Fletcher
to Holke; Thorpe to Holke. Bases on
y

H

line mid Kansas Draw.
Toledo, Ohio,., July 8. Irish Patsy
Clino of New York and Rocky Kansas
,of Buffalo fought an uninteresting 12- round draw here tonight, according to
opinion of men at the ringside.
(.

Wftat Is Rheumatism?
Why Suffer from It?
Sufferers Should Realize" That lurks and which Is not effected ty
and ointments. It is important
It Is a Blood Infection and salves
that you rid yourself of this terrible
'
Can B Permanently
disease beforo It goes too far, S. S. S.
is the blood
stood
Relieved.

Rheumatism means that the blood
has become saturated with uric acid
poison.
It does not require medical advice
to know that good health is absolutely dependent upon pure blood.
When the muscles and joints become
sore and drawn with rheumatism, It is
not a wise thing to take a little salve
and by rubbing- It on the sore spot, exrheumatics.
pect to get rid
You must go deeper than that, down
WeotxWhjre tie pfilaoa
leep
:..
,r.. t
,
-

r

.....,

'...,.'

....

'

it

'

'

...

I

k

H

.::

,

....

purifier that has
the test of time,' having been in con
moro
use
stant
than fifty years. It
for
will do for you what it has done for
thousands of otners, drive the rheu
.matic poisons out of your blood, mak
ing 'it pure and strong and enabling
it to make you wen.' o. n. a. la guaranteed purely vegetable, It will do the
work and not harm the most delicate
stomach.

,

i

Write the physician of this Com
pany and let him advise with you.
Advice Is furnished without charge
Address Swift Specific Company,

s.wi w&mm

AUNua-.- '

sue

435

T-

i
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STANDING OF

THEtEAMS

NATIONAL liKAGCE.
1m
W.
Chicago
New York

Pittsburgh
'Philadelphia
Boston
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
St. Louis

-

''1
i

50ITS

REPORTED; FAST

IN NINTH INNING

50
44
34
33
32
30
28
28

FILED

EXILED

CHASE FOLLOWS

Lame Shoulder.
This ailment is usually caused by
rheumatism of the. muscles. All that
is needed Is absoluto rest and a few
of Chamberlain's Liniapplications
'
ment. Try it.

BY

DUKE CITY

MINERS

Cleaners-Hatte-

i

One-Hu-

n-:

Clt LAMO

HOHMIW

a $1,000' bond on a charge of grand
larceny yesterday afternoon. In default of bond Luna was committed to
the county jail.
Luna
According to police report
was first seen coming from a room in
the hotel with a suit Case about 11
o'clock yesterday morning. Alexander
Vigil, a bellboy at the hotel, saw Luna
and grabbed the suit case. Luna then,
y
down the
it Is said, made his
fire escape. The grip, it was said, be-

Wl

get-awa-

longed to S. W. Atkinson.
Patsy Kline, clerk at the hotel,

re-

ported ,an attempted robbery to the
police. A few mjnutes later Patrolman Thomas Hogan found Luna In
a saloon. Hogan had hardly started
with him for the police station when
Luna broke away and the chase was
on. Hogan threw his club, catching
Luna in the back, but failed to stop
o
0
Danforth, p
him Luna gained ground on the po
liceman when the latter stopped to
3
18
9x26
5
34
Totals t .;
pick up his club but the chaso con
run tinued
v Two out when winning
two
for several blocks, the
scored.
dodging In and out of alleys.
In
ninth
xx Batted for shellenback
. Ilogan made the last lap after Luna
New York.
In a taxi, overtaking him. Luna then
E.
A.
H.
PO.
AB. It.
had a ride to police headquarters,
4
Gilbooley, r . .
Witnesses at the hearing, which was
Peckinpaugh, ss
held before Police Judge W. W. Mc- Baker, 3b
Clellan, testified that Luna had en
Pratt. 2U , , t .
tered several rooms at the hotel.
Plpp, lb ..,r.. .
Hogan's chaso yesterday gave, him
.
Bodio, if '. ,
another credit mark as a footracer.
Miller, cf . . . . . .
Hogan recently outran an automobile.
Hyatt, xxx , i . . .
He waved to the autoist to stop, but
Marsans, cf . . .
when the latter showed no InclinaWalters, c
tion to obey orders, Hogan ran after
Russell, p
the car and jumped on the lunning
board.
Finneran,
Luna is said by the police to bo one
.34 6 8 27 12 3 of four notorious brothers. Leo Luna
Totals
xxx Batted for Miller in sixth.
is at present under bond on a charge
180 100 0005 of stealing lumber fror.i the 'lumbor
Chicago
6 mills, Fred Luna Is also under bond
000 011 031
New York .
hits Murphy, on a charge of attempting to burglarSummary: JTwo-bas- o
2. ize the residence of Charles White,
bases Leibold
Plpp. " Stolen
Sacrifice and according to the police is the
Sacrifice
hit Liebold.
Double plays
E. Collins.
man who outwitted a policeman by
fly
Weaver and Risberg;' Baker and Jumping from a window Into the
and
Fidel Luna is serving a term
Pratt,
Peckinpaugh
Pipp;
Plpp; Weaver, Collins and Risberg. in the reform school on a charge
Baaes on balls Off Russell 2, Fin- of attempting to rob the Luthy home.
neran 2, Shellenback 1, Danforth 1.
Innings pitched Russell 1
HARNESS RACING OPENS
8. Hit by pitcher
By Shellenback (Bodle, Peckinpaugh); bj
OHIO MEET
WITH
Danforth (Finneran). Struck out Bj
Russell 1, by Finneran 2", by DanI MORNINa JOURNAL VMCIAL LIASIS Wll
forth i.
Cleveland, O.. July 8. The 1918
Grand Circuit harness racing season
Cleveland
Boston
and opened at North Randall today. Only
Boston, Mass., July
Cleveland divided honors. In the first one favorite Dark Flower rewarded
his backers.
Ruth's triple scored Strunk.
The Edwards stake for 2:10 pacers,
Norton held Bo'stort, to three hits,
outtwo of them scratchy. in .the second welt to A Game of Chance, an
the
In
In
sider
the
betting.
pacing,
Score:
,
game.
second heat In 2:03 4 the black h6rse
Klrst game:
cltpped a quarter of a second off' the
Cleveland.
record set by Vernon McKlnney In
;
E.
po,
ab. r. h.

p'.,.

'

tree-top-

3.

s.

Shel-lenbnc- k

5-D-

:

0-- 1.

3:

LUMBER

"

Wallace Hesseldcn

General Contractor;

Phelps-Dodg-

e

corporation, Harry

office With

C.

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.

Wheeler, former sheriff of Cochise
county, and a number of Individuals.
complaints were
Forty additional
received In the office of the clerk of
the superior court at Tombstone today, but too late for formal filing, according to advices from Tombstone
There is an unconfirmed
tonight.
rumor that a large number in addition to these have been prepared ' and
will be filed in the near future.

PHONE

oases to be filed Tuesday is $4,400,000

PRAIRIE
TO

SKUNKS

.704

21
27
35
35
39
38
40
43

.G2(
.493
.485
.461

Johnson, lb
Chapman, ss
Speaker, cf .. ...
.441 Roth, rf
412 Wambsgunss, 2 b
...
.394 Wood, if
Evans, 3b
O'Neill, c
Pet Covelesliie, p , . .

...

'.4'
4
3
4
4

......
.......

AMERICAN IyEAUt'E.
W.
U
34
.44
Cleveland
31
40
New York
34
Boston
....43
40
36
Washington
37
35
Chicago
38
St. Louis
.....38 42
29
Detroit

.664
.563

Totals

4

0
0
0
0

3

0

3

0

33

.558

1911.

0
0
0

0

.

OVER

I

IN NINTH

Hudson for
Picture Frames f

Fourth St. and Copper Ave. $
The Prairie Dogs of tho Third ward
a game with the Skunks yesterday afternoon. The game was close
throughout from the third to the
was tied. THE WM. FARfi COMPANY,
seventh inning the score
Hard hitting in the seventh, together
with several errors by the Dogs, Wholesale and RctaH Dealers In
SALT MEATS
AND
FRESH
placed the Skunks in the lead with
- . - Sausage a Specialty
a few to spare! In tho ninth, how
ever, the Dogs took d hitch in their For Cattle and Hogs the Ruling
Market Prices Are Paid
belts and when the scorer summed up
the result it was one run In favor of
the Dogs.
The stars of the game were Brasher,
Walling end Nagle of the canine division. Brasher did good field and
Wallhis stick work was excellent.
ing outdid even his usual good style at
batted wel.
second baBe and Nagle
above the .300 mark.
William
Reed, captain of the
Skunks, conceded to be: the best base
stealer in the league, yesterday pulled
his usual Ty Cobb stunt of pilfering
the sacks.
The league players agree that the
game yesterday was the best of 'thn
season.
won In

'.

HELP

UNCLE
SAM

--

By Getting
WOULD WALK FLOOR

7

Tho first division of the Forest City
trotters
sweepstakes for
In
went to periscope.
The second division of the sweepIn
stake was taken by Dark Flower
'

: ',
straight heats.
2:07 trot, purse $1,500: Miss' Per-

fection won. Kelly Deforest socond,
Bacelli third. Best time.. 2:08.

Will Not Form "Liberty" league,
Kansas City, July 8. E. W.
president of the Western
0
'league, on his return to Kansas City,
declared today that the suggestion of
Jack Holland, head of the Oklahoma
team, that a
City Western league
"Liberty league" be formed of several
clubs from the Western and Texas
leagues should not be given serious
was
Mr. Dlckerson
consideration.
emphatic In his assertion that no such
dcague-woul- d
be formed.

Boston.
AB. RVH. PO. A. E.

.526

......

"t

Dick-erso-

2
0
.486 Hoopor, rf
5 0
2
4
0
.486 Shean, 21
4
0
.408 Strunk, cf
.348 Ruth, If
0
45
4
24
Philadelphia
2
S
Mclnnis, lb
4
3
ss
Scott,
TODAY
THEY
PLAY,
yVHERE
3
Barbare, 3b
0
0
3b
Stansbury,
NATIONAL LEAGt'E.
0
. . . 3
Agnew, c . .
Boston at Pittsburgh,
2
Jones, p
Brooklyn at St. Louis.
1
0
zSchang, ,
New York at Chicago.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.
81 1 8 30 13 0
Totals
x One out In tenth when winning
AMKBICAN LEAGUE.
"
run scored.
i,
Detroit at Philadelphia, t j. ,
In ninth.
i Batted for Barbare
Chicago ,at New. York.
Score by innings: '
St. Louis at Washington.
Cleveland .
u.000 000 000
Cleveland at Boston.
Boston . ,...i...i,00 009 000 1 1'hits Ruth,
Salt Luke Club Beforo Board.
Summary: Three-bas- e
Salt Lake City, Utah, July S.'-- Af Scott' Sacrifice' hits Shean. Barbare,
-- Scott
and Mc
ter a consultation this afternoon be Mclnnis. Double plays
tween Manager Walter McCredie of lnnis. Base on- - balls' Off CovelesMe
the Salt Lake club and members of 6i Jones 1. Struck out By Coveleskle
'"'
arait ooard wo. 4, it was agreed inai '1; Jones 2. :'i':.
Second game:
notices should be served on the playR. H. E.
Score:
ers of the Vernon and Salt Lake clubs'
tomorrow, directing the players af- Cleveland . ,l000 102 010 4 7 4
fected to appear at the headquarters Boston . ....020 010 000 J 3 1
of tho board Saturday morning1 to
Batteries: Morton and Thomas;
,,
show cause why" they should not en- Mays and Schangv
;"
i; r
gage In "useful" occupations or be Inducted Into the military service.
Philadelphia IS; Detroit" 9.
g
Philadelphia, SJuly
coupled with' poor fielding by
Detroit, especially by r Btanage and
AMERICAN
ASQCJATION
Cobb; gave Philadelphia today's game
Hellman was Injured by being hit
At St. Paul 2j Kansas; City 1. .,
with' a bat In practise, '.
V
At Columbus S; LoutsVlIe 2.
R. H. E.
Score:
'At Indianapolis 5 ; Toledo 1 0.
2 14- 6
Detroit , ...201 0)0.033
At wmnaefteiiii ;t M'lwau)ii i,
lix 15 1. 1
Philadelphia .112
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hit-tin-
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HALF OF THE NIGHT

'

0

4x28 17
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WallPaper

DOGS BAT
VICTORY

77

I Hudson for Signs

date the total damages prayed
for in the suits Includins the forty
To

,

Pet

rs

IKY MORNIN
Phone 44S.
JOUNNAL SPKCIAL LlAVtD WIKll
220 West Gold.
Blsbce, Ariz.; July - 8. Ten ' additional suits for damages' against corporations and Individuals, resident in
Bisbee, as a result of the deportation
on July 12. 1917. to New Mexico of
Paints, OUs. GImss, MaHhold Rooflna
1,186 I. W W. members Involved in a
and Buttoing Paper.
mine strike here, were filed late toJ. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER
day In Tombstone, the county seat.
'
Each prayed for 110,000 actual and
COMPANY
,
As In tho
$10,000 punativo damages.
166 suits previously filed W. B. Cloary,
one of the men deported, and F. C.
Struckmeyer of Phoenix, Ariz., are the
attorneys for the plaintiffs The defendants are the same as those in the
first complaints filed, Including the
El Paso & Southwestern Railroad
We are In a position to give
company, the Copper Queen Consoli
more value for
than
dated Mining company, Phelps-Dodg- e
any other BUILDING FIRM in
& Co. and other corporations, as weli
tola
vicinity.
as Walter Douglas, president of the
.... . ......

on

3,

V

"

.,

,

JUUX1.
New York, July 8. New Tfork won
an uphill game from Chicago, Finneran was hit and took second, when
rtilhnnlev received tt base on balls
After Peckingpaugh struck out. Baker made his one hur.c.rcdth hit of the
season, storing Finneran with the
winning jpun. Score:
Chicago.
AB. R. H. PO. A.E
1
Murphy, rf .
2
Leibold, If . .
2
E. Collins, 2b
15
,
lb
Risberg,
2
j; Collins, cf
1
4
Weaver, ss
1
4
McMuliln, 3b
2
SchaiK, c
0
Shellenback, p.... 2
o
1
Jacobs, xx

Score:

4
3

-

GAME FHQM CUBS

ItJY

2

WiGliT QOTHING, CO.

1

Bonifacio Luna, who, according to
Makes. His
the police, made a 'fast climb down
dredth Hit of the Season and the fire escape of the Hotel Cpmbs
and later gave Policeman Thomas
' Scores Finneran With the IHogan
one of the fastest foot races of
his life In an effort to avoid arrest,
to
5,
6
Wihning Run;
was bound over to the grand Jury on

MCIM.

Rawlings, 2b . .
Herzog, lb ' . . .
Massey, cf
Wickland, If . .
J C. Smith, 3b.
Konetchy, rf .
Wilson, c
Maranville, ss
Ragan, p

T

--

Baker

IUI Wl
Pittsburgh, July 8. Ragan's effective pitching put, an end to Pittsburgh's winning streak and the game
went to Boston. Comstock started the,
game for the Pirates, tut after three
singles, a double and a triple in, the
third Inning, he was repaccd by Sanders.

-

Jl

....

Comstock Starts, for Pirates
But is Batted From Box.
1V MORNINS JOUKNAL

foir Sale

HOTEL ROBBERY

Game;

No-r- un

-

4

,

Streak

'Winning

in

Ended

'

May Quit Billiards
to Join UL S. Navy

SHUT OUT BULL'

Pittsburgh's

4

9&

Champ of Champs

PITGHES

RAGAN

'

9f 1918.

Mrdhaimdi

of

$4G9G0

Mcraasr Journal, Tuesday, July

i

-

'

Baseball jAppeals to Baker.
Washington,' July 8. Appeals for
decisions of local draft boards holding
baseball a
occupation
under the work or fight regulations
are on their way to Washington for
decision by . Secretary Baker. 'Mr.
Baker said appreciating thoroughly
the fact that baseball as the national
sport furnished recreation for million it
to think that
of neonlo. he disliked
jj iwould be adversely afiectea. no uued. however, that his personal opin
ion must not be taken as forecasting
his decision upon the appeals.
t'
'
Til.. ln nf TJVlnff.
Tn eninw llf we rrnust have good
health. No one can reasonably hope to
get much real pleasure out aof life
good
when his bowels are clogged
share of the time and the poisons
absorbed
are
be
should
expelled
that
i.., 11.. iviism nroductnsr headache
Of
.n.) IndicrnKtiOn. A few 'doses
Chamberlain's Tablets will move the
bowels, strengthen the digestion and
real
give you a chance to realize the
Joy of living, xry "

....

Tan-la- c
Misery Two Years But
RelieP After,
Brings
Tailed.
Else
Everything
.

brought me relief after
else fulled to do me any
healgood, and I am a stronger1 and been
have
thier woman today than
in a long time," recently declared Mrs
William R. Whlttaker, or
York avenue, Fort Worth, Tex.
"Mv health was fine up to two years
ago," she continued, "then my digestion failed. Everything 1 ate soured
and felt like lead in my stomach, gas
rose and pressed on my heart so 1 was
afraid something was wrong with it.
I
My liver was out of order, too, and
often had spells of dizziness. My head
ached awfully and I would walk mc.
floor half the night, too nervous to
sleep. I had rheumatic pains In all
my joints and my shoulders and hips
would ache so I ould hardly stand it
nd I became so despondentvthat I
came near breaking down.
"One of my friends had been relieved by Tanlac and advised me to
try It, so I started on It, also taking
the Tanlac tablets and I soon felt the
medicine was straightening me out.
My' appetite is now better than 'ever.
my system is regular and the' rheumatism Is nearly all gone. ' My nerves' are
quieter, I sleep like a child and get up
in' the mornings feeling splendid. I
can go on with my housework without
tiring our and am better In every way
than I have been tn two years. ,
Tanlac is Bold In Albuquerque at the
'i
Alvarado Pharmacy. Adv..
"Tanlac

pvprvthlnor

itu

:.

x

W.S.S.
For Gold and Silver
A Wonderful Opportunity
To Let Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odda
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For

War Sayings
and

Thrift Stamps
Mrs. C. A, Wright of the
Wright Tradmg Pot 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charge of this - by the War
Strings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.
.

,

inirmri-r- a

Glass, Paint

-

loumal Want Ads Pay Because,
gv'erabody Reads ihe Journal.
'
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Uur stock of clean, genuine suitings and men's furnishings contains no
job lots and no
me gooas..' it was Dought a year ago at the
of
a
year ago. Since that time
prices
some lines have advanced 500 per cent.
..
There will be bigger advances before fall. Some goods we offer here cannot be
replaced
until after the war. . We sell them at Before the war
prices.
e ake to your measure, suits cheaper; tha n
you can biiy them ready made.
euy your fall suit no-w- and save: $25.00 orrriore on the cost.

...

Lot 1 Suits worth from $22.50 up
to $27.50, your choice
in this sale
. .

Lot 2 Suits worth from $27.50 up
to $30.00your choice
Kft
in this sale

fiEA
lO.OU

......

tPlO.OU

'Special Sale of Shirts Big .ft
' lot
of $1.50 to $2 Shirts at V 1C
-

I

I

I I
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Collars Oldest and
orand, all sizes and styles,

r--

each

Men s Summer

Underwear Fine
ribbed underwear, worth
rfft
$1.25; your choice at. .. I cC

:

Men's Fine Hose
25c to 30c a' pair,

,

-

TO MOHNINO
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"You have
noticed that he
makes 'very few nilsjrtatemcnts."
It is frankly admitted In many circles tnat it is impossible to secure ac.
curate figures on the destruction of
submarines. Heports of encounters
are carefully sifted, the benefit of
rile donlit nlwnvH holntr
tn tli
enemy, and In riiony cases where evi
dence Beams to show that the
was destroyed it Is marked down' as

FLEE fl5

"nnHHlhlv Hlitrhtlv fin nlafifnll.,

lin

FLOODS DAMAGE

PROPERTY

AND

CHOPS OF HUNS

Avon

after these deductions allied" officlalr
have reason (o believe' that the rates
of slnkinzs has definitelv overtaken
When the muxlmum possible German

,iv: :;: ...

n

jf

Run

'

-

-

-

s,

V

'n
M

'

able-bodie-

.A.

-

V

tt

?

Austro-Huiigarla-

iron-kno-

b

ibt Moatum journal 'Cpuial

liaho win)
General per month
Washington, ; July 8.
Pershing's communique for Sunduy
reporting the successful raid in tho
Vosges in which losses In killed,
wounded and prisoners Were inflicted upon the enemy, says the day
passed quietly at other points hold by
Americans.
Headquarters American Expedition
'

tht

83 PERSONS WENT

arv Force. .Tnlv T. 1111
In tho Vosves We mmle n nnccessful
ruld, killing and wounding a number
01 tne enemy and
taking several prisoners. The day passed quietly at othet
points occupied by our troops.
Section B: In the Chateau Thierry"
region between July 4 and 5, the rifle
anu niucnine gun duel- on the right ol
our line continued. Mobt of the
n
fire came as before, frofn Hill 204
and the lioise Boureches. Machine
guns also were' in operation against
nouresch.es.
The enemy's artillery
fire was distinctly lighter, a much
smaller number of his shoiiu foil nn
the right of our advanced tiositions
man during the preceding duys, although this part of Our llnM mmjilnail
the principal "objective.
....
Gcr-ma-

'

'

Small Caliber SIna h.
It was also notable that most nf the
shells used were of small and medium
caliber and that the proportion of gas
shells had diminished. On the other
hand, the German airnlanea antieared
In

greater numbers and larger forma
tions, a number" of groups of from
five to eight, planes being observed.
In tho enemy's rear areas the ah- normal troop movements which fol- luweu our attack nn Vn.
have decreased,

insula
rial

The enemy Is busily.
creating machine ' gun em.

ana

constructing 9ther

to the destruction of still another anv
munition dump. Several. nnnr hnl.
loons containing conln. nf tho
"rj.
witte Des Ardennes.'feli in our lines.
American patrols Consisting of an officer and twehtv-fit- ,.
,j
south 6f Torcy killed one of the ene
my mm capiureu-tw- o
others, all three
being found in shell holes. One of our
battalion scouts
.1,- r
man lines, looted machine
gun emplacements, end Returned safely, Ai
group of the enemy pn duty at the ma-- !
vuuie Bun positions tied at his ap
yiuuril.
t '

nutni.j

TO

,

ISV

2

HOKNIN

.Peoria,'

JOURNAL
111.,

July

U1III

OlCIAL
8.

Ninety-thre-

this morning brousht the totHl rnr.i
erea up to scventv-ninrnrnno.
Clarey said that, fourteen were still
n.

Tii

-

t

-

tti

.

rcit

-

ruling,-thousand-

Mf.

bring results.

v

'

said:
"My wifo and I were on the boat
with Mr.' and Mrs. George Hyme of
renin. Hyme is an old river man
and on the trip up from Pekln he
noticed that the boat was drawing too
much water, indicating in Ma nnini
that she was slowly sinking. We did
not think there was any immediate
danger, and prevailed upon him to remain on board until Peroia was reached. Hyme went to the engine room
and advised the engineer and he says
the latter admitted It looked as
though something was amiss. So far
as I know, however.
made to ascertain tho cause.
'
and his wife got off the
Hyme
boat at Peoria and refused to make
e return trip,"

FOR SUNBURN. TAN
TV ItT Make this lemon lotion
to whiten your tanned or
. freckled
skin.

jtt

!

$,
Squeeze the Juice of two lemons
Into a bottle containing three ounces
of Orchard White, shake well, and
you have a quarter pint of the best
freckle, sunburn and tan lotion, and
complexion whltener, at very, very
small cost.
Your grocer has the lemons and
any drug store or toilet counter will
ounces of Orchard
supply three
White for a fw cents. Massage this
sweetly fragrant1 lotion into tha face,
neck, arms and hands and see how
quickly the freckles, sunburn, wind-- ,
burn land tan disappear and how
clear, I soft ad white the skin becomes. Yes! It la harmless.

sj,

,

TO

Is the Lucky Number drawn this
morning en- titling the holder to a ?5.00 Laundry Coupon
.
Book.
.

10516

TRUTH, IS CLAIM

wot-kers-

(

UtfLSl USE LEMONS

That there 'Was fiomethfnc- irrnno
with the steamer Columbia
several-hours before she sank Is the story told j
by William, Tinney of Pekln, who with
his wife, was one of the survivors.
J

26169

,

1

i

missing.

VONCAPEtLEfS

V.

!)

e

went to their death nri thn
steamer Columbia In the Illinois river
MAKK IT fNAXIMOlS.
Friday nlsht This esllmntn nf h
(Coloumbus Dispatch.)
total dead was made by Coroner
Well, David tilarr Jordan has come
Claroy after three moro bodies had around to the point of declaring for a
been taken from tho bull nf tha war to complete victory, and now
io make it Ununimous.
sunken boat. .
The recovery nf thn hr
hni.
persons

.

--

MeXary En Route to Paris.
Paso. Tex.. July 8. Jamis fl
McNary, vice chairman of the south
western district for 'the T, M. C. A.
Will Work fnn.l rrt mtinlan
lnft l.nk
Saturday night for New York, whore
no win sun ror France. His mission
Is secret but Is In connection with Y.
M, C. A. camuulKn war work.
El

e

l'

of property are reported from mv.
eral districts. A telegram from Salz- unrg states tnat the main roads there
ure under water, but that traffic u
Jielng maintained by means of boats.
A bridge over the river Salzbach
has been
carried away, a larire
amount of t'mbcr has been lost at
llulleln. Heavy damage to crops It
reported In the Lake Traum district
and the damage Is especially serious
around Lake Mond.

tons as the average per ship, that
thA nnrinnn Riihmn.
would mean
rlnes are accounting for 450,000 tons

JOURNAL!

s

--

'QQ,
foiVtC

lT MOKNINd JOUAHAL IPICIAk LIAAtO WIAI
to Safety
Amsterdam.- Julv 8.
lerlln
iis.
They See Americans ComVon Canelle's stntemnnt fhntnnnv. patches today report that severe floods
of "fivo big steamers" per day followed a sudden, heavv rninfnll in
ing; Pershing's Men Make erage
is being destroyed . was braded ns a many parts of Germany.
Successful Raid in Vosges, gross exaggeration. Taking 3,000 Cerlous damage to crons' and loan

.

;

V

Summer Silk Hats and
Caps Worth $1; choice

lC,

520.

said.

GUI ERS

by
New York, July 8. Marked
more prayer than powdor,, the most
muroontuus Fourth of. July In the history of this city has today left New
'Yorkers mora stirred and steadfast
for patriotic sacrifice than any of these
since Manhattan,: originally- celebrated the signing;, of tho
Declaration of Independence one hundred and forty-tw- o
years ngp, With
mot of the sparks struck . out by
khaki-ola- d
fighters . from France,
whose verbal pyrotechnics reflected
the glare and glory of the battlefield,
the great crowds that hung about every public meeting place went .home
wlthiAit
thrilled to their
noticing the absence of the usual fireVworks display.
Thoughts of their
.
RV ?;
thousands of boys battling for their
"""I wi mill .
i
mora
routfed
have
abroad
country
reai patriotism In the people than oil
he Pons of hofiiiay gunpowdcH that
were ver set off in rockets, crackers
or pin wheels
Police ProlHom.
'. Facing a fhta of almost a thousand
mtn who are. leaving their force to
fighit at the front, tho heads of the
police department here are now ser
iously concerned over tne problem ol
protecting Greater Xew Yofk from
wartime dangers, from without as
To take the
well as from within.
places of the' brave cops who Jiave
uireany. rusnqu 10 ennst lor- tne most
perilous' branches of srrvleo over.
d
.seas, evcrv
uatrolman has
been hurried to duty on postleaving
women recttntr and veterans to hold
down tho Police 1obs that dn not pe- fluire" actual: fighting force: Since the
sturdy policemen of this town have
never fallen short of doing thein full
duty, even up to death, no one doubts
that they may manage to guard the
greater city. In spite of the obstacles
"
.
i
...
Imposed by the lack of almost one
?rj
man In every ten of the former force.
'
War Work.; '
Italian more bnsjpane and. sportsmanlike in- a terrible and brutal weapon.
rpHU xperleniJel of ,
It wtl
Preparing to push the huge Job of
army in uieir operauons against stincts than actuated their barbarous crush In a man's head as though 1
making
equipment , for tho " boys
on'
the'
ally
efthe
latter
-north,
were
has
,.
an
the
eggshell.
g6 a lone
i
abroad to the limit of the pbwer
fectively crushed them out.
Following a battle, It Is the practlci
way toward dispelling the Idea of
The tinier Dlctura In the
acity, expert engineers of the electrio
of sauads of Austrian niriira t man
some Americans that the Atutrlans tag. Illustration Is a collection
and gas . companies throughout this
of "fln- - over the battlefield
"finish bfT tin
state are today conferring in this citj
re less brutal and barbaric la: their Uhlng-of- f clubs" wielded by the AusJ wounded ll'llh iliaunand
aI.,!,.
on how to do their bit best in
man
on
uie Italian front upon
soiQiers
moving
methods of warfare ) than the real
The lower picture la all that
To
the wheels for over sixty p'pr cent
heads Of WOUnrtad TfBllfln onlillor. of the wreckage of an Italian
Bun of Germany,' If the the
thai
gun
or tne state war plants and, providing ' Slnion-pur- e
The
swung on the naa.Deen nit oj inree
'Austrtans entered the war with any ena heavy,
nt least a fifth of the T. N. T. needed
or me spring steel shank makes shells.
.,
, ;
Uncle
Sam.
With war, Indus-rriliereby
to be speeded tip to many times
in? norm.il power demands and the to draw Blsf own bath'or run his own traiiao and many other
foreign ani
The Ozark trail' is bringing thourountry calling, for every ounce of errands for the Tlmt tlm ln mi hi colonial
represeuutives in uniform sands of tourists into New Mexico evammonia, toluol and other essential easy life, the jobs where men are sadly
are constantly keeplngthem; mysti- ery year. Las Vegas ta the terminus
ammunition elements that can be pro-- ' 7raM
Push produeton are begin- and Junction point with the Santa Fe
duced in
of .gas, nine,, to - be fillnrt All art vi a esv tnt ir fied. TTnle'm "some "Sort. of Idehtifica-tio- n trail.
' ,.
t
these lighting men are being hart!) put the form CP. IeiflOn(ll hlhlllnn. a
tags are invented to satisfy femlo it to keep ahead in this war race idle rich., since most of the male inine curiosity, many an officer. will
to- support our fighting forces..
ves wtto work In dress
In
suits will lie obliged to keep stopping arid an- OBLATE' FATHERS OPEN
spite of the shortage of coal and. oth- - look much, bettat (untune i
what and V SCHOOL FOR NOVlflATES
i.,oit. swering qcusi'.ons as
er, neavy Handicaps, however, they and Jumper, Now Yorkers are. rejolc
how much he is in the big war game.
now predict that every energy within
moor gnut ; from
.
lrCIAL COIPONDNc TO MOHNUM JOUHNAL)
the limits of hbman power will bo flunHle to :
i(;
ATTENDANCE WAsTeCORD
J v j J.,
East Las 'Veeas. N. M. .ini a T
' '"' J Insignia
put by them behind the war wheels,
I
V
The Oblate Fathers, a teaching order
1
Indej
. :. i.
. .
LAS
,
AT
'
that must be turned to help turn back
VEGAS
a
REUNION
(,..1
;
Frantically studvin.. ..m,
iiib xiocimn
vainono cnurcii, have
,
the kaiser.
,
?,
,.
j
old Jesuit college on the
brana Of tho hnndreri. ui Atiiinuu -- .
the
opened
cinu .
Finish Flunkiefl.
eomaroiDiNc to HomiMa juihl) west side and will lion it fnP an In..
foreign fighting uniforms that aro
s
East Las Vcirna. N f t,.i..
struction place for. novitiates. THey
Running like rata from, the clubs, iuw iuiiiib; me streets of-- this
town, The Fourth Annual Cowboys Reunion, have
cafes, and other workshops where la-- , the ladles, of Gotham
.charge of parishes in Springer"
recently hold in this .city, attracted' Dawson, Cimarron, Roy and other
bbr ha8 been' classified as "unpro- hands, full in
keeping
track
the
of the
largest crowds that have, ever at- sections of the state. They have been
ductive" under the new "work 'or
Fmuonufuy, ranK and branch of ser- tended the round
in New Mexico about a year.
r ,
sfight"
e July 4 was 6,250., Visitors v were
of -- waiters, vice of ' the wearers. WhliA-hi- .f
TheJesuit College, at which many
valets .and s superfluous attendanti these
can easily ejiot ar," present from a doaen nearby stated men- now nromlnent In iVu
i:pon (he Wealthy classes are k this American arrny,, officer , ami
Many people came frtm Kansas, Ok- - were educated, Is , now,, the Sabred
KusS lahoma
weak seiitlbg real work all over town. pretty well as to navy
and Taxiiii and hnva romnlnol Heart college, Denver.
'
Britthe
rank,
tO
Canill find flRh In lha nifillhttilna
Though many an aristocrat 1 having ish, French, Portuguese,
Indian, Aha--. and see the beauty spots of the state. , Journal Want AOs
heart-depth-

Worth

atjier pair

12c

4
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Independence Day Celebration
Serves to Increase War Enthusiasm of Gotbamites;
Policemen Flock to Army,
IftPICIAL COKRK.POMOINCK

i7l

Tuesday, at 8:00 a. m.
and continues for
Ten Days Only

YANKS

.

MEN'S WASH TIES

best
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L

wr.
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Sale Begins Today

l

(91

ff.--

Men's

Phone

j ..r.

p

J

L

itvJr

r3

r..

i

I

Lot 3 Suits worth from $33.00 up
to $40.00, your choice
flOQ PA
in this sale
.

The number drawn last week has not
in
an appearance. If it is not presented byput
10,' we shall- give last week's prize
to the holder of the second number drawn
at
that time, No. 3856.
'
Save all numbers 'for the
Wed-nesday.'Ju-

7ta xonNiNa JouftNAL apteiAL uauo wmai
' Washington,
'July I. Optimistic
:

statements regarding submarine,

.,.

made h iiimini
Capelle, German minister pf marine,
Derqre tne recnistag, BatUrday," were
described todav bv anvv nriuaiui.
as typical of the misinformation which
is neing given tne German people. '
. ' Secretary
Daniels rmnrlr,t tv,f v.
preferred to Uke Admiral Sims' view

ot the situation.

"Admiral Sims always is aunt nf t.i
speaking," Mr. Daniels

LibertyBond

drawing.

Co.

Imperial laundry
i

j,

facts before

.

4,

ly

-

ll(

.V.

-

f

;

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
mm

a

&

SIS WEST CENTRAL
v
.mm

f lumbers, not water and steam neaters,

i inner

11.500

1

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

PHONE SIS.

GUARANTEED.
(
ALBUQUERQUE,

"

course of time.

V. S. Food License No.

STORE

WARD S

HOMER H. WARD
815 Marble Avenue.

Phones

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT JONES
Coat and South Walter.
...57f
Fbone

T YRIC

THEATER
LAST TIME TODAY

JU

Alice Joyce m
FEATURE IN FIVE REELS

YITAGRAPH

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY REEL
Wednesday

Thursday

flrAA
"TUTJ.
11CJJLUUOC VI UUiu
cousin, J. P. McMurray
here. They are en route from California, where they have spent some,
time, to their home in Iowa.
R. G. Sutherland, head timekeeper
at the Santa Fe shops, has resigned
his position with the company to ac
cept a position with the Western
Brewerv & Ice company. He will
take up his new duties today.
Mrs. S. H. Seth and daughter. Miss
Eva Seth. 322 South Arno street, re
turned Sunday morning from a trip
to Lincoln, Neb., and other Nebraska
towns where they were visiting relatlves and friends.
They were away
'
a month.
Word has been received here that
visiting-thei- r

15c
Sour Plcklca, doz
Spanish Myle tomato sauce
2

cans

,

Oscar's sauce, Jnr
Strained honey, glass

,.25c
20c

45, $t
Premium oleomargarine, Hi 35c
Me cherries, 6c and 8c lb.

I

SO,

Matleucci, Palladino&Co.
GROCERIES
601 W. TIJeras.

AND MEATS

Phones

495-4D-

6

Strong Brothers
Undertakers

PROMPT SERVICE. PHONE
75. STRONG BLK., COPPER
AND SECOND.

LOCAL

ITEMS

Victor Shellenberg, who lived in Al
buquerque for two years, died at his
home in Boston, June 29. Mr. Schel
eight
lenberg left Albuquerque
months ago. He was a member of the
local Elks lodge.
Max Griego was arrested by the po
lice here yesterday on suspicion of
being a deserter from the Flret Ari
zona infantry. Military authorities
were Informed of his arrest. The
police credit Griego with saying "he
didn't like to carry a rifle,"
Mrs. C. Ortega and Olive Sparry,
who were arrested by Capt. Pat
O'Grady and Patrolman Ed Donohue

at the Palms hotel early yesterday
morning on a charge of disorderly

One heifer for eaen 500 head of cattle owned by the various stockmen.
That Is what .the American Red
Cross, mountain division; is asking
from the cattlemen of the western district. As the first step In the procuring pf this quota of cattle for the
Red Cross the following committee,
with Clark M.'Carr, as chairman, has
been appointed:. Laurence F. Lee,
James Bezemick, Frank A. Hubbe'l,
T. M. Davy; Charles Gatlin. Victoi
l.
Sals, V. P. Harrington. W.R- S. Hope-welPollock,
John Robertson, R.
Ross Merrltt, J. M. Sandoval. Cy Daw-- J
son, Sylvetser Mirabel and T. J. Ross.
As branding Is now being done In

the various cattle ranges, this committee was .instructed to start at once a
canvass of the stockmen in order that
the heifers designated by them will
receive the brand of the Red Cross
The donor of the cattle Is to care for
them, with the rest of his stock,, until
to
January when they will be shipped at
the National Western Stock show
Denver, There they will be entered
for trophies.
in the (competition
Among the trophies distributed will
be the following competition: to the
county In each state presenting the
best carload of twenty heifers; to the
county In, each state presenting the
largest number of heifers; to the state
producing the best carload of heifers,
to the state presenting the largest
number; to the best Individual heifer
calf from any couny In each state and
to the best .heifer pro'duced Ir the
.
mountain division.
After the awarding of the premiums
the calves will be sold at public auction to the highest bidder, each, lot to
be sold separately for tho credit oi
the Red Cross chapter t from which
they were obtained.
As soon os contributed the calvej
are to be branded with the. let
ters A. R. C. and branding irons will
be provided by the Red Cross. The
irons will be the property of the chapter. A complete record will be kept of
the names of the donor, his place of
residence and their identification mat
ter; The brands are to be placed on
the left side of the animals.
It Is expected that throughout the
country the A. R. C. brand of cattls
will become1 we'l known. The purchaser of the heifers may either
them or retain the original
brand for the benefit of the Red Cross.
During the next year the herd which
does not contain at least one A. R. C.
animal will not be a strictly patriotio
gathering of cattle.
The quota of each county IS to be
determined by the tax assessor's books
The quotas for Colorado already have

conduct, were fined $30 each' in po
The
lice court yesterday afternoon.
women went to Jail In preference to
paying the fine.
received
Robert Butt yesterday
word from his brother, Paul Butt, stationed at Camp Meade, Md., that he
had been appointed a second lieutenant of the medical supply department
of the United States army, and assigned to duty at Camp Sheridan, near
ness.
,
Montgomery, Ala. Paul Is a member
Dr. H. J. Davis has returned from a of the Butt Drug company.
W. B. H.
weeks' stay In the eastern portion of
COWBOYS HERE ON
the state.
..Frederick B. Winn of the forest
WAY TO ROUND-U- P
service at. Silver City, was in Albuquerque yesterday.
AT MAGDALENA, N. M.
Miss Gludys Mandell left last night
will
she
for Spirit Lake, la., where
Boots and spurs predominated in
visit Mrs. Matsch, formerly of Albuthe city yesterday as a large bunch of
querque.
who atAndrew Bruno, 412 Paclfflc avenue, the cowboys and cowgirls
reuniwho recently joined the navy, has tended the Las Vegas cowboys with
on passed through in company
written to his parents that he has arTex" Austin, manager of the Roundup
rived safely overseas.
The W. C. T. U. will give a patriotio which will be staged at Magdalena,
o'clock this afternoon Aug
program at
From all indication the Magdalena
at the home of Mrs. C. E. Vaughn,
'
Roundup will be One of the best front423 South Arno street.
west this
in th
C. E. Scheurich of Clovis, N. M.', ier contests staged
was here on business yesterday. He season and Mr. Austin la making spec
num.
a
left yesterday for his former home ial arrangements to have great
ber of the boys from the various rein Taos, N. M., for a short visit.
F. M. McNutt, roadmaster for the mount depots present at the show.
Magdalena Is noted for being one ot
, Santa Fe railroad at Gallup, N. M.,
was In Albuquerque lust Inlght He the best towns of its size in the state
was en route to Gallup from a trip and the business men of the city are
determined to make his seasons
east.
one that wlll long be re
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Gutierrez, 1824 round-u- p
South Broadway, will leave Saturday membered by those who are present.
for El Paso, Tex., where they will visit The famous Cheyenne bucking horses
Ellas Gonsales. They will be gone will be used for the cowboys to testtheir riding skill upon, and the Albuseveral months. '
Gone,
bucker, . "Dunn
W. H. Harris of Magdalena, N. M., qureque
en which threw Te Parker here Sunday,
Bpent yesterday In Albuquerque
route from Illinois to his home. He will also be seen in action, and it Is
recently was called to Illinois by the understood that a extra prize will be
offered for the rider who can stay
death of his mother.
of Temple on the famous outlaw bucker which
Special communication
Lodge No. 6, A. F. & A. M., will be has won a reputation here as being
V.
held at 7:30 o'clock tonight. Work unrldable.
W. 8. 8.
will be given In the M. M. degree.
Visiting Masons are welcome.
SECOND OF '.VARSITY;
The Bernalillo County Poultry and
LECTURE SERIES TO
Pet Stock association will hold its reg
ular monthly meeting In the Chamber
BE GIVEN TONIGHT
of Commerce building Tuesday even
ing at 8: SO o'clock.
The second of a series of lectures
J. O. Prltchard, manager of the
of New Mexico for
Harvey house .at Clovis, N. M., was in by the University be
given at Rodey;
the city yesterday on business. Mr. the summer will
Prltchard Is head of the hotel divi- hall at 8 o'clock tonight, by Prof,
sion of the food administration for Walter pr'ichard. His subject will b
"The Historical Background Of tht
New Mexico.
Mrs. Harry R. Ball and Miss Ollie War." Professor Prlchard will em'
the political and economic
Jracey, both of Fairfield, la., ar phasize
conditions which preceded and led uf
to the war.
The university authorities have ex
tended an Invitation to the public to
visit the grounds and inspect the war
garden as well - as attend the lecture,
No admission fee will be charged
HAULS ANYTHING
Speakers tor succeeding weeks also,
will touch Upon various phases of Ihtf
war.

'Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafo.
Martin As Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273.
H. B. Jamison left yesterday for an
outing at Tesuque, N. M.
Mrs. Lillian Hartman Johnson Is seriously 111 at St. Joseph s hospital.
8
The W. C. O. F. will meet at
o'clock tonight In St. Mary's hall.
Mrs. Isaac Barth spent yesterday in
Santa Fe on food administration busi-

'

SPRINGER

TODAY and TOMORROW

U-- Q

CAMPAIGN T

HOUSE OF HIGH CLASS PICTURES AND MUSIC

HI

Having done their bit and gone
"over the top" In the first, second and
third Liberty Loan campaigns, employee of the Santa Fe railroad have
now turned their, attention to a War
Savings Stamp 'campaign and if theynut as much enthusiasm and patriotIsm into this campaign as they have
In others, there is little doubt of their
success.

:

v

,

Charles Roehl, Guy Rogers and J
H. Coons met with a committee appointed by the railroad men to handle the campaign, at 5 o'clock yester
day afternoon and each made a uhort
talk. explaining, the stamp plan ana
giving suggestions for handling the
campaign among the men at the
shops and other departments of the
railroad here. The committee wnicn
will handle the campaign is as fol
low: ' H. t,' Hahn. chairman: D. E.
Barton, R. D. Bryan," A. E. Nye, H. C
Williams, Edward Miller, S. B. Coen,
J. Wlckham, Ci F. Stucke, C. ASoahr. T. E. Townsend, W. J. Congdon, L. H. Meredith, E. Lopez, T
Lawler and Joe Beck.
, Two
cards are to be presented to

HIGH LID ROM E

HENRY B.

B. T. Caulk and his daugher, Miss
Anna Caulk, who live at 204 East
Hazeldine avenue, probably owe their
life to a dog which they keep as a pet.
Yesterday morning at 4 o'clock
Caulk was awakened by the dog
which Jumped upori his bed and created quite a disturbance until his master waked. When Caulk opened his
eyes he .found the bouse In wh'i'li.he
and his daughter live In names. A
'
Inr.p had "exploded.
Both left the house and Caulk ran
to a fire, alarm box' on a nearby corner. He was unfamiliar with tha IjoX
and merely opened the door, beUev'ing
the alarm had been given. After waiting some time, and, when no firemen
appeared,, he went to the telephone
and called the fire Btatlon. Both departments answered. Before the fire- j
men could arrive however, the entlr-house was blazing and the furniture
to
was burned.
They subdued
flames. The damage Is estimate al

every man, one of which the employe
will retain for his own information
and guidance and the other to be
turned over to one of the committee'
men to be filled with proper govern'
ment officials.
The campaign is the result of an
appeal by Director General McAdoo,
that the men Invest their back pay In
War Savings Stamps. The employes' of
the Santa Fe railroad are backing Mc
Adoo to a man and rarely do his appeals fall on deaf ears. No one class
of wbrkmen have done more to aid
the government In Its financial cam
paigns than have the Santa Fe men
who went 100 per cent In the Third;
Liberty Loan.
At 12:45 o'clock this afternoon the
employes will be addressed by a prom
inent speaker and an effort will be
made to have every employe subscribe
,
for stamps.

WALTHALL

,

IN

i

i

.

w. s. a
DE WITT ORCHARD
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Also a

Evening

neglect.'

CITY ELECTRICaSH0E
PHONE B47

"Things
We Love"
Don't ,Mlss This One!

"Current Events "
See the World.

IDEAL THEATER

.

THE HOUSE OF ONLY SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
THE WORLD FILM CORPORATION

KITTY
GORDON

"

,

-

ern

Admission 25c.
f 4 Bryant
FOR

QUICK

Phone Spl.

Delivery.
SERVICE

ttwa Copper.

TELL
Tow

-

Children
Adults.

..... ...

,

H

Pboae

TAILORS
Rul'.a

MARHOM

ALONSO

WEST 'CENTRAL

, Phone,

Ml--

. . . .

.

.Matinee, 10c; Evening, 15c

. .

;!

All Trimmed Hats 25

,
.

'

Hi.

,

ti
,

w
ht my

Its alleviation and euro,

combined treatments ot Osteopathy, Medicine and Flcger Surgery.
O. H. CONNER, If. D. D, O.
Office Stern Balldlaf '
Phones Office C46. Residence, SU

.i V
' t

v

Following Day This Week.

l i

ALL NEW GOODS.

MrOeL. H.
t

USED CAR SALE

I

"

.1460

One
X On

Overland
Overland

Touring,

Roadster....

1274
$460,

Buick Touring, t- passenger
.....$960
One Buick Touring (Light
One

Chamberliri
.

Red

"

'

WANTED.
v

M

I tho

Real Hoover Candy

Chocolate

1

.

XMMMIM.M

M.
,

Over the List Yon Way
Find J ait IThat Yon Want
One ' Oakland Touring, '

-

109 South Fourth.

Don't neglect the "Two-BitCroM Club. Join today,

took

only;

.,';;;:;;.',tobAY

.

HAY FEVER

off

A' Progressive Reduction of 10 Per Cent Additional Each

preminc and repairing. N, T. Armljo
Building, corner Second and Central-Phon- 1

Shop Chocolates

GRIMSHAWS

Second and Central
"GHnvahaw Want, to See Yon"
'

'Fifteen

younfir

men for

buglers for Railway
Apply

Regi-rnen-

v

FRED K. ELLIS,
810 SOOTH SIXTH STREET

...............

Hahn Coal Co.

'

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Phone 910.

CO.

D
612-61-

5

W. CentraL

cSffi

.J. .,
AjrTHRACITK, ALL SIZES STEAM COAL."
Natrre
Cord
Iisaa,- Wood,
KlndUng,
Wood,
Coke. Mill Wood, Factory
k

!

All Day

THE HAT SHOP

made to order for ladle. anA

Cent. Fitting and warkmanshlp guaranteed.
Price. reaaSliable. Cleaning,

7

21M

)

5 Cents

i!

.".
$200
)
One Studebaker Six,
.MBA
aanarar
Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co, Z
AMONG X
BARGAINS
MANY
.
BeUverv. Phone
THJfi ABOVG, CALli AND
LOOK THEM OVER '

Lv-'IC'-

v.

5

$i
suitTclean5),
Four suit ' prHMl $1.25.

No matter what you DR.
want, you'll save money
bjr usin Journal wants.l- L'?

llEiilRYV"0EUVERY

baa: nee craaMes.

The Interloper

NO RAISE IN PRICES.

K0BIELA &4M3TNICK

Joinhe'Two-Bit-

.

PRESENTS

In "The Interloper" Kitty Gordon has the most dramatic roll of her
entire Screen Career. -

.,.-

'ii'iv.

LUaceReio'

Let Us Send a Man

DELIVERY
BATCH'S OLD STAND
,

II'

IN

SHOP

W;B.a Five recently appointed county
B. M. WILLIAMS
food administrators met here yesterDentist
Building
day to be instructed regarding theli Rooms 1 and X. Whiting
,
Phone No. 684.
new duties and the work of the food
Gold.
Corner Second and
administration in general throughout
the state.
"
The men had been unable to attend
a meeting of the administrators Sunclub. You are
day and took opportunity yesterday to Red Cross
learn of the new work.1 They received needed.'
their instruction from Assistant Food
vr. a.
Administrator Bush.
'," Shersaddka bones. Trimble's
and
livery
The men present were:' Fred
Red Barn.
IB.
man of Deming, Luna county; it. H.
Errett, Clayton, Union county; Neal
BITTNER
HOUSE ROOMS
Jensop, Estancla, Torrance, county;
2
South
First.; Phone 221.
Sit
W, E. Rogers, Roswell,' Chaves coun
ty, and Judge Palmer, Aztec, San
Persons who wick to renew or lake
'
Juan county. '
,'
oot
membcrshlne la the Red. Cross
uW-- A
B.
::r,' ran do so by calllnc at Strong's Book
'
Store, o. A. Matsoa A Cc Grlmsbaw's
Royal Neighbor-Mo- d
or Mrs. H. B. Feraason, or by pbontng
Woodman Dance, the chairman of the Membership com
mittee. No. im.w.

fill

ill

WALLACE REID

To Replace That Broken Window
,
Glass.
LUMBER . CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
42S N. First.
Phone 421.

AND

CALL

:45 p. ni.

:00, 2:45, 4:30, 6:15, 8:00,

Presents

TAILOR

Experienced man to take charge
of cotton goods and linen depart
ment In city. Apply Postofflce Box
209, City.

1

mount

WANTED

V;'-'"- -

......

CLASS IN EVERY

HIGHEST

1- -a

Red Cross dues. This
a duty you should not

Comedy,

Today and Tomorrow

FITTED
.RIGHT

is

Keystone

el

BTHEATER

.

OF
FREE
DUTIES
NEW

Wednesday evenin g,
July 10th. Odd Fellows
hall. Union Musicians.

THE SHOWS

TIM"K OF

EYES

"Two-Bit- "

Two-Re-

......

Matinee

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits
Made to Order

ft. p.

F,'lenls,''P ,s ,,,c medicine for
all misfortune. He who cannot
feel friendship cannot love. Let
a woman beware of the man
.
.
.
to no vows io love no onenui
herself. A friend is nature's
'
masterpiece.

NO RAISE IN PRICE
. . Adults ,10c; Children, 5c
Admission.
Admission
Adults, 15c; Children, 10c

LOUIS C. GIEL1TZ

fruit-produci-

j

Written by
Florence Finch Kelly.

"DID SHE DO WRONG.'

SOUTH FOURTH
Third door north of Poetofflce.

ALVARADO EGGS

THEIR

fT

by Elliot Howe..

Directed

llrnrv I?.. Walthall whose work In Paralta Plays lias boon pro
claimed ns the finest screen portrayals that he has appeared in with
possible exception of the BIRTH OF A NATION.

107

of Mr. and Mrs. Gregorio Chavez, 1409
South Third street, died at the family
On sale by leading grocers the
residence yesterday morning. Funeral
services will be held nt 4 o'clock this morning after they are. laid; 60c.
aftenoon In the Crollott chapel. Burial
Orders taken tor serrloe flags.
.
Will be In San Jose cemetery.
,
Women of Amertcan Army. S3 west
W. S. 9. t
Gold Avenue.

GET. EXPLANATION

HENRY h. WALTHALL jfS
wwlTH HOOPS OF STEEL I

WAV-Para-

C. II. De
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COUNTY FOOD HEADS
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MECCA FOR FRUIT

of Steel"
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4 MILES UP VALLEY, ';

Pay your
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way was discovered in flames early
Sunday morning. The house was va
cant and firemen were unable to learn
the origin of the fire which baoiy
damaged the houst. The loss la erfr
mated at $200.
At 6 o'clock la&t night the firemen
answered a false alarm to 801 Sou.-Broadway. A woman's voice called on
the telephone and Informed the firemen of a fire at the address. Central
station crew rusnod to the scene but
were unable to find where there even
had been a blaze.
"False. alarms," Chief Russell said
last night, "come In bunches. This
woman apparently did not realize that
the firemen take a risk when rushing
to the fires and that they are in danger during a. run. She must have merely wanted to Bee the apparatus run
ning through the street- - The majority of false alarms come from small
telboys. We were unable to trace the
call
yesterday."
ephone

MERCHANT.

"With Hoops

mm

.

I'AVr--

$1,250 bjr the firemen.
A small tent house on South Broad-

,

Francisita Chavez.
Franclslta Chavez, Infant daughter

ar

.
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Witt claims to have one
orchards
of the best
in the Rio Grande valley, and in order
to substantiate his claim he brought
tothe Journal' office yesterday after
noon a small 'twig from one of hip
cherry trees upon which are seventy
SPECIALIST
DR. KING.
large and luscious cherries ot the
"Black Tartarian" variety. The tree
all this week.
office
in
his
Will
be
Is about eight years old and has been
BOS
.West Central Avenue. Phone
cherwell
developed
producing large,
been determined
by counties. Tho ries, good for eating or cooking, for 685 for Appointments.
slate shows a total of 1,264,733 hea
Besides
few
the past
cherries,
years.
ef cattle, of which the quota of A. R. Mr. De
Witt's orchard contains Stark's
C. catt'e will be 2,500. New Mexico's "Delicious" and'
other varieties of eatFOR SALE
quotas have not been announced.
and
apples, .and peaches
ing
cooking
Yffm g, p.
One
wheat
binder, $110; also
of several popular' varieties. The De
one baler, $50.
Witt ranch Is located four miles north
DEATHS
on the Fourth street boulevard.
62 1 West New York Ave.
W. w. 8.
Sirs. J. P. Moc.
'
Two-b- it
Join
the
duo.
Mrs. J. P. Moe of Kstancla died
W. B. 8.
here yesterday morning. She came
ARMIJO'S TAXI LINE
here here a week ago for medical
As A War Saving Medium
Two large ears at your service, day
treatment. She was 33 years old.
Ua
much fruit
snl prexrv
the
rates
hour.
and
by
Dnaaiblx.
Larmi Sweet t'Uerri.i for
night Cheap
Strong Brothers sent the body to
afford to
well
cai
at
you
aals
414.
PHONE
price,
last night.
t
buy at. Write or call
LASALLE RANCH
Miss Agatha Juno IleaJy. .
GENTRY'S t6GS
Bernalillo, N. M.
t'lione Red-I- t.
Miss Agatha Jane Healy, (1 years
Hawkins, Skinner, CfcAtapKm, Con-roOld, died at her home, 1203 North
and San Jose Market; 60c riojM-n- .
First street, yesterday afternoon. She
came here from Wellsvllle, N. T.,
seven months ago. She is survived by
two brothers and one sister. The body
will be sent by Fred Crollott to New
York this afternoon.
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INSTIU TEW.S.S.

Cattle to Be Branded 'A, R, C Committee. Named Which Will
Handle New Drive; Speaker
and .be Exhbited at Denver
Will 'Address, Employes
Stock Show; Then to. Be
at Meeting at Noon Today,
Sold at Public Auction,,.,

A SUBSTITUTE FOR WHEAT FLOUR

Our new crop of peas, have arrived .'
in San Francisco; will be here in due.

GATTLE

RANCHMEN

F

It.

Yellow Corn Flour

'

W

DOG SAVES

SANTA FE MEN TO

RED GROSS ASKS

AVE.

t.
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Big lot of Men's Straw Hats, values
to $3.00, sale price

............

LOT

t

1
:

2

j j i iui vi men a on a w nais, values
to $3.50, sale price
It

LOT

AO

T

'

We are still adhering to our custom of July Clearance Sales and are giving the
buvinff Dublic another chance to acoliirp th?ir tippAh at nre-wnriceg. You will
.
. .
, ,
,
.
..
.
iniu tticw ui our special values nsiea ipre ana win note tnac we are oniy naving
fixed prices to every lot of our merchandise and are not ranging the same merchandise at different prices.

Hats, sale price

LOT
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LOT
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special

Big lot of Men's $5.00

Be sure and be here

All $20.00 Trunks,

t
t

LOT5

LOT

....

Big lot of Men's Straw Hats, $1.50
trolna aala
o.c nitiAi

PA

I

ZW

;

i

x

All $25.00 Trunks,

special at

J

Jv

specials.

12

lH

....

.

X

All $6.50 to $8.50 Trunks,

$14.75
LOT

(Jn
P I QU

special

LOT

13

( FA
tPJLU.Ul;

Big lot of Mohair and Silk Suits,
values to $18.50, special

"I

LOT

OA

tplliOJ

10

14

Big lot of Manhattan $2 to $2.50 stiff

,cuff shirts, special at

llJ

9

$4.89

special at

LOT

8

Big lot of Genuine Palm Beach and Kool Kloth
Suits, values to $13.50, ,
QQ

at 9 a. m. to get a good selection.

LOTH

special at

$5.89

LOT

QQ

non-breakab- le

7

,

o'clock only, we will sell a big

24 cents each
LOT 4

$2.39

Big lot of Genuine Palm Beach and Kool Kloth
Suits, values to $10

OUR EXTRA SPECIAL
On Wednesday morning, between 9 and
lot of Men's $1.25 and $1.50 Shirts at

6

Big lot of Men's Raincoats, $7.50
value, sale price

ar

,

3

Big lot Men's $6.00 and $7.00 Panama

iff7

v

Below and You Will Be Sur e to Save m onev
in

I

Albuquerque, New Mexico. Tuesday, July 9, 1918.
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Classified

All Men's Oxfords, values to $6.50,
'
sale price

fl1 OA
PJLaO7

jI

)

4.89

We are giving great
on everything in the store.

THE LIVE CLOTHIER.

the torpedoing of the Mluslssippl with
great detail.
Later In the day his collapslblo

COURT MARTIAL

boat of undoubted

EFFORT TO STIR

German manufac-

ture was washed ashore. Dowling had
seventy pounds of English money." He
JAPAN AGAINST
said he had come from the United
TRIAL ALLEGED
States to see Irish friends before joining the American army.
Prosecutor Bodkin in his addres'
described the German
OPPOSED
of
UNDER
method
clea'lng with Irish prisoners.
"Those who joined the Irish brigade," he said, "were allowed distinctive uniforms, special rations and side
Corporal Joseph Dowling Is arms. Those who stuck to their oaths Baron Goto Warns People" of
of allegiance were treated shamefully
Activities of German Propa.Said to Have Acted for Ger- Thein
rations were reduced and evwas
made to punish them
effort
gandists in Trying to Create
many in Trying to Stir Up ery
for their conduct. Yot
e
was
Irish,
the
the total recruits the Germans seSuspicious Attitude.
Revolt. Among

11

SP1

cured.

;

"The feeling against Bowling was
very strong among the loyal prisoners,
and on one occasion he was handled
so roughly that German sentries had
to come to his assistance." "
The prosecutor declared the whole
story told by Dowling regarding the
circumstances of .his landing and the
purpose of hlg visit was untrue, as
Dowling later admitted.
"He was brought to London," conunder three heads:
First, that while he was a prisoner tinued the prosecutor, and detained
at the tower, where his brother vislrf
of war In Germany he Joined a hosid him. He told his brother that he
endeavored
tile force, second, that he
came .in a submarine. If he should
to .Induce others to Join; third, 'that now try to explain that he came In
he participated In an attempt to land the character of an escaped prisoner,
our answer Is that escaped war prisa hostile force In Ireland.
' Sir Archibald Bodkin, th. proaecu-to- r oners are not provided wtth passage
the German plot in German submarines."
described
the
The first witness was a British
launched at the end of 1914 for
John Cronln, a former prisonformation of an "Irish brigade,- from
among the Irish taken prisoner on er at Llmberg. ne described a visit
the British front. Sir Archibald said he paid to Bin Roger Casement, when
Dowling and a few others Joined tni the latter was attempting to raise an
as recruiting Irish brigade In Germany. Casement's
brigade ' and acted
'
' efforts, he
testified, were assisted
agents.
an Irish priest named Father Nichol-by
' Means Csed by Germans.
son.
the prosecutor described thef means
"We should all have been dead but
lri-sfeed by the Oermans to Induce
for the kindness of Ambassador GerpromGerman
the
men to Join, and
ard,", testified Private O'Sulllvan,
.
ises, reading:
formerly a prisoner at Llmberg. "Mr.
j'At the end of the war the German Gerard visited us
Me secured a supgovernment undertakes to send every ply of parcels and
clothing from Engmember of the Irish brigade to the land. We would have
starved but for
,
.
United States."
this. The Germans cut the
rations
docua
Bodkin
down
read
Sir Archibald
twice as a punishment for fattment .Issued by the Germans at
ing to Join Dowling's Irish legation."
Limberg camp .which said:
J'The Irish in America are collectLAS VEGAS CAFE MAN
ing money for this brigade. Join the
new unit and win your Independence."
CHARGED WITH SALE
Of the arrival of Corporal DowBodkin
in
OF BEER TO SOLDIER
Ire'and, prosecutor
ling
" '
said:
tmclM. CUHIMMIMI TO MOKNIH MUlMftU
On April 12 fishermen going out
East Las Vegas, N. M., July 8.
from a harbor on the clear coast saw A. C. Erb, proprietor of the U. B. Grill
on
an
Railroad avenue, has been arresta man waving a handkerchief on
island half a mile from shore. He ed on a charge of sellingbeen to solby a
said he had been washed ashore diers. The arrest waa mad
from the- torpedoed ship Mississippi special agent of the government; Erb,
that he did hot make the sale,
d lifting the night. He paid the fisher- asserts
but Is declared to have admitted veilmen
to land him at ing beer to .civilians. He will have a
Bally line pier where... ha gave- his hearing this ' week before a Unitea
name as James O'Brien and dwrtbed States commissioner.
JOUIIMM.

UAMD

The trial by court
London,. July
martial opened her. today of Corporlanded on
al 'Joseph Dowling.-whonth. Irish coast In a.derman collapel
lil. boat :two month, ago.
Corporal DowHng pleaded not guilare
ty! to the formal charged, which
8.

sot-die- r,

-

-

(Annoclntfd Prw Correnpondww.)
Toklo, May 30. Governors of the
Japanese empire were warned by Baron Shlmpel, the Japanese foreign
mlnlBter, In an address to them recently to beware of mischievous rumors
calculated to eswhich were,
between
Japan and
trange relations
the United States and Jafan and
China. The foreign minlHter advised
the governors to be on their guard
against Becret enemy emissaries coming through Siberia to stir up trouble in Japan.
Alluding to the pending negotiations for an accord with China, Baron
Goto said that the more Intelligent
persons of China and Japan are trying to reach an effective understanding. In the future, more Chinese
would come to Japan and bespoke
them a cordial and courteous recep
tion as a means of cementing the
friendly relations between the two

countries.
The opinion that public expressions
in Japan are liable to he lacking in
a proper consideration of tho feelings
of the peoples of Japan's allies was
expressed by Baron Goto. He said
occasional comments published

that

without proper care or investigation
which appear to the allies as un
friendly criticisms were most regret
table at a time when Japan Is making
common cause with the entente na
tions and is actuated by no other mo
tive than the expectation of complete
victory.
Tho war, the minister said, has necessitated certain trade restrictions
and Japan's commerce had been affected thereby. But it should be remembered that these restrictions were
the result of sheer necessity and that
Japan must be prepared to make
sacrifices in order to carry on the
war to a successful termination. He
deplored the fact that the sudden expansion of trade had led to a tendency to export goods of Inferior quality.
Fortunately, by the combined efforts
of tho government and those directly
Interested In maintaining a genuine
.

FIHKS I'ASII.Y UHWTKD.
A HINT.
(St. Louis Pout Dispatch.)
edition of the' NeW York
(European
It proltuhly doesn't lake u St. IjsuIs
Herald.)
fireman long to locale a fire. All he
"Shall I
Tosti's 'Good Hye'?"
lias to do Im to set out for Ihti nearest Inquired thosing
young woman who tries
are
war
where
being so hard to be entertaining.
'mipplicx
factory
inaile.
"I don't care whose you use," replied Miss Cayenne. "And don't bothJournal Want AOs tiring result.
er to sing It. Just say It."
.
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fifty-thre-

T MOSMIN

Will Manage War Camp
IRISH
Community Finances

MEW DIS5EHTI0N

mmum

'Aworlntril Preu Carrnpondenre.)
Dublin, June 20. The unsettled
slate of the country districts In many
rartft of Ireland is reflected in the
minor news which
reaches Dublin.
There are occasional rival raids for
arniH by the police and the filnn Keillors, frequent reports of lllegul drilling
occasional stories of disturbances in
which politics evidently play a considerable part.
In County Kerry, ono of the hotbeds of iho Hlnn Keln, the chairman
of the county council has been
to a year's Imprisonment
for
failinct to report a raid for arms on
his own premises, , and the county
councrt has now decided to ask the
Mansion house conference for
to go on strike" as a protest.
Th.i proHcculion of the entire thirty-thre- e
members of the board of guardians of County Limerick for certain
violent phrases used by them In an
resolution, mark?
the first occasion even In Ireland, a
country not lacking In strange precedents, when the members of a public
...
I
body slttine at a duly convened meetw
1
ing have been proceeded against for
constituting an unlawful assembly.
The wording of their resolution apMyron. T. Merrick, former govern- pears to have been particularly strong.
or of Ohio and former, ambassador The resolution has not been published,
to France, has been chosen 'chair- but there are seven clauses In the
man of the National ' Finance Com- summons
charging ithe guardians
mittee of War Camp Community with "assembling to sow dissension
Service, that organization which Is among the subjects of tho king) to
doing so much to care for soldiers cause disaffection and to Impeda the
fend sailors who visit largo cities.
successful prosecution of the war."

DU PONT AMERICAN

INDUSTRIES
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jm Fine Finishes

for Fine Homes

Jill

L;

in

The finish of your woodwork should bring out th beauty
of the grain and preserve the soft tones of the wood. A
varnish of supreme quality will secure beautiful and permanent ejects on any wood, enriching pine, oak, cypress or
mahogany.

.

of inferior MEXICANS, STEAL
goods was decreasing,:, though' it had
not entirely ceasod.
,
DONA ANA CATTLE
standard the production

HARRISONS

Vitrolac Varnish
"

should be your first choice when decorating a new house or
revarnishing an old one. It will give a brilliant and durable
V
Cnwh on woodwork, doors and window frames.

;
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SIXTEEN NEW KEELS
El Paso, Tex., July
warrant for cow hides was Issued hero
WERELAID JULY 4 today and an effort Is being mado to
8.--

uuit

0imr
journal sroeinfc
8. Optimistic
July
Washington,
reports of ship building on the Pacific
coast were made today to the shipping board by Director General
Schwab and Vice President Plez of
the emergency fleet corporation, telegraphing from Los Angeles.,
"Everything looks good," declared
Mr. Schwab, who drove the first rivet In the 10,000 ton tanker West
at the Moore shipbuilding plant.
Sixteen new keels were laid July
In tho California district. .
fsv moknin

MIs-tlc-

-

k;

locate these lies, which were taken
from carcasses of cattle driven across
the Mexican border from Dona Ann
county, New Mexico, to be sold and
killed .by Mexican cattle thieves.
The customs officials here have as
sured cattcmen owning these cattle
that they will assist In recovering the
hides from the stolen cattle when they
are shipped from Mexico through this
port. The stealing of. cattle from the
southern tier of New Mexico counties
and driving them across the border
has been a practice during the past

year.

"

v!m

.

,'

There is a Vitrolac Varnish for every purpose in interior
Ask the Harrison
decoration, each the best of its kind.
dealer for information about the particular finish you need.

FOR SALE BY

J. KORBER & CO.
"Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store."
Phone 878.
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while our navy U destroying
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"CHANGE IN THRIFT STAMP, MISTER?"

."

'

In this hearty and hopeful spirit the
director general praised the hundreds
ot thousands of devoted men engaged
upon .a mighty task nd, gave them
assur
and their
ance that in days to come the victories
'JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO. of industry are to be no less glorious
than those ot the battlefield.
. .v 5..
j. anpimhon.
Merited as were these commenda
tlons by a man who modestly bellttlod
'"'""" Bstra
his own services, the people will not
prittlT
RALPH R. HUIAIQAN.
fall to recognize
TorH.
B
Nw
and, applaud Mr.
N But
Bnft,
"
matter M the Schwab's ardent genius ot administraAJ...,.j
u,inj
tion, by means of which ,he has Im
W. '
..f OoairoMOf Moron
army of workers patri
r'otb PPr parted tc any noble
jVsor lruultion iu
otic zeal, and
.rivalry.
V"
,ft NW M031OW.
People, who live in interior states
ouch oh New Mexico cannot .rerilize the
one front.. I
voii. W IBorrir i
"
enthusiasirf with which the men in the
adTHM..
fotrlr.
ship yards have taken up their labors.
tho Journt vka vtutat They-hav- e
feWerUMrt't
mttda as fine a showing as
,
te
urfcsro U.lr fMi
a
any body of men, during, the war.
.
mint be fur U
r
fellow-countrym-

bonds are like money, hard to identifyHvhen
lost or stolen. It is not safe to keep them at
'
hom pr in the office.
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THE COLUMBIA DISASTFJl.

Amorloes

The

Moskse."

(

It has been a number of years since
the steamer Eastland turned over In
the Chicago river; and hundreds of ex
cursionists were drowned,'. Accidents
such as the sinking of the Columbia
with five hundred passengers aboard
near Peoria, 111., Friday invite the belief, however, that through carelesar
ness or negligence there must be at
least one big disaster. In this country
every summer. The burning of the
General giocum ten or more years ago
was one of the worst of the kind.
In the case of of the Columbia It
has not been established who was at
fault, or, Indeed, if anyone was directly to blame. Att investigation is in
progress which it Is hoped will reveal
the real causes of the accident.. But
investigations have a habit ofpetering
out and being forgotten, and in the
end no one is punished.
Such . was
the case in the Eastland inquiry,
It would appear that the public Is'
not hoping for too much from the government inspectors of steamboats, and
steamship engines und boilers to expect reasonable sut-ty- . , in oxeurslop
steamers before they sail., If, the
steamers are unsafe the Inspectors
ought to know it, and if they dp not
know it, they are unfit for office,
.,,
America has learned the value ol
numan lire this yeur as It never
learned, it before. We ore taking every, precaution possible to protect our
men who have gone out to fight, yet
in less than a month there, have, been
two accidents at home costing more
than, two hundred lives, one of which,
at least, was due to negligence.
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To the people" of New Mexico who
have not. been in. cjp;ie joucn wun
forts of growers an food admlnlntration officials1 to inirodiire ihe. pinto
bean thr'oughout the coun.ry tb an
nouncemeut made at the rounty;,ad-mlnistratorconference Sunday came
, anrnrise''
It came ua a welcome
" ,
and aratlfylng surprlBe.
The pinto. beai Industry is import
ant 4o the state, as ell as io the na
tion. There are vast attun suitable to
bean production which, if used for oth
re
er Purposes would fall .short
turns to the people. With an omani- for '.ib uie and
zatlon perfeoted
as
handling of the colored beans such
the growers and food officials are,
working out, and which will at the
the price and
same tiriie stabilize
etandardlte the Industry, a new source
of wealth to New Mexico will have

if

's

I

ft

been provided.
Mr. Hoover has told the housowlvcs
pino( America that the New .Mexico
to bean Is as. wholesome and contains
as much' nourishment as any other vaIt IS pretty gonerully underriety.
stood now that the black eye given
the New Mexico commodAy In the be.
deliberate . plan by
ginning Was
growers! of other varieties in other
part of the country to discredit a
competitor for, their own profit.
'Th New Mexico pinto, lias beaten
the Michigan white b?an on its home
grounds, vThere is no .reason why its
popularity should not continue to

J
A
if

ft

i

p

decision Sunday of S. J.,
president, of the Commercial
Telegraphers' Union of America, to
comply with. the. request of Secretary
of Labor vVtlson to use his, Influence
Th

In averting the strike of the telegraphers will do inuclj. toward winto their
ning the support of th people
'

:

"The Dank of Pergonal Service"

WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE

French Tot's Hands
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German atrocities practised on people and of many things that go to
make the German hrand of war "ilun-like- "

and "uncivilized."
A thrilling story of captured women
and children returning to France from
Germany, of the outrages they have
undergone is contained in the letter.
Every Incident has ther ring of verity,
for in most cases-thwriter saw the
things! described..' The letter, practi
as
is
in
follows:
full,
cally
"Each one ot us who is doing our
duty Is subordinating himself and her
self to the work. It is amusing to the
people who come and say In one
breath they are willing 'to do any
th,ing' and in the next breath, '1 don't
think I can do that. The first thing
Is to forget one's Own. importance at
home In one s own small environment
and fit ourselves as a very, small and
insignificant cog in this great war ma
chine if we are really to be of any
great worth, for It is team work that
counts. So, tell the people that are
coming that the work is much the
same as similar work at home pro
sale and unheroic.. The conditions are
hard, for we ar(f working In a foreign
country with a strange language with
out many of the things which, we ordinarily consider the necessities of
life. The re.teurcefuJ person will he
one of the greatest service, and above
all every worker should speak, French
, "Yesterday I saw, for the. first time
one of the children who had been m titillated. One of his poor, little handu
had only the little finger left.. Ho had
lost, his, fingers by one of. those diabolical explosive pencils made by the
Boche., I had heard of the little girl
whose finger was blown. off by. one
of these same pencils given her by one
of the Hun soldiers, but I had not seen
bright-face- d
Jittlo
her.f; Another
youngster was lacking a., leg. He had
lost it in the explosion of a, bomb
which killed the man he was with at
.

.

.
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AT SAW BALL GAME
edition of the New York
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According to the evidence of a waiter, it was no uncommon event for
sixteen-year-ohoys and girls tQ
spend i 12T, to $100 on champagne
In one of these night revels. A worker of 17 stated during the same case,
that he earned about $.r0 a week.
ld

;:

.
(Brooklyn Dally Kagle.) Jorale-mon
Dr. Eliza M. Mosher of
street has received a letter from
richa physician in France, which is
er in Incident und- graphic personal
experience than any which has come
from the front in some time. The letter lays stress on the subordination
of the Individual to the mechanism
of the war machine; tells of actual

vlous of her glittering diamond ring.
Likewise, there is a. period'of a year
(European
or two during which your, daughter
Time Jury 4t4, 191,8V ,
Herald.).
will be most easily enticed to gq about
Scene Public? - buildings and busi-- . 'London Teams
representing the
almost any very, ordinary, young
ness places decorated with American, United States navy and army played with
as, to
man und without
game on Chelsea football his intrinsic, worthmuch, thought
.he "Willi
British,. French. Italian and other a basebull
provided
Nain
the
of
other
aid
the
'
ground
day
such
flags ;.(except ;.. Cernjan, ,, Turk, e,to,) tional Milk Hostels. The navy won, indulge her to the limit withthings as nui sundaes.- - chocothous' 7 to, 8. Among those present were sweet
Streets, filled
Princess Patricia of Connaughti Mra late 'bonbons and Ice, cream sodu.
ands, whq are; happy, over the, Amer
Sims and
ican declaration of Independence, of WhiteJaw Held, Admiral
'
.TURKEY BI.GINS TO VVOltKY
Uiddle.
Great Britain. Several mass meetings. General
(New KepubliO.) . .'
SL
bell
Of
Great
Paul's ringing. Five
Turkey is beginning to ask Germany
4
, THE .CRITICAL ACE.
hundred American, soldiers especially
embarrassing questions, about war
(Washington Times.)
canea in iO rratcrnze ,wun rsritisn
Your adolescent daughter is nat alms; If. the liulgac is, to be aggranIn Macesoldiers. In the suburbs a game, of the u rally weak, unstable and liable to dized. In the IsDobrudja and
the Turk, to getT ,
In respect
to three donia, what
great American,, pusUrpe, baseball, go- evil enticement
When Turkey entered th$ war she
Safeguard her at these points
ing on. the King of England having things.
was promised the restoration of her
ner
till
becomes
fixed
character
and
,'.
pitched, the first bal).
self reliant through constructive ex African empire. Egypt., "was to, be
'
""' "'
wrested from England Tripoli from
,'";'
c
the first, ball.
;' perience;
terrupted
France.
of
Her, love for glittering adornment, Italy, and possibly Tunis froin
Persuna, in particular Ghost
Hej- iondnesg for sweet things, to But Germany's memory for- promisee
find
Lord
of
ghost
George
Washington
be
not
FOR
PJIAISE
SHipfroKKERS.,
may
long, and the Turks' have,
eat ojio ariiiK.
,
Cornwall's,
Her craving for a lavish amount of good' reason to fear that not only will
those
remain Unfulfilled, but
than
and
promises
rather
Enthusiasm and energy
"Hpw people
Washington:
pending money.
that Germany may recogniie the conoratory inspired every sentencetof the things seem to have changed, since to Indeed, tle only safe rule Is, never quest
by the allies of most of Mesopotempt any immature character, al
.'
address delivered July , at Ban Fran- our time,"
Arabia and 'Syria, tl
tamia,
the point of extreme weakness, .a f
- It
- Cornwallis:.
"Isn't it pretty much
cisco by Charles M. Schwab, director
In one j:oae of which I know twenty
Gprmany is thUs forgetful of the
of her ally, the Turks would
genertd of the emergency Fleet cor on the surface, when. you,tcome to glrla ranging from 14 to 17 were each interest,
oneff. , Tley are
large uncounted number- of like to know it atThere
poration, 'but when, in conclusion, he think ot it, George? The English given
may be hun
tickets to sell, The tickets went freely suffering terribly.
were
for
masses
that
had
no.
real
heart
and
beating
they
oldish
other privations in Austria-- 1
at prices ranging from five cents to ger
of
and
In
.or
.
construction ;you. up,
"a battle
One girl came In with $4. 50 In Hungary
down, under George IU,
Germany." but notning to
engaged
with what Turkey is "enduragainst destruction," he coined a really. It was the orders ot autocra her handbag, others did nearly as compare
Tne twenty got more than 400. ing. And if Turkey is after all to lose
cy, then, as, in the. case of Germanr well.
phraaa worthy ? any. for.uui
to the allies all thq. territories, they
,
haul. and
It was a
T3ii launching on, ' the i Fpurth ,of aud AustKiatjs, tjo,w. ( George. H., yop . iBut twobigof thesq girls, .who were care to take away from her, ' what
'reason'
has she for remaining in the
one
must remember, was largely, of Ger rhums, stopped in. a shop and spent
July. i American yards of nearly
He finally ha4. to ,hlrL toriy. uenis oi me money ooliectea tor war?
man
blood..,
hundred ships having; a
.She Is exchanging views with Bul'
refreshments, comforting themselves
of almost, 600,000 .tons was an uessians. to ngni you Americans. fif rwtth:
"They will not miss. uch a garia, who is also beginning to inquire
achievement upon! which Mc Schwab English had little stomach for It.".
small amount,", and Vanyway. we have why the war continues, Jh. spite of the
victories reported from Berhad rlgjifc to. dwelt with, pride.. The .Washington:
"Yes, I remember, werked hard collecting it" Then one amazing
the two. confided to her, mother, lin.' The questions wilt gain, in intenright to your, hired . German soldiers well of
shipbullderj Unwise, had
at once had the deficit made up. sity as the news of Austrian disastet
There was that time 1 who
feej proud. Wonderful in Itself, it Is Cornwallis.
A
youth, with an un trickles through to the Levant
Hes
to
ror
tne
i"
pieces your
surprised and cut
bigger yet in its promise
earned bunk account far bigger than : '
j',
ChamlMrlain
his judgment and common sense war.
rabttta.
..If, as he confidently predated, sians atr?--"
enticed
j These tablets are Intended especCornwallis:
sprightly
"Forget It! We're to ranted,
the) full year' output will reach
sophomore girl to elope with him to ially for stomach troubles,1 biliousness
tons, there, need be. jq further gether in fighting Huns now,' without a country town, where
marwere
and
If you have any
constipation.
hire.. Let's go out to the' ball game. ried. That was three,they
mlslvlngson the, question, ot
years ago. A troubles of this sort,1 give, them a trial
Bet you a Jug ot Jamaica that the ball, distressing family, row followed, and ancV, realize for yourself what a first
'
The trick of elop. class medicine will do for you. They.
. A Mr. Schwab' aas we, ar,tulld-inghip- s this later King Qeorge pitches wont finally a divorce.
was
the ,oply cost a quarter. r. '.. ... .??.
come within ten yards of the home mentor, fine turned Chiefly through.
already "faster than the
.use
jewelry. The girt wun tea
to coin buck and make fter mates en
Vhem, Mi inean- plate.'
Journaj Want AO brine , rsvulta. '.
'
.

a case befori
court

'

ing..

Blown: Off by Huns

.

In

.sheriff's

where the proprietor of a cafe was
fined for keeping open after hours. It
being proved that he had allowed
workers to hold,
young munition
champagne revels till In the morn-

"
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PIUXCE&S

Eng,

Buy Them Often1

denced once again
the central Berlin

,

on,

N. M.

'J

F1NIS' HOAItUKD 11K)D COSTLY.
(Lloyd's News, London.)
Louis Joseph Abrahams, advertisto pay $4.25,
ing agent, was ordt-reWest Ham recentIncluding costs, atsummonses
of
charging
ly. In respect
him with food hoarding.
West
of
the
Dixon
E.
J.
inspector
Ham food control committee said that
in a wardrobe in a bedroom, disposed
among clean linen, was found a
und two pots
quuntity of lump sus-'iof marmalade, us well us some tea.
Mr. and Atrs. Abrahams said that was
all they had, but a further search resulted in the discovery of, a total of
forty-tw- o
pounds sugar, thirty pounds
CHEERJA'Q THE GERMANS.
pounds, marmalade,
Jam, twenty-seve- n
twelve pounds preserved fruits, thirThe tenacity with which the Ger- teen tins condensed milk.
Mrs. Abrahams said she had bought
man people cling to the Idea that their
at different times and places
the
and their armies are Invinci- and goods
did not know she had done any
ble is better understood when one; conharm.
siders the statement, of Admiral von
USE NAPOLEON'S METHOD.
Capelle In the reichstog debate Satur' (Detroit News.)
day.
Boy Scouts who are interested In
Won Capelle said that all report
emulating' real soldiers are turning
to engineering stunts. One of the most
spread by the enemy about
losses were exaggerated and went oo interesting is to measure distances
wihout Instruments and where the
(o repreat the report of one of th travel from point to point is impracGerman submarine commanders in ticable. The method followed is one
which. It wa declared that the Brit- employed by Napoleon when his engineers sought to learn the distance
ish and Americans were helpless across
an unfordable river. The little
"our
crews."
against
splendid
corporal took a 'position on the bank
No reply, can. be. mode to von Cap- at the water edge, gazed across the
elle which would ever reach the Ger- stream until the opposite shoe line
was Just dlscernable below the visor
man people. No reply, except the of
his cap, then turned on his heel
men
very convincing one of a million
and spotted a point at the same level
In France, with their faces set toward up stream. After this he paced off
distance and had It approximately
Germany. They have been fooled and the
correct.
misled by their leaders ever since the
outbreak of the war. Now that the
ACTOR WEIW RICH WIDOW.
tide is beginning to set strongly
(New York Evening Sun.)
"Mrs. Isabel B. Smith of New York
against the central powers the Berlin and
Wis., a widow estimuted
war lords are-- compelled to resort to to Neenah,
be worth about 20 million dollars,
Johnoutright lies in pttfer to keep the peo- has Just been married to Orrin
'
ple cheewd and hopeful of early vic- son, an aotor.1
was
Mrs. Smith
the widow of
...
tory..
Charles Itobinson smith, who died in
this City May 12, 1916. He was presWith severe floods and a big crop ident of a large woodenware company ,
In Wisconsin and was one of the weal-shortage, in Germany one wonders if thiest lumbermen in the United States.
perhaps GpU has not taken to straf He. was a clasHmHte of President Wilson at Princeton University.
i
ing the kaiser, .
' Johnson has been
appeuring in leading stage roles since 18M0. He was
THE GHOSTS AT THE GAME. V bow iti Louisville, Ky.
Places-Lond-

ALBUQUERQUE,

War Savings Stamps

i

,

The Citizens Bank of, Albuquerque
.

,.

side.
Mr.'. Konenkamp took occasion In
his, message to Secretary Wilson to
pilnt 'put tii danger of further lockout!; by ihfi., WesUrn. Union which
"Al'itU desir'oy. gil our .efforts to cooperate '.with . the Voyernment'
Whatever may be Said concerning
the. merits ot the; two sides In the tel- egraphio Controversy there has been
an unmUtakabie willingness on the
tin it ot tim telearaDhers and their of- ficers to do What was possible to avold'i
a walkout at, this critical Juncture In
the affairs; of the country. A like attitude has not been as 'evident on the
part of th? Western Union,
It is' hoi; trnllkcly that the conference, between Secretary of Ijibor Wilson and the bead of the. telegraphers'
union will end in a settlement of the
mens; .grievances before long.
In the. meantime the move of the
government to take over the telegraph
and; telephone lines will not be In'.

-

at

STItlKE
TraAXJAVPHEIU?
AVERTED.

i

(

al

spread throughout the country.
The action of the food, administration, in organizing the growers with
.the purpose of producing cleaner and
better grades is the first, logical step
in Jtfjat dimUffi),, ,
-

t

Nobody but yourself or an authorized representative
"
can ever have access to them.
Come in and see the advantages, offered
by a private safe within our vault.

,

111

I'

;

Wouldn't it be worth a few cents a week to you to
knowabsolutely that your war bonds a will perhaps,
or sortie correspondence of a very private nature, a deed,
'mortgages, stock certificates, certificates of deposit, insurance papers, maybe some jewelry not in use, were
stored in the Safe Deposit Vault of this bank where
neither fire nor flood nor burglary could reach them?

--

i.wol'bM ft

Val"

ANY holders of Liberty Loan Bonds
M have
no safe place to keep theni. The

!

"Tk llorulot
tattoo
uopor la -- KW
NoWpapor

--

Safely Kept

--

Si

Pk

Your War
Bonds

omol

IHorninc

l
he time,'
'BliflBkCZSI
"The 'Big Bertha' is at it uguim
(IVoni the Berlin Tngcblnlt:)
Tell it through, the classified
killing a certain number of womeD
and children. No one. pays any atten- fulThe senseless way,, in which youth suits . are quick and certain
munition workers of both sexes
tion to it, but the stories I hear and
the things I see are rather heart- squander; their high wages was evi- - columns of The Journal. Ren
breaking. The long range gun by the
farthest stretch of . the imagination
can be of not the smallest advantage
to the Germans, and every right
minded human beihg cannot fail to be
the more anxious. to overcome this
brutal, inhuman, nation. It doesn't
count as a military advantage to kill
an- old woman whose only son has
been a prisoner in Germany since the
He arrived
beginning of the war.
home probably more dead than alivo
the day after his old mother was,
killed.
"It doesn't helrto drop a bomb on
a private house, wipe out a whole
family except a little golden-haire- d
girl of seven. She is in the hospital
with a broken arm. A young boy in
the same house had both arms and
legs broken. Would it appeal to you
as legitimate warfare if you could see)
the little sister's white dress and veil
hanging on the line ready for going
'
to church the next day, but the Hun's
aviutor sent her into the next world
the day before she was to have hei
first communion.
"This is a holy war if there ever
was a holy war a war for the freeBy special arrangement' The Journt-- 1 guarantees to deliver,
dom of the World, a war to make posthrough an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollars
sible the spirit of Christ instead ol
worth ot tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our' soldiers la
might as the dominant influence in life
France and on the way to France,
Ijet the Americans come here and see
. The packages (60c worth of tobacco) are put up la attractive
the shells falling into this beautiful
return postal, card
patriotic packages. In every package we put
city, destroying little children and old
with your name and address so' that you will get word back from
wards with
women, see maternity
as
the
soldiers
battlefields
from
as,
you subscribe 3i sent
many '
mothers and new born babies struck
- - m
J,
pieces
by shells from the Huns' guns; see
churches hit and worshippers killed
int an open city by this power-ma- d
TOBACCO IS MIGHTY SCARCE
people. Come and Bee some of the
ftNear tho Trenchei. ,
wanton destruction
ot defenceless
women and little children and all the
FROM IRVLN COBB'S "PATHS OV GtORX"
attendant horrors, for a while, and
"As I recall now, ws had corns through the gats of he school
then see if you would like to live in a
house to where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowlnt
Prussianized world I doubt It.
to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront. brought
"Our sleep may be cut short by air
to our noses a certain smell which ws already knew full well.
raids in the early part of the night
and we may- be awakened at dawn by
'"Tou get it, I see,' said the German officer, who stood along,
the bursting of shells, but what do the
side of me. 'It cornea from three miles otfr but you can get It flvs
Boches gain? Nothing.
miles when the wind is strong' and, he waved his left arm toward
"I should like you to gee the pitiful
It as though the scent had been a visible thing. That explains why
little babies born of unwilling French
tobacco is so scarce with us along the staff back yonder in Laon.
mothers in captivity within the Germen
in
Is
to
"All
the
sent
the
can
which
th.
tobacco
be
spared.
man lines. They bear written on their
front trenches. As long as they smoke and keep on smoking they
poor little faces the whole tragedy of
can stand that"
r.
this struggle. I wonder if It will ever
,
,
No Matter How Small tho, Amount Send
be possible to make- - up to those little
creatures, whose lives may be saved
Our boys are going to need tobaceo in great quantities. Fill ant :
by American doctors and nurses, for
the couponis. Nona Too Soon and make It', generous!
their tragic entrance into life. If
:
,',
.
Bring it, or mall lt,,to The Journal Office. . .
those of you vWho do hot ypt realize
that it is our war, the war Is that of
every. rlgKt minded person. If you
THE JOURNAL, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
could see the little children who have
been in captivity, the little girls and
Uo pkf . No. I. Ipular eujarettes .savins, retail vIa, C ,H,
boys who nre sent back to France to
escape havig just so many more
L Popular pip
tobjoo bavin ntall value' . Ma.,
...IU
mouths to feed. vYon should see tho
condition in which they arrive. Tho
W
No.
4
popular etganUs tobaeeo hiTlng ntall valoe at Ms,
pkf,
little mutillated ones never have any
1.
No.
He pk(.
Popular plus fcrln . tobeoen, kTUs .retail false
reference made to their mutlliatlons.
But, watch their faces when they
drop back into repose. On those childTa aeoorauee with your offer to
popular brand of tobaoee sag
ish faces is written more experience In
ltwrttUata oar. splduie la Surop is ulu of He paakegoa, seek tat If
horror than will come into the lives
of most of us in all the long years we
I saakiM
may live. It wrings my heart.
"Tho spirit .of right and Justjee
M.
Toar, Ifaaas ..........
must end, Will prevail if each and every one of, us will, do his and her part.
treat Asissas
........M......M..n..M.!.M..M..M..M...w
Pay the price and carry the harden
exacted to overcome the force of evil
CHf aag atate
let loose by the power-ma- d
Hun, who
Is restrained by no law of God nor
:
;
man."

.

SUBSCRIBE1 NOW!
TO THE JOURNAL

Tobacco Fund
How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!
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.TODAYS

ket.
With scarcely an exception, leadinp
shares were under persistent pressure
gelling again focusing, around United
States Steel which, suffered an extreme recession, of 2
points. Kin
dred issues yielded
sympathetically
were
also
and rails
reactionary, dividend payers losing one to one and a
half. Setbacks of one to two and a
half .were registered for metals and
oils.
Lowest quotations were, registered
In the. last hour, but towards the
close specialties rallied one to three
points and equipments, including
United StateB Steel and Republic Iron,
recovered substantial fractions. Sales
amounted to 410,000 shares.
Traffic at western fcntf far western
points diminished
during the past
wejk, but, the general business situation, was more, favorable on further
solyjlon of war problems.
Liberty Bonds were heavier.' Other
issues eased slightly.' Total sales (.par
value) aggregated, $4.17r.Opo, United
were
States, bonds (old. issues)
'
" . "
on call;
Closing prices:
American Beet, Sugar
70 Vj
47
American Can
American' Smeiting & Refining. 79
American Tel. & Tel
96
American Zinc
.. 19
Anaconda Copper
.. 68
Atchison .
.. 84
Baltimore 4 Ohio,
.. 54K
Butte & Superior
..29
California Petroleum
.. 19
Canadian Pacific
..146
Central Leather
.. 70
.. 66
Chesapeake & Ojiio
.. 41
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul.,
Chino1 Copper .", .;
.. 40
Colorado Fuel & Iron
46
Crucible Steel. . ,v
.. 68
CUba Cane .'Sugar
.. 31
'
Krle .
.. 15
.. 32
Great Northern Ore Ctfs.,
.

:

--

.

.

.........

I .,

move en to
m
to a
have a

hou.

6 -- room

modern,
features, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping - porch,
4th.
ward.
garage;
FIRE INSURANCE
$2.500.
stuccoed bungalow In REAL ESTATR,LOANS.
University Heights, modern, Are.
156.
Phone
216 West Gold.
t' place.
built-i-

story brick resheat, lot 100x142,
2

3,500.

Extensive. CMtltx or. Sheep Ranch controlling 200,000
oit ..grating range under fence, located in Eastern
Arizona. Watered by .several running springs. Range
consists of deeded, homestead and leased lands. 30,000
,head of sheep , or' 8,000 head, of cattle can be ranged
through year.
e
cattle to be sold with ranch.
r3,500 head
JBst stock proposition in Southwest. Apply,
acrre

CO.

THIRD AND GOLD.

:

high-grad-

!

iHIOME
moitern Riinvntnu,
ohearj.
iW,,.
.i.ernta to aun,
uiujr
II you want It. ,. .
,

OlTT'lEALTY

iArta.

ir

AltoiiermH.Ii

LOAN CO

uurry

idence, steam
,'
FOUND,
R4thi ward.
MTI.r0HAN
,
wm.
as
ha.
$3,000.
stuccoed bungalow, "'pvu.u ijuirh maraii.'Mi collar. Owntr Fire and ia wjneurajtce.
Auto
can have aame by paying fr this
Notary. PubIM
modern, "hardwood floors, garage;
addianj'
calling 82!.
Highlands,, close in,.
-

The Star Furniture Co.
118 West Gold Ave,
nice- line of Furniture
Have
Several gaylates at low prices.
Still buying 2nd hand furniture.
'

HELP WANTED.
Xeal Estate, Insurance, LoU
Ill South Fourth Btreei

.

2S

lOrt'l

KMOW

6'a53i
cent.
per

Call

per cent;
t

6.&

90 days,

.

money- - Strong.

High,

6 per,
rate, 6

wheat stimulated an advance in the
value of corn today notwithstanding
announcement of - Veto forthcoming
from. President Wilson. The market,
however, closed, unsettled,
net
lower to
up with August $1.64
to H.64
lyid peptember $1.65.
! oft to
Oats finished
c advance,
and provisions varying from 23c down
to
of 20c..

lc

lc

Commission house buying of corn
was strongly in evidence throughout
the day exceptJust before that close,
when sales to' realise profits became

'

the rule. Provisions averaged high owing to
a falling off in receipts of hegs anil
because, of large exports.
Most of
the demand, though, came from

",
shorts.,
' ;'l
'
Closing prices:
Corn Aug., $1.54
Sept., $1.G5
Oats Aug., 70c; Sept., 89 c.
Pork July, $44.20; Sept., $45.00
Lard July, $26.25; Sent., $20.17.
Ribs Aug., $24.05; Sept., $24.(10.,

Chicago pnpurcF.

LIVESTOCK

Chlonsto Livestock.
Chicago. July 8. Cattle Receipts
18,000. t Best beef steers fully steady;
cows, bulls, and calves steady; heifers
dull: jiaokers and feeders dull. Beef
cattle good, choice ami prime,. $16.60
.fill 8.00; common, and medium. $11.75
SS16.R0; butcher stock, cows and heifers, $7.85014.50; einne.rs and cutters,
$6.86ffP7.i5; stookers and feeders,
ajood choice and fancy, $lO.40ifDi3.00;
common and medium, $8.0Qi io!40:
veal calves, good and choice, $16.00 ifi)
16.75.
Hogs Receipts 33,000. Market
higher, mostlv IBo to 25c up.
Bulk of sales, $16.8017.3O: butchers,
,$16.95? 17.30; packing. $16.30W17.00;
ilght, $ 17.00(B) 17.40: rough, $15.75
1.2t; pigs,; $1.2516.60.
Market
15,000.
Sbeap Receipts
strong. to 5c .higher. Idaho lambs
neld at 118.76; very lightly sorted.
-

.;
Kansas City LivestovK.
Kansas City, .Inly &. Cattle ReMarket steady. Prime
le.OQO1.
ceipts
fed steers, $17. 2 5 18.2 5; dressed beef
steers. $12. 50(S17. 00; western steers,

$1,1.

0018. 00;

Chicago, July 8. Butter Market heifers.
unsettled.. Creamery, S8'Ui42c.
feedwrs,
.

MAKKET.

.

cows,

S8.00tfDH.25:
16.25;
$8,00

$7.00(813.50;
and

stockers
calves,

Kggs Higher.
10,290 13.50.
Receipts
cases. Firsts, 363"c; ordinary firsts,
Market
25,000.
ITogs Receipts
34ft3Cc; at mark, cases" included, 33 strong. Bulk,. $16. 7518. 95: heavy,
3c. "
$16.85(8)17.00; Ilght, X10.6UI)18.;
Potatoes
Higher. Receipts . 60 pigs, $1.0016.75.
s.ouo.
cars; Louisiana. Arkansas and Oklamantel
Sheep Receipts
homa Triumphs, $2.50fi2.e0; same; steady.
Lambs, $15.018.25; yearwhite, $2.502.75; California white, lings, $13.0017.00: wethers, $12.0Q
$2.75; California red. $3.00 Virginia
14.50; ewes,, $10.00 gil3,50.
barrels, $5,.75i)6. Op.
lower.
Alive,
Denver Livestock.
Poultry
Fowls,
Denver, July 8. Cattle Receipts
28c; springs, 335?38c.
Beef steers,
2.700.
Market steady
KANSAS CITY PnOIV CE,
$11.00015.60; cWs and heifers. $8.00
11.00; stockers and feeders, I7.5U
Kansas.
City, Juiy 8. Butter
43)10.50; calves, $11.0015.00.
Creamery, 40c; firsts, ,38 c; seconds,
ou. Jiarurt zoo
Hogs lteceipts
ilMc; pacKing, 32V4C.,
Top, $17.00; bulk, $16.76 if
higher.
Eggs Firsts, 36c; seconds, 30c.
I
'
24c;
roosters,
MarKei
Poultry j Hens,.
ls.ooij.
SheepRncelpts$17.00
1,7.60 ; ewes,
r.teady. Lambs,
.

-

Male.

.

cent; low, 6 per cent; ruling
per cent; closing bid, 6 per cent; offered, at 6 per cent; last loan,v6 per
cent.

1.0.

....

WANTED
Forest r.
WANTKD
lng 415
WASTED

Man to work

ftotfb.
In

garden.

1027,

..66
..'
..

rvn

rurnlahed roaina
houackeeulna. ill Wear sin-Men for well work. J P-rwrt
Modera
mriuanea rooma: ao
k,.nt
Copper.
alck; running water, Wl
Waat Central.
Huaky boy to change tires.,
BE.'I-K(j- oin
rOH
ora. e. waek, bath;
Comer Fifth and Central.
aummer
no
ratea;
alck; oyer OulUeh Hula
WANTKD
A milker; aw. a rarm hand-A- iTT
store.
ply Beema Oalry, laoj Mortn F,urtK
FOR, REKT Threo furnished.
luiuelpLng
WAXTBD--Carpete)a
1
to 3
rooma, wn. pnvato path.
North
day
Laborera ll.Stt to .1.0 per da. 40p,.rlabor-era Four M.
for Oklahoma at once. Employment lid
'
RENT
or
Three
furnfahei;
FOR
four
South Third. Phone 354.
rooma
houaekecpiua, witii uae o
WANTBD Av nc an experienced aalet-ma- n piano. 701 North Flrat.
for general atori) who can apetUc
HOTBIv Rooma and' apart-nveot- a.
8panlah fluently. Alio a bookkeeper. Do not Kjy ORANDB
61S Weat. Central. Mra. Richard
nle
you have had practical
apply
rvrrti,
know
recan
ind
that
you
a
hold
perlence
sponsible position. Cllv full partlculara in 1MPBR1AI- - Rt5oMS Nrc. clean rooma?
ratea by day er week; over WoolworlJi'e,
firat lettr aa to experience, and aalary
a
tv e.t ventral,
wanted. Address Bond-SargoCo., Granta,
rifiNT-NlcM.
F(iR
ely,
furniane wtslde rooms
j
by the .week or month; alao furnished room
for light houaakeeplng. lima Hotal. wraar
WANTED Competent saleawomao.
Th
Flrat and TUaraa,
Eoonomlat.
Souov.
WANTBD Girl for chamber work and wait
table. 601 Souil Arno.
FUa RUNT FurlHaiad rooaa lit Waat
ver; no alck, no ohlldren.
woman to ilo family wunhlng.
WAJJTED-- A
.
Phone 1148. 734 Weat Copper.
FOR RENT Mevan-ruohoua, furnished.
North Fourth. H Prank Trotter.
WANTED Ulrl for general hiiuaework. Ap
1114.
WeBt
ply morninga.
ifOH RENT Nioely,' furjlshi.d,' bodroom. Hi
Marquette.
.- i per WeeK. Call at 408 Weat
For geoval houaework; ao eook.
WOMAN
FOB RErlT Nicely furnianea ' front ' bed"
lag. Aadreaa Bo 42(1. Albuquerque.
WANTED Woman or girl for cleaning.
In, rbtw 1V8C-- J,
'ani. cloaa
... gouth
.(
Fifth,
Steady position. Phone 843, Albuouernue
1
Sanatorium.
FOR lUiNT-rThr- ae
.. furnished
rooma 1S2
WANrrBDrr-Fe(Sa- l
.;ook f.r buajainK.houae,
payt far Ijald, W.. B. lirown Mar- FOR RENT Furnlahed rooma for Ilght
Khali.. Madrid, K M.
houaekeeplng. Coat, atova and gaa .. It
TEI.EORAPHT, Stenography. Bookkeeping.
Board, room and tuition may be earned.' SojitliSecohd.
all y rooma
Macka Bualpea Colleges, Urn Angeles and FCJ" HraNTwo, la
furnlahed for housekeeping; 'modern nicely
Fraano.
M Weat foal. ' ' "
FOR, RENT
houae1;
FUrnlahd
Dwellings.
with canxaaa. ateeprng porch, light and
01
Weat
Coal,
jprjnoith.
FOR- - RENT Modem
;rama Jioua FOR RKNT .116 Weat , l,ead" "a'venuQn"
with ileeplng porch, ahade frees, and barn
ground flor.
well
furnlahed
exceptionally
for garage. 22 Eaat Marquette. Phone 743. room, with ' vanishing bed, "private bath.
Room has nice bay window, and;
aplenold
South.
acreened varapda adjulnlng.
Thla Ideal
FOR KENT Ono turnlaheo lour.roont house apartment haa been designed to give com-fo- rt
401 8outh Seventh. Apply at' 214. Weat
and la very desirable for couple.
Gold. Alao four-roounfurnished, house at
411 South Seventh.

B.Jn.

tit

'

FOSRENl

Hlgtatanoa.

11

r6k

RaWTlruraiaiia

roa,.
falter.
Jhpnt K.
FOR
ENT
Furnlahed

ioatS

gentleman
preierrea. J 01 Mouth Wfllter.
FOR REN'T Furnlahed Toon, wttii' .itrijng
South. Kdlth. Phone 134;-Vporch.
FOR
furnlahed
outalde
RBNTNwly
5
rpum; reaaoiiahla.
Bouih Arho.
OR .RBNT-Larie..
room . wtU" slaaple'
rh. ideal far two. tU Kat Ceatral.
FOR RENT Large, furnlahed front .room!
Well gentleman prefered. lot South Wal.
. '.
ter. "
FOR- - RBNfU-Ruofurnlahed tor
large aJeepiDg porch. 110 South
,
Walnut.
FOR RBNT Roama with. Bleeping
with or without hoard, Phona 671, porch
1111
!
.'
East Central.
t ..;
EJNT
FORR
Twd rooma, modern hirnlshed
tur- - light: houaekeeping.- 4jtx, Call 111- r.asi .ppit or
FOR RENT Rooma and Bleeping oorrhea
close to good boarding house; alao light
hnuf keeping. Joe and, telephone, at. Bquth
waiter.
FOR REN'S Modern front loom with gluax
eu in sleeping porcn, Housekeeping- privll
egea. it desired. No, alck. Phone 1154. 208

f

''

NAMED REGISTER

OF LAND OFFICE

.1

..83

uri a.

yrnp.

FOR RBNT jTwo large modern rooma with
Bleeping porcrr and bath. Clean and wel
rurntaiiaa for housekeeping, Mo alck. Sift
woiiin waiter, pnone 175.
".

Oeneral.

..

RBNT Nicely
Iurniana4
moderji
rooma tot nam houeekeeplng. Phone 1771.

FOR

......

BUSINESS CHAVCES.

'

FOR

RKNT

Store

good

location.

.llr

,

.

FOR SAtE A
adobe
.house ta..Old Town. two. blocks
from Car Line, cheap for cash,
must be sold. - Address P. . O.
Box. 38, Old Abuquerque. N. M.
six-roo- m

.

FOR, SAL

'

Mlacenaneoua.

WANTED If you neeo h, varpenter, call
J. 8. IMrflhg. rnone
FOIf sAl.8 SuDV cahTbaby lmaket, amall
cook atoye..u .iSoutli Broadway.
W'ANTliD l.ace
curtalna
waahed and
atretrhed, 16c per pair. Phone 60.
HAL.J4
FOR
High grade piano 160.1)0, nearly
new fn.oo saddle :o.O. Phone S4;4-FFOR 8A LE Practically
new
Bosch it
I.omb englneer'a transit, 100. P. O. Box
iin, nprmaer. iM. Al.
FOR HAI.K Man a bJayclvj Sot, of twemleth.
ceniury encyi'iopeaiaa, twenty-iiv- a
pound
refrlgefamr. apt) Went Lead,' Phona' lftm-SAI.B single
buggy, one ' dotini
abated buggy, one cart, two seta single
hornesa.S one heavy,' one aprJng wagon or
aurrey ile. 6SI) North iHecond.
FOR BAl.K Almoaif new National Cash register, I letter clerk keys, & memorandum
keya. Dnya recelpta totalled. Register
St).60
Printing feature. Paaiitoore, 14 South' Hec- -

Style No.' 4, in first class condition Cheap'.

THE ECONOMIST
PROFESSIONAL
loan
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'

.

w, .witioN
i

i AfttetSMay

Rooma 11. 17 end 1.
Pbona
,
.

".

Croawll

Ills

"

i

eliaau

T--

.KOIKf

BOUCX

'

-

CARDS.

ralaBawaaiwattla4a(w(

for

ond.,.,-

FOR SALE

Underwood Typewriter

,

Attorweya at lew
LlbrarV Bulldlae

u

telte. t,

Peaatal

gaieaa

" riseaa
Barn.tt Building
Appolntmanta Mada by Mat!

taoana l--

'

I,

M

,

COP

oor tAttn . ,
Hoofs andar ear aaea- - will
Malini Bulldlae
Improve from year to year. We can put on ..
PttYSICMm AN1 aCMatONT"
Itaw root that will laat aa long aa the
IMt-Tha
Manaano
Oe, Phone
bulldrtig.
Hit, MAB0AKET a. CAUvinniiam
U0 South Walnut,
' ,v . .
P recti oe Llmltad ta Wotaaa'a ,
OUU
K RIB carbon toot
root
and
cement
puat
UM ..Centraj Phone 171.
Albueearajee. W. ML
stops leaka; laata five, years. , Uae Pavo.
ready, paint, floor paint, Valapar, Jap-a-laoold water Italaomlna, and be aaltafled.
rracUne
illeal ta
.
Thoa. V. Kelehat. 401 W. Central. Phone 4ja.
tl nun r
Office Houm ie to lis t to I
hi
State National Bank Bulldlne
'
' :
DB. SARAH COKE.
7
FOR 8ACB
ONo
Practlba l,lmted to ChlHrae.
Centrifugal pump and
Office Rooms 1 and y Wright Blie.
motor. With preuura control. Ap'
Fourth end Oold.
ply p. Weinman, care Kconomlat.
Houia I p. m. to i p.
Raaldcjca Phona XVIS.
Otfloa Phoea lit
,
Wo par galloa.

.

yAWTglMtoteenaeoua.

SPKClAt, rates mada u picnic and Ilahlng

FOR SAIXJounry
r.
ITflD ail tr

and
" --"

.1

Ec

ei
set of double harnesa, me
uium,i dsu nortn
FOR
WANTBpTo buy a 'few atanda of eea.
OR HALE Oakland "Senalbla
noeiiey a y arm, rnone ytt-y- i.
Six" new.,
horae sn& aDrlnir
vnron
Horae rnunt be gentle. Address Box , care FOR:.1 FALbFarii car..
....
'
condition city WeaTtV ffl.f- .ivurfiai,
'
"aeCond hand furniture
FOR 8A(,E wa av
WANTKpt At oh
two aaceptlonally
and kltchnn, uteHells: alao cook atova,
or
aecund-han- d
buya
oyd
tq
-,
cara
on Oak' '
range.- Phone 81S8-J- ,
land touring and on
Chevrolet
touring. "
WA.VTED40 to 51) head ot hoKs front twu Both right In appearance, performance ami
month up. Desire stuck good .enough tn price. Call American Oarage, ask for Mr.
Peffley.
lauvn. nate price. AUilreas Box a, car
jiiurnui.
FOR
WAsiKu-s- oe
qunrc and pint bottles, 'nf
any Kino, quart bo(tlea preferred, , Call H'OR SALE Nice
811 South Kdlth,
home, furnlahed and
L'
or Sun
evenlnga after
good paylnb business, 4,00l, half cash.
day mornlnga before 10.
Bungalow, journal office.
FOR 8A1B leautttut Bpenoer aweet peas, FOR HALB-- kly
home, a
brlrfcT
assorted color
long ataiamadt
modern, heatlna nlant rn
h 4,- -. .
Order In advance, Rio locatlona
7o pee hundred. fraran(,
In
the
701
Eaat
city.
Central.
uranne inouatrial Bchonl. Phona I40I-F-

WARTEDX-on-

SALt.AutwnobU.

pZTvl

...

SAUnouse.

HioHEi? cash pr'jcb

Jl

paidTr

T
nirr m n hivaa
L
I
WANTRnne.,A.i;.. ' ....
clothe!, ahoea end underwear. Alao truakr
ana ssn casei. ceil tie, cues
eeead-hane

at ore, 117 gouth

FOR.

junkT

'JMBJ HUUTrf WbbTERN JUNK CO,
PHONE 111. - Was ALSO

IJ4 WE8r.Ia7AI.

...

SALE-PurnIt-

ur.

Offlca furniture, ona standing
desk and two aetteea. Inn,
a. w
nr.
.
ir---. .
d.. .1,1,1 i)ii.
...t
' rwKSi vOIU,
OR, HALE

TO EXCHANGE.

Flrat

!WANTD-M.0- co
each, 104,

.....

bagai Pay from to to a
oountry seat near Albuouernue tnr
Yf3.
nuui
'
tons, scrap Iron. Pay. from
m In We.hlaeten, D. C. Boa
to
lb.
FOR RENT Eight-roo10 Journi.
perAim m . Patriotic
tit. Loula
house, suitable lof T.i-- U
duty.
.
.
.
...
.
. HALB--fiarxatwa Bparimenis. Phona
In fire-roo- m
house.
iiqil ririi atreei. rnona ari.
L.
rmiaera
exoetit
furaace:
mint mji imm
FOR RSiN'irwo. bulfdlMTat Hevehih and WANT8D-tiareT- ul
koda'it finishing'
by
Bouth
Call
dlatelySH
134
17
or
owner
High,
v.
r
ieiH
..menu Avenua. ..Ann tn
tar photosrhpher. Twice dally aervlca. He Weat Copper. '
!
.
Remember, , aatlsfacllon guaranteed,
Send
your flnlahlhg to a reliable, established firm,"
FOR SALE-vWunli.h au
Ranha. master Dhotoiraphera.
Hanna
PERSONAL.
ineaa. Beat In cltyj two Ford Uucka. Caah
or terma. .11A Wimt rinii
LADY wim oar will drlv sartlea:
Rerit-Rpo-m
able ratea. Phona
FOR BALE Good growing business, suitable
With
.. , ,
f nr hMlrhuAkab- 10-- 4: RfflWTwtwum, with
auli.iect tu ''rat'. Addreaa Bon; 6ti6, Journal.
MiralhuMowk
iplr. porch nd FOR REN1
Knttt-r-l
O .
i In vsoms
run kAL.. A.araali nrofitabin h.i.m...
i.rniriii.
end Rigg to Jeanes Spnnga: aaaae
HSQU
suitable
alaas
,for either man or
boTreTndTreeptnt porm with HOKSaTU
oflce
other oountiea.
rtes. S. Garcia, Hot North Arno.room et svimiav ratea. fxa M ioetb Ats-voi, Mr tutu lor.s tu.uo,
partlcua time, when,, "bad. men" were quite
FOR
lara. apply tt T0a West Irdn. .
'
Phona ltll-numerous in, that section of. the coun'
FOR
vt It.ie for t houra. Phona 1C84-SALS
ce
A
RENT-u-WlHotel, aeVantean Well furnlahed FOR
jeraey milch cow, Phim T5a
large airy font1 room
try. Cattle rustling was 'one of the
rooma. centrally located, olote to depot.
SALE-no- ma:
wHaV, board
private family. 737 (South
chief oudoor soorts, but Judge Mc ;i'uk ana raise tine Melgjan Jiarea, get a Owner will
sacrifice, Sea National Invest
yijug owin) jftfit, f ;s Weat ment
pair
GUI's enforcement of the law was so Fruit.
lor rortn Tntra.
tn.vt-w- ry
t
. I
.
flealrable
ot-fl- c
ro0m,
aleeplng
i.
run HAi.iv
Hmal! saw mm at oargajn.
drastic that during his tenure oi
'
elaaa 1.1.1. W,T?TVAl;eW'VeVre:eh,';VooYllv.
parch, hot And cold water.,
FOR 8AI,E-O- ood
Caaos it
driving j)r work horae
- v.
progressiveCapacity six to eight thotiaand feet. In ooara. t aaa n oro 1, Weat la,
thW kind of thievery was almost
alao aplendld riding hiirw,"
Oold
Meglo.-'wrltl- n
Rio Orande good
all
forma
of
condition
and
new
Accident
and
of
running.
240-F'
KOR, RBNfisieepIng porch and furnlahed
health InauradcaJ Liberal
stamped out. U has often been etatea Industrial School. Phone,
nmmiMinn .nH
nmer. Auyreaa. r. u, BOX ,115, Plenty
Bpringcr,
'room; labia boari. ' Mrs. Anhett.. 3(11 South
W'rlta Bennett as Wllaon. '
good territory.
that the Judge cou'd conaone. some FOR 8A Lit Extra ftna, young pedigreed
.
.
e.
Bdlth.
Phone
fleneral
an
atock
Hulte
Flemish
missed
never
No.
Zea.breeding
he
Agents.
1, - MoCormick .
Oiant, New
other crimes, but
yni
ot the beat double atora
Blk.. Trinidad. Colo.
land, and Rufus Red Belgian hares, William run iit.ni-auiiainga (tmt beat.- .located 'for general JHH. W. H. REED, of the Ixickhart Ranch
opportunity to make a cattle theif feel Oeatrech.
Sr.. 24 North Eleventh .' Street.
baa
In
to
merchandlaa
moved,
South
tha
D.
Arno.
tot
Sea
Eakln
city.
where
aha
at
the teeth of the law. If mere waB any Albuquerquet, N. . ,
j.
.
,
FOR RENT Ranches.
prepared to take health seekers. Phona
wasninituia, Aparpneats Joi; Weat Central, 2.1B US.
possible way of doing It,.
The ludre never missed a aemo- FOR RENT My Improved catii
CHIROPODIST.
KU
JARDIN
ranch
ESCONDIDO"
convalee"
For
and has
cratic county convention
term of six months or niora. Oood housa
cents. Something a little better rnni..
FOR SAUL
RMchotv
on witmiut pain tut aorftiaaa. n.M,i.,nt,
In city. Pleaaant surroundings. Ratea wuter, horses, verlelaa, etc. Oood
been a prominent figure at the state
place
e,
range.
Arch support
made to fit
conventions of. his party. In 1812, at treated,
ton !f?L
bale Must sell, a bargain, email reaaonaoie. ism weat Central, Phone ,117. Will conalder aeHlng. - Further 3jn
feet. Will be here until July loth 'Ci youl
particulars.
H
ranch ;ar In wheaf and- alfalfa. Inquire SHADTNo6K ranch offers ex'eeliani room U. B.. Morning Journal.
the fleet, state convention, ne was Chase, 309 2 Weat Central.
Plrone'll4
417 Weat qappery Phona lSlfi.W or
and board.. Juat tha ni&c tj v.,
7.
nominated., for attorney general, on
FOR BaHt'-u- v
aena tnodtitais- ranch on For rates phone tatlF.i; free trapsportatlon
the democratic tlcKet but war defeat
P fcrea under cultivation;
Pejcot ;rIVeT,
Aceommod)tlona, now available, Mrs. $L B.
ed, by
0 acrea fenced: 1 modern floe-roorank w. viancy,
,' ,
buna. Thomas,
J
one
mil
He' wag active la. opposing tne cre:r
i .'
alowa;
protected trout stream. ArMABTAOB .
areae
N.
M.
box
Ranch.
lit.
tlon of what is now De Baca county
valley
call anyajhere ayiy .time.
or
OLWun oieiGM, WATER
FOR
Jhona
I.v. Wlver city T. a.nv; ar. Mogollasi.
s
during the firat three sessions of the 8UPPLY AND DISTRIBUTINOi SYS1 h.m.; sr. Silver
I.v.
WANTElV-FoilU- wiv
Mt
He did not like the lines TEM. Department of the Interior.
FQR RBNT-Offl- c.es
I
legislature.
In suite or single 'Call Best Mogollon
pm,
euto,
B.
equipped
livery
aouthwest.
of the new county as they were drawn Office of Indian Affairs. WaaViiinrtnn
npatalray o,yer 'Vaolwqrth'a. stor- -.
WAWTB0 Day work fay lady or will work
rv
BENNETT
C.
191
S,
atlrTOR,
TRAN8I1 CO. 1
sealed proposals by. hour. Phona
FOR RHWTWI front cenaectlnw
p, June 12,
at that time, as.lt was alleged that
. ... .
nffl.
,.. ;tmffit.ptrA V. Jl.,
would have been done to-- his mainly marked on the outside of the WANTEB Poaltipn by atenoaranher elaht
sealed
ms.
envelope,
for
La
town
"Proposal
home i
ftewer yeara experience. Addreaa Box 234, City.
Landp. .jwuring
il
;
l.'
laat session of the lexislature. how- - syslem, water supply and distributing
aa , typewriter
and
system at the Toadlene School under
TIME CARD3.
ever, he worked Indefagably' for tlve me
tenograpner witn. thorough legal
jurisdiction or the. Ban Juan lenoe. Apply Mra M. V, I,ab, IM bafteiper
Can- creation of the new county, the dif- school.
'
New
Mexico?
Phona
and
Shlprock,
3,
TTPBWRITBRSAII makes, ovarhauledand
ficulties which previously, liad existed addressed to the "Commissioner of WAATMer-4ntlmarepairpq. niDoons lor every machine, Al- yeara, old, Watna
having in the meantime been disposed Indian Affairs. Washlna-tnn
bookkeeDtna
'
or mooA ' eleflcel noeition.
of.
will be received at the Indian Office Several years' exeerlence.
Beat
reference.
urfttl" two o'clock P. - M:- - of
' Mrs. Bufn8r lienw.
July 18, Oood penmanf Ctnhk in flaurea. SalarR.
: RENl
Anatrtmente.
1918. for furnishing' ' materials and not lea than loa to start,, Addreaa
Hen ia n. letter that Is certain to labor for the construction of a sewer pnyr Aiououerque. w. M Pen I Delivery.
ATOBISOM, tOPfOteV
(UUtTA WU BAHV
th
ng
.man age. 17, (exempt. - w"nnm Tl,t Ultlll, modern.apartroent,prove of Interest t6 people- - In. thla system, water supply and distribut!n VfANTD-rtou814 West Coal.
uininitv. aa cuaea of . thla. sort occur in. system, in strict accordance with the . from draft aaeoiint- Hfluenitpntet rieslrMe FOB KaJNT-WIwTealaeesaW-and thraa-roo- m
.
anart.
. . ,
,,
eonaection wrth eataoiianea
have
peo-nelahborbood..
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nlmnat ovprv
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Class, J
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v, and. ,,1,-- 1 to WiTr. ZZOu
-- UCV "lh',r;Uc'
1. Tha Seoat
IW'1"
Prttwa, anything coae
1
t:9 mn.
jo, ao,
Iiitpn,
pie, snouifl.ijyiow,, wnjn ;i
ney
aldered w.et, tbera la chance for gdvahca- I. California Limited -- .11.
am. 11:11 pnal
r
at the Office of the pape-,eperiod! ment If ability ta proven. Addreaa J. E. K. TOR RKNT Furnlahed houaekeeolna Zn3 7. Fargo Fast
am. 11:11 ana,
,1:4I
care
Which
this
Journal.
fiae
tal. ln
Mingle, irooros,
wiodetn, huudingi, ao I. The NavaJa. .... .1,... liNao. . 1:1a am
advertisement, ape
"T uaerl a bottle of Chamberlain'
-tr.
Pears, the United States Indian WareftaathheansJ
Cjolia end, Dlrrhqea , Remedy jbqut house Bt'Chicaeo. 'Illinois: Hi.' Tiiila.
FOR RbNT Three or fpur room furnlahed LI01. Bl'Paao Kxpreaa
PARTUBAn,.
11:11 pou
anart fientn,: modern; tha III block South 107. El peso Kxpreaa ...
nine years ago,.ana u curea me vi "m Allssourl: San Francisco, .California;
11:41 eiB4
'
atureafftl "w.'t'y Ta"
Sixth. Inqnlr' Bavy hot! offlre.
of, this sort give them a ti?al
!
w
no. ue.Bpiwer,s Bxcnenge., St, Feul,
troubles
a . .,
.,
.?
or
Bomia
Hmlta
eatfe
t
la
.
ednwea.
li
'rnmnlalnt some three .
tha
"cvaT
a
Boout
The
II.
..r.-Heieand
home.
at
happy
of
fo,
Minnesota,
ana.
winter.,
CRANiy.
office
the.Sur
Phone
l7rW.
this
of
doses
alre'aiy atored. a few nice little furnlahed
four years' ago and a'"few'
PerJntendent. of thi San .Juan School,
iraSpnal
ih.iW,T,JO
recorn-mended
apartments vacant. 'Suitable for two peraons; 4. California
Urattee .. I:paa.'1 T:e panl
remedy " cure the. I have
ShlRroplt, Jtew Mexico. F)br further
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(Tennanta
Uncle
SanU
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iTO
Sam).
Chamberlain's. Colic .. snA Information
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annly to the
'
quick aaflll let for, the former?
Diarrhoea. Remedy, to doaens, of, peo
at ' of the Sao' Juan School, . Cato
rims st Tha waahlnaton.' 1002 Waat
111, Kaaaea Olts aad, Chloaea, t;te
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room,

409.

WeBtV'-Central-

Ui

...

Phone

Pourv rooms and bath,-largglazed
and screened' sleeping porch'. Four
blocks fror,!;
Close
In. Sojne cash and 1 18 per month
will handle, , It, w'ili, pay you to
inve.atlgata. Owner lea,ving town,
and ;wll) sacrifice. See National
Investment Co., 0i North Third.
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FOR RENT Three-roohouse with bath,
Inquire at 1307 South Edith,
FOR RENT- - SeVrahla.
apxdera
furnlahed cottage. Phone BM-.
FOR RENT Furnlahed two.room
ottaa
wun sleeping porcn. mi south Walter.
Four-rooFOR BUNT
houae two glueaed
In porchea. Wa,ler paid, 114. Phona Uaa-J- .
FOR K8NT-Three-rfurnish. oattaae.
Inquire 17 Bouth Broadway. Pbona aM-f- .
Kvt1
....
"n
. v.,. U
ui wibhvu jtuvih uunaraiow,
.
.. 89
Great Northern' pfJ.
sleeping porch an car 'line. HI? (South
... 65
- - .
Arno.
Inspiration Copper.
$11.5012.50.
Int. Mer. Marina, Pfd. Ctfs,
NEW VORK COTTOX.
..103
FOR 'RENT Thnee-toor- a
furnlaliea. house
3
Kennecott Copper
wun aieeping poreh, IIB.OO pur month,
r .
.',;'
V
rater paid, 612 South Walter. '
Cotton future
Louisville & Nashville
iew yorK, July
.M15
OR
RENT New. tbree-ropOct
Rteady.
July,
. .100
$27.71;
Mexican Petroleum
cottage furn- $24.78; Dec, $24.41: Jan., $24.22;
,ai,eu. oivqjiiiig porrnea, mvu Pootlt High
Miami Copper ; . ,
.. 29 March,.
tret
City Really CX, Phone 77
$24,27,- Missouri Pacific;
.. 23
FOR RENT Modern, hungalow three roome
Montana Power;
with large sleeping
XEVf YOltK. METAL.
porch, furnlahed.
New Tork Central
73 '
PJio57j:o.ulreJ.12.1Eaat Centraj.
FOR
RBNT la'irfurnlahlSr Fat, on Eaat
86
Northern Pacific
New York
Lead Quiet,
, 8.
Central oar line, convenient to eanator-lum.. 43 spot, a.uo. July
Pennsylvania ; . .
Thaaton
To., Third aad ilold,
.
Kast
St. Louis de
. . 24
Spelter Quiet
Ray Consolidated Copper..
F0"R ItBNT
Furnlahed
cottage,
rnodern,
.. 2 livery, spot $8.50 8.70.
Reading .
glassed porchea; University car linea.
Phone Ml, mornings. 1M4 East Central.
.. 93
Republic Iron & Steel....
NEW YORK MONEY.
J'or' RBi'iV-three-rooSouthern Pacifio
modern bungalow.
Completely furnlahed: two porchea;- desirSouthern Railway
.. 23
New York, July 8. Mercantile pa
able neighborhood. soll 1ia R,,,,,h r.a..
Texas Company
..1S2'4 per, four and six months, 6 per cent
lev ioaNitts jounnal epevAk lbascd wiafi 'r FOR..' RKNll
House In lllghlanda.. four- .'.121
Unfbn Pacific . . -T
sterling 60 day bills, 4.72 lA per cent;
Washington,
July 8. Wlllian Pres-V
..wunaaiow
xurnisnea; giaiaed In
U.'S. Industrial Alcohol...
commercial 60 .days bill on banks, McGiP, was nomlnatd
..124
sleeping porch r alao garage. Call 1207 Eaat
today
by
4.72 per cent; commercial 60 day bills, ident Wilson as
TTnlted States Steel
of the land, Plural.
..106
register
4.71
per cent;, demand, 4.753 per office 9l JFort Sumner, N. At,
".
Modern three-rooUtah .Coppfer;
82
Fj'OH, RENT
lurnlahed houae with
cent; caotes, 4.v
per cent;
imh...
Ideal location. lUi Eaat
,
Bar, silver, 99 ftc.
. CHICAGQ, BOARD OP
TRApE,
Judge , William R. McOU!, referred Thnm. Phone r32 or ill. .Catrai,H. A.
Mexican dollars, 77c.
to In. the foregoing
dispatch , from "OR RENT Furnished, two-rooGovernment bonds, heavy,.
eottage
, . . .
In .l,.nlti..nn.h.
with
Washington as having been,- nomin
... alaH,l ...
.. .
Chicago, July 8. Action., of conRailroad bonds, easy. ,
wnfnmrni
hviih,
-of
as
the, land office at to ahoDa: llaht mil
naiA
t.,
gress looking to higher t prices ; on
register
Time; loans Stronger. Sixty days, ated,
Fort Sumner, is one or tne most pic. month. HOC South Arno.
turesque characters In the. state Hjs
General.
home, is at La Lands. De, uajca county FOR.- RENT Mo.l .rn ........ m
I ' ,J I, ,
where he has resided since, about 1906 rioae 1n. Home furnlahed. W. H. McMlllion,
or 1907. He has. been, engage In, the
OR RENT
practice of law and raising ajock.
houae, furnlahed or.
,
r.Tha Judee- - prior tOiCastmg nis ioi unfurnished, elna 1 n L,.i.
in tha Hunshina state, was a, cesldent painted. City Realty do. phone 77. ,
Rliroom houae, 3 rooms upt
of western Texas. He served, two terrris FOR RENT
stairs, a rooms dawn alalia, nic.iu r,,m.
as Judge, of
comprising lahad,
aultalVe for two parties. No children.
Lubbock, Crosby, Hare, ana several rnopea 1 1, or ran 1 1 a weat. qoiq.
at
He was in

........

1
Ten acre ranch, convenient to Citv.
with fine "orchard m 5 acres alfalfa
for City property. Owner cannot look
after the farm. What have you to of- rer, around fz.buu or less,

wk

Saturday'

capital requirementa by. railroads and
industrial" corporations, events, over
the week end offered no explanation
for today's dull and heavy stock mar-

.

of 250 treet
Juat coming Into bearlne. Land ia on main
and ia all under cultivation, only i 2
frame, bath etc., ditch
mllea from town. Oj-m-mu,t Wave Inalda
sleeping porch, fine shade trees, ce- of
and will throw jn houaehold fura
ment biock garage, good barn; com- niture,
farm Implements, (tarden toola, horae
pletely furnished; 4th. ward.
bugy and harness, everything goea. For
t2,800..
shingly bungalow, price and wrma, see

ward.
$2,600.

SMCIL LBSr.O wiatl

from last
severe contraction of excess reserves by local banks and more
definite" Intimations concerning new
- New York, July.

SAM!
UUOU

.

not buja umall ranch,
frame, "modern, 2 It Why
and cut your
living npn.
sleeping porches, completely furduring these .war gm,
nished, suitable for ,2 families; 'tract Of 7 arree. with, a o(i
rents for 130.00 per. month; 8rd adobe barn, fine young orchard
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Market Dull and Heavy; Selling- Focuses About U, S.
'Steel, Which, Suffers RePoints,
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Albuqtiefque Morning Journal, Tuesday, July 9, 1918.
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Travels 6,000 Miles to CHARGES ENTENTE
Free Accused Husband
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Make Capital Out of Minis
ter's Murder; Counter Revolt
Breaks in Moscow,
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Detroit, Mich., July S. Developments that find no precedent In the
political history of theBtate- have
given Michigan's primary campaign
this year an unusual interest which
centers largely In the rare for the
The primary
senatorial nomination.
election will be held August 27.
The democrats in, state conference
precipitated a situation that promises
to upset early calculations. The conference endorsed Henry Ford as democratic candidate for the senatorial
nomination, despite the fact that he
had been regarded as a republican
possibility, and invited the republicans to unite with them In supporting
him. Then came Ford's announce
ment, after a conference with President Wilson, that he would accept
the nomination if it were tendered
him. He did not specify, however,
whether Ye would make the race as a
republican or democratic candidate,
and the situation was further compli,
cated,
'
Withdrew.
Candidate
The action of the democratic state
conference "has been denourtced by
Michigan .republicans as an attempt
to split their party. Chase. S. Osborn,
former governor and a candidate for
the republican senatorial nomination,
hos declined flatly to accept the democratic proposal that he with two
other republican candidates withdraw
from the race and has Indicated
his intention of making a vigorous
Fred M. .Warner, also a
ramnniirn.
former governor, who had announced
Ills candidacy, withdrew from the race
but coupled with his withdrawal a
statement supporting Ford as the republican, but not the democratic candidate.
Truman IT. Newberry, who served
In .Roosevelt's cabinet, is the other
republican mentioned for the nomination. Mr. Newberry has never
made a direct avowal of his candidacy
but the Newberry campaign committee has announced its intention of
making a vigorous campaign In his
behalf.
Ford Keeps Mum. .'"
Mr. Ford has had nothing to say
Ulnee his statement that he would achim.
cept the nomination if tendered camIt Is understood he will make no
paign. Should he go on both republican and democratic tickets at the
must
primary, under the law. he canvass
choose within five days after
f the. ballots the ticket on which he

Its Utmost to

Is Doing

Berlin

President's Action in Connection With Candidacy; of
Henry Ford Angers Republicans; Alleged Unfairness,
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Francisco, Q.000 miles, to, get bonds
for her husband, who was accused
by Federal authorities. They refused
to permit him to land. After his wife
$100,000 he
arranged for a bond of order
of the
was dismissed with the
California
in
court that he must live
war.
of
the
during the remainder

ADVERTISING
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anti-Russi-

permits the assumption that agents
in the service of the entente are Implicated In the affair."

LIAIID WIM
Calif., July 8.

JOUHNAU IPIC1AI.

Americans Is given by a copy of an
(delet-ed- )
intelligence report of the
German army, which has Just
been obtained. The report, describing
the fighting on the Marne, refers to
the
(deleted) American division
as a very good one, "almost an attacking division," and adds that the
nerves pf the Americans have not yet,
been shaken. The German fire, the
report says, had been unable to affect the morale of the Americans,
who only lacked, the necessary instructions to make them serious ad-
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The report adds that It is Impossible
to obtain military Information frpm
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KILLED
tAtKO WIRI!

by antWalrcraft

guns.

t;

Extravagance or a Necessity

work,

war-citie-

SQUADRON

With the American Army in France,
July 8 (by the Associated Press.)
Alan Ash of Chicago,' a member of
the Lafayette flying squadron, has
been killed in combat with several
German machines over Soissons. His
machine when falling was seen to
burst into flameB.
Warren T. Hobbs of Worcester,
Mass., another member of the Lasquadron, was- killed
fayette, flying
June 26. - Forced to fly low because of
engine trouble, 'he was brought down

.

notice. These are,
Today the larger industrial or destroy pn short
of pur citizens
contentment
The
first:
best
lands,
the
are
employing
. plants
third: The
The
second:
out
health;
world
publls
to
In
the
lay
cape architects
in Albuquerque
citizens
our
of
are
pride
receiving
These
'The English had not been in tne atheir
thousand dollars a month and up for as their home town.
Contentment, public heaUh, and civwar very long before they were forced their services. They are laying out
ic
workmen
pride depend in no small degree on
to adopt the "Aldershot Plan" of of- - residential districts for
Secretary Albu
querque Chamber ol Commerce)

(By Aldo Leopold,

; '

Americans and that they. rarely

,the

?

MEMBER LAFAYETTE

will indicate the positions they occupied in the line.
In general, the report adds, the
Americans make a good Impression.
For the moment they continue to con-- ;
sider' their part in the war as that of
"big brothers" who had cflme to Europe to assist their "little brothers,"
and the Matter's mothers and sisters,
but alBO declare that they had come
overseas to fight for their country.
v
versaries,'
Most of the Americans, the docuPrisoners taken by the' Germans,
the report states, were physleally well ment added, are of foreign extraction,
it calls them, "but
28
built and were aged from
and fighting
years. Their characteristic utterance It admits that theip spirit
is quoted as "we kill or are killed." qualities are remarkable.

Public Rccrcation-- An

;

Meanwhile Berlin is doing Its ut
most to make capltalAout of the von
Mirbach affair. A German official account , of the assassination concludes:
"The result of a preliminary Inquiry

ABLY DISCUSSED

(IV MONIN

'

rade" Peters.
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Clothing
Wright
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San Francisco,
Methods whereby every stroke of the ARE ASSASSINS BF.IXG
advertising writer's pen and .every
PROTECTlil) BY PALS?
stroke on the publicity man's' type
Amsterdam, July 8. According to a
writer may be a blow directed at the
Prussian military machine were con- Moscow telegram to the' Frankfurter;
sidered at the opening here today of Zeltung, the two assassins of Count
the business sessions of the fourteenth von Mirbach fled after committing the
annual convention of the Associated crime t6 a building ocoupied by social
revolutionists, where they were being
Advertising Clubs of the World.
with machine guns.
"America first," was the theme de defendeddeclared-that
the assassination
It is
veloped in the addresses of William
(V D'Arey of St. Louis, president of of the ambassador was to have been
the association, and other speakers. the signal for a revolt under the lead
Group conferences of various special ership of the social revolutionists,on but
the
means
of that this failed to materialize,
ists took up separately
adapting their interests to the war scale that had been planned.
I seems from this account that the
time requirements of the nation.
The Liberty Loan campaign "to sell fighting between bolshevlkl and so
will seek election.
;
V. T, cial revolutionists reported taking
Governor Albert E. Sleeper, repub the war' was successful. said
New York, who "represent place In Moscow was an outgrowth 'of
of
Mullally
renomlnation.
for
candidate
a
is
lican,
the publicity department of the the von Mirbach affairs. The Frank
John W. Bailey of Battle Creek, is a ed
reserve district In the fort message from Moscow mentioned
candidate for the democratic nomina second federal
because "we talked ' only In such fighting as taking place In var
drives,
the
for
tion
governorship.
terrhs of 'Investment but in terms, of ious parts of the city and when the
dispatch was filed, but gave no details.
human life.",
,'.
I, W. W, SEIZED BY
To keep up the morale of the
Ml'RDER LIKELY TO HAVE
OFFICERS AND BEATEN American people Herbert Cuthbert,
RF.St'LTS
executive secretary of the Pacific
Seattle,
Tourist
Northwest
association,
WtNB
IBV MflHNIN
JOUKNAI. BPrCIAl. ISAaiD
London, July 8. The assassination
ad
of Count Mirbach, German ambassa
Chicago, July 8. Forest Edwards, urged the maintenance through
of
"tourist
industry,"
the
No.
vertising
400, Agricul
to Russia, is viewed by the news
secretary of Union
on annual dor
tural Workers, a' defendant In the which, he said, represented
papers here as an event which may
In
the
United
of
business
$700,000,000
results.'
I. W. W. trial before Judge Landls,
have
In States.
The Mail and Express compare it
today identified bulletins sent out
all
for
Payment by the government
to the jnurder of Archduke Francis
August last, calling upon the agricui
tural workers to join in a general space used in advertising andLiberty
Ferdinand at Sarajevo four years ago.
other
strike on August 20, unless all the I Bonds, War Savings Stamps
"German influence (in Russia) can
W. W. in Jails should be released by securities waB urged by John Ring, only be established on a solid' basis
Mercantile
of
the
that time. The witness said previously advertising manager
by the maintenance of a great army!
that there was no trouble between the Trust company of St. Louis, in an ad- of occupation. Russia may once more I
farmers and the I. W. W. and told of dress to the bank advertising sect)on play a part in the war."
a mutual agreement between the Non today.
The Chronicle expects that if the!
partisan league and the I, W. W. by "The paid advertisements should German emperor has his way there
which H a day had been agreed uponi bear the signatures of the president will be a march on Moscow.
as the wages for a ten-hoday in of the secretary or tne treasury," earn
North Dakota.
Ring. He added that with proper BREAK IS ORDERED WITH
DELFXJATES IX BERLIN
Edwards said he saw a number of government control, the effectiveness
I. W. W. taken by officers of the law lof selling campaigns could be in
from Jails out into the country, beat- creased by concentrating advertising
London, July 8. As soon as Em
en and left In the road.
displays at points where most needed.. peror William heard of the assassina
tion of Count von Mirbach, the Ger
man ambassador to Russia, accord
Z7.1XG IN HOLLOW HONOR. . ing to an Exchange Telegraph dis
BI
Th.H tiny CAPSULES
- (Santa Fe New Mexican.)
patch from Russia, he ordered Secre
sr superior to Balsim
Senator Brandegee says that wom- tary von kuehlmann to break off ne
of Copalbi, Cubebt or
to
their
take
en do not need the ballot
gotiations with the delegates In Ber
nlectlorn,indN
s
RELIEVES In
proper position in this country, hold- in.
MIOYj
the
are
"queen
that
HOURS
24
already
they
ing
thl
bees" of the United States. The Idea,
lima diuuei without InconvenUnM. (,
however, appears to be that a queen
bee is not satisfied If she is only al.Sold v"a dnittaittt.
lowed to buzz.
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'Mrs. Nathan S. Kaplan traveled
all the way from Tokio to San
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London, July 8. A
revolution has broken out in Moscow,
Wolff Buaccording to a
reau telegram dated on Sunday from
Moscow and transmitted to London
by the Exchange Telegraph company
correspondent at Copenhagen. Fighting of great severity is taking place
in the slreet"between the bolshevik!
troops and Wiiat" revolutionaries.'
A message received today in London
from the- - Russian wireless service,
EU
dated Sunday evening at Moscow says
that a counter revolution was started
had
in the Russian capital but that it
been suppressed.
Several hundred Russians, Including
VALOR
the social revolutionary leaders
at
arrested
been
have
Moscow.
A strong guard has been placed be
fore the house of the bolshevik! am
bassador in Berlin as it Is feared the
populace of the capital will inaugu
demonstrations.
rate
ISV HINIIH
UMM. VflCiAU IKUO WIH
AH the German newspapers declare
the murder of Count f' von Mirbach
With the American Army n France,
must Inevitably have a great influence July 8 (by the Associated Press). An
n
on
''
relations.
indication of what the German army
Nikolai Lenlne, the bolshevik pre
thinks of thsi l fighting ability' of the
- the
mier ,1s endeavoring to placate
t
V
Germans by appointing an "extraord- nary commission of investigation," to
probe the death of Count von Mirbach
The commission Is headed by "Comsemi-offici-

if '

m

io i liver ' .mm rmt mm
L
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The point of argument Is that an
Ideal park area Is located within a
mile of the center of our city, whicn
can be had for nothing, provided tho
people who own the property are convinced that the average citizen is go- -

cer'ned.
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How mall this little
motor is! '

I can hold it In one hand
ana yet it aoes au my tewing i

t
i

That's the first wonder of all women. And the. next is that;
with Just a sllgh); movement Of the
It Is so easily controlled
.'
foot from full stop to full speed.
It leaves your full attention to the sewing. Does the work
faster and better than you can by foot power. You rest
-

WIMI

cor- -

Washinefton. Julv 8. Official
resnondence made public today dis
closed that Cleveland Abbe, Jr.; edl
FUhing, Bathing, Shade, Foot
tor of the Monthly Weather Review,
mil from Center of City.
Auto Road-O- ne
recently dropped from the govern'
ment service, was dismissed because
,
THE COOLEST PLACE IN TOWN. ,
.
n
of "his
sympathies for the
' ' !'
imperial German government.'
Help Work For It.
Mr.. Abbe, son and namesake of the
man who devised the 'present system
of daily weather reports, was edcuated
in Germany and married a German
girl. He has "indignantly denied" the
look likerth plan of a fancy
ferlng systematic physical recreation which
rhnrees and has asked a rehearing.
to flower garden. Why? Because employ
that
to
soldier.
learned
Houston's
every
They
Transmitting Secretary
have learned that to make a man
brief letter of dismissal, C. P. Marvin, keep a man fit to fight they first had ers
work they must first make him play..
"wrote
of
weather
chief
the
bureau,
t0 make
More than that, they must .make his
.
Even before America' entered", the family play too.
:v"
;,; ),
.v,
In
To come back nearer, home what
rnnnfinted airother with vour con- - war. communities adjacent to war
ft mushroom are the elements which 'will make or
Aunt
nrt .nrallv'wBll known svm- - dustrles experienced
nathles for the imperial German gov- - growth which called for the building break Albuquerque as a. city, and as
ernment. A searching inquiry of your of new cities overnight. The first at such her opportunities Cor usefulness
Innermost heart in respect to your at-- l tempts at building these tcties were to the nation? Our natural resources
in
titnde toward the United States gov- - so strictly "practical1;. that no facilities and transportation facilities are, can
ernment must convince you that pa- - for public recreation were provided one sense, fixed quantities, and
the Experience soon proved, however, that not be radically changed in short per-idtriotlsm and genuine loyalty
of time. But there are three
United States are absolutely" lncom- - the best workmen refused ta live In
"makings"
.with friendly sentiment fori such plaoes, and that those who am things that enter' into, thecan
patlble
I
which ire
improve
Qermaniim." .
,
.. f", .' lHva there were not doing their best of a real city

machine, this little motor
will run it.
No attaching to do it simply sets on the top of your
machine and the Uttle rubber

j

pulley engages the
The wire attaches to any
lamp socket. And you can
sew near the window, on the
porch, upstairs and down.
Delivered to your home all
ready to sew for ysi.au.

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company.
"AT YOUR SERVICE.!'
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H steady improvement
ng to demand
as a public park. If the average
makes It plain that he Is going to
use, improve, and appreciate this park
the present, owners of the property are
making a good Investment by giving
it to the city. These landowners are
aware of this fact..; The jground they
have left will rise In value and will
easily compensate them for their
to the public. But If the average citizen hides out and says nothing,
and later grumbles" because the land- owners would not give him the prop- erty he lacked the nerve to ask for,
to blame It tie
himself
he has .onljff
-JL
,
ana nts town reiimuji ymito. t
cii-Is- en

'

....

.,
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i
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'h' V"
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Mi

quite as useful and
erally necessary as adequate public
This statement win noi
parks.
water In time of peawe, ana even nii.
so under the strain of war.
Are Albuquerque's public parks adequate for even hen present population? The writer believes they are
not. Denver offers forty times more
park area per capita than Albuquerque, and the family without an
might Just as well be stranded
as
In the middle of ft parkless Denver
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